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Report 1: Overview 
 
 Institutional Policy on Research 
 
Ethos and Strategy 
 
Lingnan University is uniquely positioned in the higher education landscape of Hong 
Kong as the Special Administrative Region’s first liberal arts university. Liberal Arts 
for us means that we place the student at the Centre and that we prize the breadth of 
the education and experience we provide the student with. But (like with many 
leading Liberal Arts colleges overseas) the concept for us does not entail absence 
from graduate education or from research. To the contrary, and unlike other overseas 
liberal arts universities that have a predominantly undergraduate teaching orientation, 
Lingnan is committed to achieving excellence and innovation in both teaching and 
research, including the training of research postgraduates.  The University’s mission 
sets out to promote effective teaching, to develop a vibrant culture for research and 
enquiry, and to produce world class research outputs.  The equal emphasis we place 
on teaching and research is guided by the University’s belief that advances in 
research and discussion can enrich the quality of teaching and learning.  Our 
expectation for staff to provide teaching that is informed and inspired by their 
research under a congenial campus learning environment forms the basis for defining 
the character of our liberal arts education ethos. 
 
As highlighted in previous reports, Lingnan’s research policy is underpinned by a 
three-pronged approach of focused development, quality enhancement and 
collaborative endeavour.  Focused development is achieved by identifying priority 
areas of research and the recruitment of staff to build up a critical mass in these areas.  
Quality enhancement is enabled through selective appointment and promotion of 
quality and performing staff, and the provision of staff development opportunities as 
well as dedicated funding for academic exchanges.  Collaborative endeavor is 
fostered through the establishment of research centres serving as foci for the 
convergence of staff research interests and to attract external funding.  Adoption of 
these approaches is explained in further details under various sections of this report. 
 
Developments in the Reporting Period 
 
As part of the Action Plan Updates to its Strategic Plan for 2009-2016, the University 
has initiated a review of the Focused Research Areas.  Seven focused research areas 
of strengths were identified for 2012-2015, viz. Modern Literature in Chinese; 
International Financial Markets and Economic Performance; Taxation in China; 
Conflict Management in Chinese Business; Age and Work-Life Balance; Cinema 
Studies; and Cultural Policy and Heritage.  The University will continue to build on 
the strong performance demonstrated by these focused research areas which cuts 
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across its three faculties – arts, socials sciences and business. 
 
The resource allocation, work and operations of the Research Centres/Institutes were 
also reviewed for optimal utilisation of resources to support research.  The 
administration of research centres was streamlined to ensure that resources were 
shifted to fund active research-support and project-based positions.  The following 
nine Research Centres/Institutes/Programmes are currently active: Asia-Pacific 
Institute of Aging Studies; Centre for Cinema Studies, Centre for Humanities 
Research; Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies; Hong Kong and South China 
Historical Research Programme; Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development 
Programme; and two virtual centres, Centre for Asian Pacific Studies and Centre for 
Public Policy Studies. 
 
At the operational and management level, the University has restructured the 
Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee into two separate committees 
respectively with remits for research and postgraduate studies, each to remain as 
Standing Committees of the Senate.  The newly constituted Research Committee 
(RC) also assumes the role of overseeing the work of the research units previously 
assumed by their individual Management Boards.  The Office of Research Support 
(ORS) has also consolidated its functions in administering research, conference and 
study grants through the transfer of staff development administration to the Human 
Resources Office.  The above mentioned measures are intended to bring about a 
leaner management and effective coordination of research policy matters at the 
University level. 
 
Relationship between research policy and other institutional policies 
 
Teaching and Learning.  At the heart of the University’s mission is to enhance the 
student learning experience.  Towards this end, research serves to enrich the content 
and process of learning or what is referred to as research-informed teaching.  Ample 
examples have been given in previous reports to illustrate how our staff has 
integrated their research interests into designing and delivering courses at the 
undergraduate level.  The range of initiatives include offering courses related to 
staffs’ research focus, abundant use of examples derived from research outcomes, 
utilisation of networks developed in the research process, and acquainting students 
with the methods of enquiry specific to their discipline of study.  
 
Knowledge transfer.  An important and distinguishing feature of our undergraduate 
education is the promotion of service learning across all programme curricula.  Its 
implementation is coordinated by the Office for Service Learning, which has 
benefited a lot from the research expertise of the Asia-Pacific Institute of Aging 
Studies (APIAS) that has an extensive track record of community engagement.  
Some of our service-learning programmes, e.g. “Lingnan Community Researcher” 
and “Lingnan Service Learning Evaluation Programme”, enable our students to apply 
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skills of social science research in the design and evaluation of community needs and 
improvement project.  Collectively, our staff and students have contributed actively 
to knowledge transfer from the university to the community, across the generation 
and ethnic divides, and from local to overseas settings.  All these efforts 
demonstrate how action-based enquiry can help to realise our University’s motto of 
“Education for Service”. 
 
Research postgraduate training.  In the education of research postgraduates, the 
University places high priority in providing quality support to students and gives 
funding annually to support research students to attend conferences.  In the 
reporting period, the University has allocated HK$0.22 million which supported 
participation in 20 conferences with 16 paper presentations.  Integration of research 
postgraduates into the academic activities of the department is evidenced by their 
participation as presenters in departmental seminars, membership of research project 
teams and co-authorship in publications with staff (refer to Report 3). 
 
Staff development.  Staff development policy has a direct impact on staffs’ research 
productivity.  With this in mind, the University has pursued several measures to 
facilitate young faculty to perform research, to give space for staff to engage in 
uninterrupted periods of research and writing, and to recognise those who had 
excelled in their research endeavours.  An Initial Research Activities Fund for 
Newly Recruited Assistant Professors provides ancillary funding for research-related 
activities without requiring the submission of a formal research proposal.  In the 
reporting period, 9 newly appointed Assistant Professors were eligible to receive 
funding.  A study/academic leave scheme of 6-12 months allows for academic staff 
to be released from teaching and administrative duties to concentrate on research, 
study and writing full time.  Four such awards of half-term each were made in the 
reporting period for leaves to be taken between the period of July 2012 to June 2013.  
In addition, the biennial Research Excellence Awards Scheme is in place to recognise 
outstanding and meritorious research performance. 
 
 Research Funding 
 
Organisation of research funding 
 
The Research Committee under the Senate is responsible for both policy formulation 
and oversight of research activities in the University.  It recommends to the 
University the annual allocation for research budget and related funding schemes, 
decides on all internal funding allocations and monitors progress of research projects 
funded by various grants.  To carry out its various functions, RC sets up 
subcommittees for reviewing applications for conference grants, University 
Conference Fund, and ethical clearance for projects involving use of human subjects.    
 
Research and Postgraduate Studies Panels (RPSP) are constituted in each of the three 
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faculties to undertake initial assessment of applications for internal research grants 
and make funding recommendations to the RC.  As the University disburses two 
types of internal research grants with money from the Direct Allocation (until 
2011/12) and a supplementary portion coming from the Block Grant, smaller grants 
are decided by the RPSPs while larger grants are approved by the RC.  The RPSPs 
also plays a role in commenting on GRF/ECS proposals before they are approved by 
RC for submission to RGC.  
    
ORS provides full administrative support to RC and the RPSPs in the whole internal 
grant application review cycle as well as managing the grant award accounts to 
ensure that funding guidelines and budgetary procedures are properly followed by 
principal investigators. 
 
Funding criteria 
 
Internal grant applications are assessed by a rigorous process of peer review which 
takes into account the need to be supportive and constructive but at the same time 
ensuring only sound project ideas with well-thought out plans can receive funding 
support.  The criteria used in assessing applications are: academic merit, feasibility 
of completion within the proposed time-frame, budgetary appropriateness, and the 
track record of the investigator(s).  The competitive nature attached to the process 
serves to acquaint new faculty with the rigour of peer review for grant proposals as 
they eventually have to submit proposals for peer-reviewed external grants.  
 
Usage and allocation of research funds 
 
In 2011/12, the RC has approved a total of HK$2.59 million to support internal 
research grants benefiting 44 projects from 13 departments.  Another $0.89 million 
was approved for conference grants that resulted in 97 academic paper presentations 
and participation in scholarly activities locally and overseas.  In addition, two 
conferences hosted by APIAS and Department of History in Lingnan had received a 
total of $0.2 million in funding from the University Conference Fund.  The careful 
consideration given to these applications by the RC ensures that money is well spent 
on activities that can generate further productive gains, such as internal research 
grants acting as precursor for GRF applications and conference papers that directly 
contribute to the volume of research outputs.  A listing of all the internal research 
grants with funding coming from Block Grant and Direct Allocation are given in 
Reports 2(A) and 2(B) respectively. 
 
 
 Research Collaborations 
 
To enable our staff to stay at the forefront of their disciplines, and to realise the 
strategy of quality enhancement following our three-thronged approach, the 
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University encourages academic exchanges and has established a dedicated fund to 
support outgoing visits by staff to mainland China and the less-developed economies 
of Asia and incoming visits to Lingnan by scholars from these countries.  In the 
reporting period, the scheme supported 5 outgoing and 3 incoming visits that 
enhanced Lingnan’s linkage with major universities and research institutions in China 
such as Peking, Nanjing, Renmin, Sun Yat-sen and the Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences. 
 
In relation to external academic exchange schemes, 6 staff members have 
successfully applied for funding from the Sino-British Fellowship Trust that supports 
short-term conference attendance or sponsorship for intensive staff development and 
training.  One successful application for sponsoring a scholar from Sun Yat-sen 
University to visit the Dept. of Economics for research collaboration was granted 
under the Croucher Visitorship Scheme and took place within this reporting period.     
 
Collaborative links are actively pursued by staff at their individual level.  This is 
evidenced by the recruitment of overseas researchers as co-investigators in many 
GRF project teams.  Of our ongoing GRF projects, researchers from the following 
overseas universities: City University of New York, South Australia, Tufts, Western 
Kentucky, Washington and McMaster are enlisted as Co-investigators in respective 
projects.  Our staff in the Dept. of Economics and Dept. of Sociology and Social 
Policy has acted as co-investigators to projects funded by the National Natural 
Science Foundation of China (NSFC). 
 
Our third strategy of collaborative endeavour is successfully carried out through the 
initiatives of research centres/institutes often in association with departments where 
centre members are closely associated to.  The collaborative endeavours take on 
various forms, such as hosting of conference with renowned external bodies, seeking 
funds from private sources, and reaching out to the community and professions.  
Examples of collaborative endeavours for each type are given below: 
 
1. Joint conferences 
 
The Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme and the Dept. of 
Cultural Studies co-organised the 1st South-South Forum on Sustainability with 
Renmin University and the United Nations Development Programme (China) which 
was held on Dec 12-14, 2011 in Lingnan.  The meeting was well attended by 
renowned scholars and eminent speakers across the globe to share insights on 
sustainability.  The HK Institute of Business Studies continues to organise the 
annual Academy of International Business Southeast Asia Regional Conference 
which was held on Dec 1-3, 2011 in Taipei.  The conference with the theme of 
“Economic and Political Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business” was attended by more than 100 scholars from over 18 countries.  The 
Centre of Asian Pacific Affairs played host to a conference in Lingnan co-sponsored 
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by the Consulate General of the Republic of Korea entitled “Peace and Security on 
the Korean Peninsula: Beyond Six Party Talks”.  The conference drew participation 
from renowned scholars from the two Koreas as well as countries to the six-party 
talks. 
 
2. External Funding  
 
The Centre for Public Policy Studies and the Hong Kong and South China Historical 
Research Programme have been successful in attracting funding through 
commissioned projects from diverse sources.  Salient examples include corporate 
and private charity funds given to the ongoing Happiness Index survey, and various 
book contract projects relating to Hong Kong local history themes funded by district 
board council, government department, and archive and records offices. 
 
 
 
3. Community and professional outreach 
 
The Centre for Humanities Research serves as focal point for dialogue between local 
scholars with interest in modern Chinese literature and cinema and their counterparts 
in mainland China, Taiwan and other parts of the world.  The Centre has an active 
conference, seminar hosting and publication agenda and connects with renowned 
writers who are invited to be speakers in seminars.  The Centre for Cinema Studies 
includes members that cut across departments in the Faculty of Arts.  It has strong 
connections to local film makers and film scholars and forged alliance with the 
Chinese Independent Filmmaking Alliance and other film scholars in the world.  
The Asia Pacific Institute of Aging Studies has recognised expertise in community 
engagement and shares close ties to regional health authorities (e.g. Macao SAR 
Social Welfare Bureau, United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific (ESCAP).  It has received funding for commissioned projects from a 
variety of private sources including private foundations and charities (HK Women 
Development Association, HK Women’s Foundation, Fung Ying Sin Koon). 
 
 Research Highlights 
 
Grants 
 
In the 2011-2012 exercise, seven GRF grants to the amount of $3,947,000 were 
awarded to our staff.  The application success rate of 30.4% compares favourably 
with the sector-wide average.  Two other external grants are worthy of mention in 
this report, viz. the “Chinese Opera Annals and Music Anthology Project” funded by 
the Hong Kong Heritage Museum to the tune of HK$8.5 million, and the “Age 
Diversity: Applying the Capabilities Approach to Career Development across the 
Life Course “ funded under the ESRC/RGC Joint Research Scheme.  This project 
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involving collaboration between researchers in Lingnan and Middlesex University is 
the second such grant awarded to the University under the joint research scheme. 
 
Our non-UGC/RGC funding source for projects has increased in diversity and reach 
over the years.  Some notable ones from government and government –related 
bodies include the Arts Development Council, Cantonese Opera Development Fund, 
HK Heritage Museum, Social Welfare Development Fund, Commission on Youth, 
HK Institute for Monetary Research of HKMA, Marine Department, etc.  Non-HK 
funding sources include the Social Welfare Bureau of Macao SAR, National 
Publication Department of PRC, Help Age International and Peace Women Across 
the Globe, to name a few.   
 
A full listing of the funding obtained from non-UGC/RGC sources is detailed in 
Report 2(C). 
 
Publications   
 
A majority of our staff members across all 15 academic departments have published 
their research in top-tier or major refereed journals in their disciplines, or in 
monograph series/book titles with renowned publishers.  There is also a fair spread 
of participation by staff as editors, editorial board members, and ad hoc reviewers of 
academic journals.  Some of our departments also maintain their own active 
publication channels of student and staff works.  Of notable mention is the “Journal 
of Modern Literature in Chinese” which is undergoing digitization by Gale/Cengage 
for gaining wider dissemination. 
 
The publications/outputs arising from our staff and research postgraduate students’ 
research activities are listed in Report 3.  
 
Conferences 
 
The following conferences were sponsored by the University Conference Fund and 
took place in Lingnan during the reporting period: 
 
1. “International Conference on Work-Life Balance and Social Policy” was held on 
Nov 8, 2011 and organised by the Dept. of Sociology and Social Policy.  The 
meeting was attended by local academics, students and professionals from social 
work, health, teaching and management professions. 
2. “What Environment Do we Want? Environmental Aesthetics and Its Implications” 
was held on Nov 18-20, 2011.  The conference was organised by the Department 
of Visual Studies and drew attendance from scholars in a wide range of disciplines. 
3. “The Work and Legacy of Robert Nisbet” was held on May 7-8, 2012 and 
organised by the Faculty of Social Sciences. 
4. “The Art and Metaphysics Conference” was held in May 16-18, 2012 and 
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organised by the Dept. of Philosophy. 
5. “The 2nd International Leadership Assembly of Nursing Homes cum 
APIAS-Tsao-ILC Symposium for Junior Researchers on Active Ageing 2012” was 
held on June 27-28, 2012.  It was organised by APIAS and co-sponsored by the 
Chinese International Nursing Home Leadership Association and the International 
Longevity Centre (ILC) Singapore.  The conference attracted more than 150 
participants from a host of countries in East and Southeast Asia. 
 
Other conferences/seminars/workshops/public lectures organized by Lingnan 
departments and academic units can be viewed at their individual departmental 
website listings. 
 
Research Productivity and Ranking 
 
Our departments have demonstrated their strengths through publishing in top journals 
which helped to gain visibility and recognition for the University in the highly 
competitive international higher education scene.  In this reporting period, our Dept. 
of Economics is ranked very well in the widely cited global rankings of financial 
economics publications.  Lingnan achieved a ranking of 36 in the Arizona State 
University (ASU) World Finance Research Ranking and tied with four other 
prestigious universities including Dartmouth College, Georgetown University, 
University of Notre Dame, and Purdue University.  This ranking is based on the 
number of articles published in the top three leading financial economic journals in 
2011: Journal of Finance, Journal of Financial Economics, and Review of Financial 
Studies. 
 
 Conclusions 
 
We have made great strides in our mission to become both a teaching and research 
oriented liberal arts university.  Our research achievements and quality of 
educational offerings have no doubt helped to place the University amongst the 
league of fine research and teaching institutions in the Asian region.  In the 2011 QS 
Ranking of Asian Universities, Lingnan is ranked favourably and ahead of some 
research-oriented and comprehensive universities in China and Taiwan, despite the 
fact that both its size and young age as a university in Hong Kong bring it below the 
radar screen of many academics in the wider Asia-Pacific region, whose views weigh 
centrally in those rankings.  Lingnan is proud of its achievements in attracting 
competitive RGC grants in recent years, or indeed Hong Kong PhD Fellowship 
Scheme where our attraction to foreign students is testimony to the global reputation 
and networks of many of our academic staff.  Across our departments and research 
centres/institutes, we have a very high ratio of PhD holders amongst our staff 
(currently at 98.5%) which has sustained ongoing and active efforts in publishing 
papers and applying for research grants.  Amidst the attention paid to doing research, 
all our staff continue to carry teaching duties and are equally enthusiastic in the 
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education of undergraduate students. 
 
Being a predominantly business, humanities and social sciences subject-centered 
institution and due to our relatively smaller scale of operation and undergraduate 
focus, we are faced with two major challenges concerning research funding and 
research postgraduate places allocation.  These issues have been raised in previous 
reports but are even timelier to be brought up again in this report. 
 
First, the gradual reduction of block grant funding for research and the phasing out of 
Direct Allocation from 2012/13 will increase the pressure on University to reallocate 
more resources from its Block Grant to fund internal research grants.  In many of 
the disciplines where our departments represent, small grants have served as 
important catalyst for enabling staff to acquire the experience and obtain preliminary 
results necessary for them to apply for GRF/ECS grants.  Also, the change of 
formula for calculation of GRF/ECS on-costs as PI cost/on- cost/HSSPFS premium 
to tie in with performance in GRF/ECS applications of the previous year makes it 
difficult for institutions to plan ahead as there is a lag period of one year in knowing 
the actual sum of overhead to be disbursed by RGC.  In addition, as more money 
from UGC block grant research portion is moved to competitive-based research grant 
schemes of the RGC other than GRF/ECS, many of these RGC grant schemes have a 
strong science and technology bias that decreases the chance for researchers in our 
chosen disciplines to apply. 
   
Second, we have mentioned in many previous reports about the low number of 
research postgraduates allocated to Lingnan that had restricted our staff from 
partaking in supervision opportunities.  Currently, we have 43 UGC funded research 
postgraduate places as against a total of 133 Assistant Professor rank and above who 
are eligible to supervise research students.  This problem is even more acute now 
when RGC expects new Assistant Professors in their first 3 years of appointment who 
received ECS grants to have gained primary supervisory experience upon project 
completion.  We hope the RGC can revisit the research postgraduate allocation 
mechanism and address our concern in the earnest. 
 
Looking ahead, our imminent priority will be in preparing well for the RAE2014 
exercise.  We would want to see the continuation of vibrant research culture in our 
departments and sustainability of their research efforts.  At the same time, we would 
need to ensure that whilst we pursue research excellence, our teaching commitments 
based on small class, close support and contact between teachers and students are 
preserved as a defining feature of our quality undergraduate education at Lingnan. 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
   
1 * Taxation Research 
 
 
 CHAN Koon-hung 16,000 X 
2 * Foreign direct investment in China: do taxes 
and government effectiveness matter and to 
what extent? (Pending for RC’s further 
approval of field trip) 
 
 
 CHENG Lai-sheung 
Suwina 
20,400 X 
3  Firms Response to Anticipated Reduction in 
Tax Rate: Public versus Private Firms in 
China 
 
 
 LIN Zhe-pin Kenny 30,000 X 
4  Corporate Governance and Earnings 
Management during the Global Financial 
Crisis: Evidence from Listed Companies in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 18,146 X 
5  Ethical Context and its Consequences in 
Asian Accounting Firms 
 
 
 SHAFER William E 27,850 X 
6  Ownership Structure, Tax Policy and 
Earnings Management 
 
 
 WONG Wai-yee 
Pauline 
25,850 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
1  Peer-to-peer Systems with Phones and 
Computers 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing 
Alfred 
26,000 X 
2  Wireless Security and User Awareness  LOO Wai-sing 
Alfred 
 
 
18,146 X 
3  Performance Analysis of Multi-agent 
Negotiation Processes through Probabilistic 
Model Checking 
 
 
 YEUNG Wing-lok 29,850 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
 
4 * Finance in Asia 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 16,000 X 
5  Investment and Abandonment Decisions 
under Uncertain Revenues and Costs 
 
 
 YICK Ho-yin Martin 29,850 X 
6  Estimating Risk-neutral Skewness and 
Kurtosis from Option Prices 
 
 
 ZHANG Yuanyuan 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
 
 
7 * Organisation Studies 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 16,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
8 * China Business Studies 
 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 16,000 X 
9  Estimating Technical Efficiencies of 
Airports in China: A Comparison of 
Stochastic Output Distance Function 
Method with Data Envelopment Analysis 
(DEA) Method 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
26,000 X 
10  Regional Development and Airport 
Productivity in China: a Meta-frontier 
Approach 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
29,850 X 
11  An Exploratory Study of Determinants of 
Competitiveness of Hong Kong SAR: 
Perspective of Exhibitors at International 
Trade Shows 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 18,146 X 
12  The Internationalization Patterns of Firms in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 29,850 X 
13  The Effects of Word-of-mouth and Attitude 
Functions on the Consumption of Genuine 
and Counterfeit Luxury Brands: A Study of 
Chinese Consumers 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
29,850 X 
14 * Consumer Responses to Negative Brand 
Publicity 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
25,500 X 
15 * Marketing Management in Asia  POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
 
 
16,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
 
16 
  
The Impact of Perceived Similarity and 
Regulatory Focus on Customer Reactions to 
Service Failures that Happens on Others 
 
 
  
WAN Chun-ying Lisa 
 
18,146 
 
X 
17  Regrets in Switching: The Conflicting Role 
of Perceived Control 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 40,000 X 
18  Marketing Capabilities in Transition 
Economies 
 
 
 WONG Hiu-kan Ada 40,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
    
1  Happiness in Hong Kong: An Annual 
Survey of Well Being and Values 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 22,500 X 
2  Happiness Index Research 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 45,000 X 
3  Relationship between Happiness and 
Government Spending 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 29,000 X 
4  An Evaluation of China's Merger Control 
Policy under Its New Anti-Monopoly Law 
 
 
 LIN Ping 29,800 X 
5  Hong Kong as Asia’s Art Centre 
 
 
 MA Yue 108,000 X 
6  Hong Kong Transmitted Unemployment 
under the Linked Exchange Rate System 
 
 
 RAN Qiming Jimmy 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
  
1 * The Impact of Global Financial Tsunami 
towards Middle Class Families in 
Guangzhou: Their Attitudes and Strategies 
in Response 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 30,000 X 
2  Circles of Fear - Risk Perception and Social 
Segregation in Hong Kong 
 
 
 SIU Leung-sea Lucia 19,220 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1 * A Study on the Narrative Art of Hong Kong 
Fictions: the Child's Vision (香港小說敍事
美學研究：童真角度的敍事特色) 
 
 
 CHAN Wai-ying 24,390 X 
2  Studies on Six Records of a Floating Life  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
 
24,000 X 
3 * 《東山靈雨》 (Opportune Rain on the 
Eastern Hills) cum 《翠韻芊芊》(Verdant 
Melodies in Bloom): Annotating Two 
Collections of Classical Chinese Poems 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
30,000 X 
4 * Study of the Mythical "Other World" in 
Classical Chinese Fiction 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 15,750 X 
5 * Myth Immortal and Ghost Stories: Study of 
Classical Chinese Fiction 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 26,100 X 
6  On the Dramatic Adaptation of the Dream of 
the Red Chamber (戲曲紅樓夢研究) 
 
 
 SI TOU Sau-ieng 24,000 X 
7  Liu Yichang and the Modern Psychological 
Novel of Hong Kong in the 1960s (劉以鬯
與香港六十年代現代心理小說) 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
8 * Franz Kafka and Hong Kong Literature 
(1950-2000) 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 27,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
 
    
1  Narrating the Female Body 
 
 
 HO Woon-yee Judy 24,000 X 
2 * Mediating English Language Learning with 
Mobil Learning Tools in Formal and 
Informal Settings in Higher Education 
 
 
 HUI Wai-yi Diane 28,500 X 
3 * Henri Meschonnic Rhythm and the 
Embodied Social Ecology of Subjectivity 
 
 
 ROBINSON Douglas J 28,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
    
1  The Chinese Translation of English 
Detective Stories in Hong Kong's Chinese 
Newspapers in the Early 20th Century 
 
 
 LI Bo 7,000 X 
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No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre: 50 
Department of History 
 
  
1  Higher Education Culture in Hong Kong and 
Singapore: A Historical Comparison of 
Roots Policy and Development 
 
 
 CHOU Ai-ling Grace 29,500 X 
2  The Public Life of Elsie Elliott: Britishness 
Empire and Femininity 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A  27,000 X 
3  Representing the Social in Interwar Britain: 
David Low on Mass Unemployment 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A  15,000 X 
4 * Illegal Markets and State-Building in 
Central Asia: the Turkestan-Xinjiang Opium 
Trade (1881-1929) 
 
 
 PIANCIOLA Niccolò 29,700 X 
5  "Killing with Compassion": The Movement 
against Animal Cruelty in Republican China
 
 
 POON Shuk-wah 10,500 X 
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No. 
  
Project Title 
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Investigator 
Net Amount of
Grant Received
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Role of 
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  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1 * A Survey on the Evaluation of Teachers and 
Students on the Curriculum Content of New 
Senior Secondary Liberal Studies (NSS LS)
 
 
 HUI Po-keung 30,000 X 
2  Positioning "Middle Class" in Urban China: 
An Audience Research of Woju 
 
 
 IP Iam-chong 20,972 X 
3  A Preliminary Study of Christian Social 
Activisms in Hong Kong after the Lausanne 
Covenant 
 
 
 LAW Wing-sang 27,000 X 
4 * Mediatized Christianity in Hong Kong: An 
Exploratory Study of Breakthrough 
Corporate and Media Evangelism Ltd 
 
 
 LAW Wing-sang 28,500 X 
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Department of Philosophy 
 
  
5 * Tracking the Development of Hong Kong’s 
Rule of Law post 1997 
 
 
 RICE James A  14,250 X 
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No. 
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Net Amount of
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Role of 
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  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
 
  
6  Building Types and Their Logical Form 
 
 
 DE CLERCQ Rafaël  21,600 X 
7  Contemporary Documentary Filmmaking in 
Taiwan Hong Kong and the PRC: 
Understanding Practitioner's Agency 
 
 
 HJORT Mette A 15,000 X 
8  Art Facilitation for Youth in Tuen Mun 
under the Order of Protection and Care (We 
Will See) 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 36,960 X 
9 * Study into Chinese Paintings in the Lingnan 
Foundation Collection 
 
 
 LUK Yu-ping 19,950 X 
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No. 
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Grant Received 
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Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
    
1  Did Corporate Governance Safeguard 
Investors' Interest in the Global Financial 
Crisis? 
 
 
 CHENG Lai-sheung 
Suwina 
 
108,000 X 
2 * A Study of Tax and Nontax Tradeoffs by 
Public and Private Firms in the Context of 
Corporate Tax Rate Changes in China 
 
 
 LIN Zhen-pin Kenny 97,000 X 
3 * Long-run Effective Tax Rates and Auditor 
Size: Evidence from China 
 
 
 LIN Zhen-pin Kenny 20,400 X 
4  The Influence of Ownership and 
Directorship on Stock Return 
 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 120,000 X 
5 * Taxation, Related-party Sales Transactions 
and Firm Value 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 18,360 X 
6  The Impact of Corporate Governance 
Practices on Growth Opportunities in China
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 108,000 X 
7 * Effects of Fair Market Ideology on Ethical 
Decision Making in Public Accounting 
 
 
 SHAFER William E 110,000 X 
8 * Ethical Attitudes and Ideological Beliefs of 
BBA Students at a University in Hong Kong
 
 
 SIMMONS Richard S 6,000 X 
9  Will a Change in Financial Reporting 
Regime Reduce Earnings Informativeness? 
Evidence from China 
 
 
 WONG Wai-yee  
Pauline 
112,780 X 
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No. 
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Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
  
1  Designing Service Level Agreements for 
Inventory Management 
 
 
 LIANG Liping 89,800 X 
2  On the Time-Window Fulfillment Rate in 
Inventory Service Level Agreements 
 
 
 LIANG Liping 84,830 X 
3 * IT User Security Compliance 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 99,683 X 
4  Computer-Assisted Memory Retention 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 113,500 X 
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  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
  
5  The Joint Life Insurance Demand of Married 
Couples and Optimal Asset Allocation 
 
 
 GAO Jin 101,000 X 
6 * Decreasing Ross Risk Aversion: Higher-order 
Generalizations and Implications 
 
 
 LI Jingyuan 95,000 X 
7 * The Relationship between Sovereign 
Ratings and Bank Ratings through the Lens 
of the European Financial Crisis 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 103,745 X 
8  Credit Ratings and Seasoned Equity 
Offerings in China 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 85,500 X 
9  Social Pressures and Corporate Philanthropic 
Behaviors Evidence from a Natural 
Experiment 
 
 
 WONG Man-lai Sonia 93,202 X 
10 * The Interactions of the Liquidation and 
Investment Triggers under Tax Asymmetry 
 
 
 YICK Ho-yin Martin 22,500 X 
11 * Firm Characteristics and Information 
Asymmetry: Evidence from China 
 
 
 ZHANG Yuanyuan 
Karen 
110,000 X 
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No. 
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Investigator 
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($) 
Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
 
  
12 * Leadership Styles and Leader Effectiveness 
in Chinese Military 
 
 
 CHEN Yifeng 109,400 X 
13  Development of Chinese Neighborhood 
Committees: The Role of Leader-Resident 
Goal Interdependence 
 
 
 CHEN Yifeng 107,440 X 
14  Making Sense of Power Inequality in 
Cross-Cultural Organizational Learning 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 79,100 X 
15  Managing Conflict between Regulators and 
Managers in Financial Services in China 
 
 
 TJOSVOLD Dean W 98,046 X 
16  The Workplace Identity and Experiences of 
Female Professionals in Hong Kong 
 
 
 WONG Mei-ling May 95,500 X 
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  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
  
17 * Quantile Regression for Forecasting Movie 
Box Office Sales: An Exploration of a 
Copula Model 
 
 
 CUI Geng 20,360 X 
18  Outward Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) 
of Chinese Firms: Testing the IPLC Model 
and Incomplete Contracts Hypotheses 
 
 
 CUI Geng 107,860 X 
19 * An Examination of the Complex Self and 
Counterfeit Brand Consumption 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
19,590 X 
20  How Valid are the Early User versus Expert 
Ratings in Predicting Movie Success? 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
105,200 X 
21  Design of Concept Screening Test from a 
Measurement Perspective 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
83,000 X 
22  The Impact of Knowledge Competences in 
Marketing Processes on New Product 
Performance and Customer Satisfaction 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
86,400 X 
23 * Consumer Reations to Service 
Embarrassment in Service Failures: The role 
of Embarrassment Type 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 20,400 X 
24  The Impacts of Face Concern and Culture on 
Consumer Reactions to Corporate Social 
Responsible Brands 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 108,000 X 
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No. 
  
Project Title 
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Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
 
25 
  
Consumer Complaining Responses to 
Embarrassing Service Failure: The Role of 
Culture and Face Concern 
 
 
  
WAN Chun-ying Lisa 
 
120,000 
 
X 
26 * Does Distance to Market Moderate the 
Market Orientation-performance 
Relationship? 
 
 
 WONG Hiu-kan Ada 19,590 X 
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No. 
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Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
    
1  Remedying Education for the Children in 
Remote Rural Villages: Can Technology 
Help? 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 100,000 X 
2  Peer Effects and Observability: Theory and 
Experimental Evidence 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 94,000 X 
3  How Managerial Entrenchment Affects Loan 
Covenant Violation 
 
 
 JIANG Liangliang 98,010 X 
4  Do Foreign Banks Favor Foreign-Owned 
Corporations? - Empirical Evidence in 
Transitional Economies 
 
 
 JIANG Liangliang 80,120 X 
5  Full Integration or Partial Separation: 
Second Thoughts on Gains and Pains from 
Financial Globalization 
 
 
 RAN Qiming Jimmy 94,853 X 
6  Determinants of Willingness to Pay for 
Organic Food 
 
 
 VOON Jan-piaw 
Thomas 
79,700 X 
7 * Elite Schools and the Race to College: 
Evidence from China 
 
 
 WEI Xiangdong 30,000 X 
8  Quality Assurance, Product Differentiation 
and the Patterns of Intermediated Trade in 
China 
 
 
 ZHANG Yifan 96,320 X 
9 * The Macroeconomic Environment Impact on 
Chinese Stock Markets 
 
 
 ZOU Lin 30,000 X 
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Department of Political Science 
 
    
1 * The Role of "University Graduate Village 
Officials" (UGVOs) in Chinese Village 
Governance 
 CHAN Che-po 28,400 X 
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Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
   
2 * Raymond Aron (1905-1983): A Study in 
Reputational Decline 
 
 
 BAEHR Peter W 75,800 X 
3 * A Study of the Association between Age 
Friendly City Characteristics and 
Psychological Well-being among Older 
Individuals in Hong Kong 
 
 
 CHEUNG Yue-lok 
Francis 
63,560 X 
4  A Study of the New Generation under 
One-child Policy in China 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 113,000 X 
5  The Impact of Global Financial Tsunami 
towards Middle Class Families in 
Guangzhou: Their Attitudes and Strategies 
in Response 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 30,000 X 
6 * Harmonizing Their Relationships with the 
Immediate Supervisors: What Do 
Subordinates Do? 
 
 
 LUN Miu-chi Vivian 55,300 X 
7  A Longitudinal Study on the Factors and 
Processes Enabling Work-Family Enrichment 
among Employees in Hong Kong and China 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 99,953 X 
8 * The Precebo Effect and Its Boundary 
Conditions 
 
 
 YEUNG Wai-lan 
Victoria 
106,850 X 
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Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1 * A Critical Survey of Classical Chinese 
Poetry in Hong Kong in the 21st Century 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
110,000 X 
2  A Concordance to the Ci Poems of Wen 
Tingyun 溫 庭 筠  (c.812-c.870), Wei 
Zhuang 韋莊 (836-910), Feng Yansi 馮延
巳 (903-60) and Li Yu 李煜 (937-78) 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
120,000 X 
3 * Mother-Goddess - Study of the Chinese 
Fiction of the Tang Dynasty 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
92,040 X 
4  Study of the Mythical “Other World” in 
Classical Chinese Fiction 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
15,750 X 
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Department of English 
 
    
1  Preliminary Literature-Based Research into 
Ecophonetics 
 
 
 ROBINSON Douglas J 100,900 X 
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  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
    
1 * Beyond Classical and Vernacular Chinese: 
Cantonese in the Chinese Translation of 
Detective Stories in Shanghai Newspapers in 
the Early 20th Century 
 
 
 LI Bo 12,150 X 
2 * Sogdian Interpreters in First-Millennium 
China 
 
 
 LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 80,215 X 
3  A Historical Study of Translation Activities 
in Medieval Asia based on Xuanzang's 
Pilgrimage (627-645 AD) from China to 
India 
 
 
 LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 86,965 X 
4 * The History of Translation in Tibet 
 
 
 RAINE Roberta A 30,000 X 
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Role of 
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  Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
 
    
1  Merchants and Revolution: Tea Advertising 
as Discourse after the Boston Tea Party, 
1773-1776 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 62,400 X 
2 * Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurship in the 
British Popular Press, 1918-1945 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 105,109 X 
3 * Hong Kong and British Culture, 1945-1997 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 64,000 x 
4  Hong Kong and Britishness, 1945-1997 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 74,200 X 
5  The Entrepreneur in Post-war British 
Culture: The Daily Mirror and Daily 
Express, 1945-1960 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 118,600 X 
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  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1  Women’s Sustainable Development and 
Educational Work for Peace – A Study of 
the Nobel Peace Prize Nominees from Hong 
Kong, Mainland China, and Taiwan 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 113,000 X 
2  Sex/Text: A Netnographic Analysis of 
Internet Sex Chatting and ‘Vernacular 
Masculinity’ in Hong Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 108,000 X 
3  Visual Narratives and the Making of Ethnic 
Feelings: A Cultural Study of Affect, 
Ethnicity, and Practices of Social 
Recognition among South Asians in Hong 
Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 108,000 X 
4 * A Survey on the Evaluation of Students on 
the Curriculum Content of New Senior 
Secondary Liberal Studies (NSSLS) 
 
 
 HUI Po-keung 94,600 X 
5  A Survey on the Evaluation of Teachers and 
Students on the Curriculum Content of New 
Senior Secondary Liberal Studies (NSS LS)
 
 
 HUI Po-keung 30,000 X 
6  A Study on the Political-participatory Uses 
of the Internet: The Case of Facebook 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 94,950  
X 
7  Three Strange Bedfellows: Comedy, 
Christianity and Colonialism in Hong Kong 
Cinema 
 
 
 YAU Ching 106,040 X 
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Department of Philosophy 
 
  
8  On the History of the Ontology of Art 
 
 
 LIVINGSTON Paisley 
N 
108,000 X 
9  The Concept of Death and the Growth of 
Death Awareness among University Students 
in Hong Kong: A Study of the Efficacy of 
Death Education Programmes in Hong Kong 
Universities 
 
 
 WONG Wai-ying 96,500 X 
10  Normativity, Intentionality, and Evolution 
 
 
 ZHENG Yujian 64,000 X 
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Department of Visual Studies 
 
  
11  Study on Using Art Facilitation for Special 
Education Needs (SEN) Teens 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 92,600 X 
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  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
    
1  On-line Happiness Survey 
 
 
HO Lok-sang 60,000 HK Industries X 
2  Happiness Survey 
 
 
HO Lok-sang 70,000 HK Charities/ 
Foundation 
X 
3  Development of Children from 
Formative Years to Teens: the Role of 
Family, Schools, and Peers in Nurturing 
Happy and Healthy Individuals 
 
 
HO Lok-sang 200,000 HK Charities/ 
Foundation 
X 
4  Policies to Tackle Working Poor 
 
 
HO Lok-sang 50,000 HK Other X 
5 * Bank Regulation, Supervision and 
Bank’s Risk Takings: Evidence from 
Financial Crisis 
 
 
MA Yue 46,800 Gov’t  
Related 
Organizations
X 
6  Full Integration or Partial Separation: 
Second Thought on Gains and Pains 
from Financial Globalization 
 
 
RAN Qiming 
Jimmy 
80,000 HK Industries X 
7 * How much does China Really Gain 
from International Financial Integration
 
 
RAN Qiming 
Jimmy 
92,000 HK Industries X 
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Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
   
1  Women Development Index CHAN 
Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
 
200,000 HK 
Industries 
X 
2  Macao Ageing Index (Phase II)  CHAN 
Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
 
1,500,000 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
3 * Study on Conducting Views on Filial 
Piety among Youth in Hong Kong 
CHAN 
Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
 
665,294 HK Other X 
4 * Inquiring Older Persons’ Motivation 
Behind Their Participation in 
Life-Long Learning Activities 
CHAN 
Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
 
273,000 HK 
Industries 
X 
5 * Evaluation Study on the Elderly 
Depression Services 
CHAN 
Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
 
160,000 HK 
Industries 
X 
6 * Service Development Study on 
BOKSS’ Neighborhood Elderly 
Centers: Using a Bottom-up 
Participatory Approach 
 
CHAN 
Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
 
300,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations
X 
7  The “Hong Kong Youth 
Development Indicators” Study 
 
 
SIU Oi-ling 578,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant 
Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1  《瀟湘月》 
 
 
KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations
 
 
X 
2  “Female and Fate-Study of the 
Cantonese Opera and Cantonese Opera 
Films  
(女性與命運－粵劇與粵語戲曲電影
論集) 
 
 
LAU Yin-ping 
Grace 
23,000 Gov’t  
Related 
Organizations
X 
3  《中國文學思想史》（先秦兩漢） WANG 
Chun-hong 
 
 
31,050 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
4 * “Living Central: Book Publication 
Grant” (中環人) 
 
 
WONG Shuk-han 
Mary 
23,000 Gov’t  
Related 
Organizations
X 
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Project Title 
 
Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
     
1  Anthology of 20th Century Chinese 
Literature (Novellas and Short 
Stories) 
 
 
 SUN Yi-feng 20,000 Non-HK Other X 
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($) 
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Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
 
     
1  History of Port of Hong Kong and 
Marine Department 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 1,054,118 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
2  Lingnan University Archives Project 
(Phase I) 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 1,000,000 HK Other  X 
3  Community Oral History of Hong 
Kong, 1945-1967 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 500,000 HK Other X 
4  History of Nanyang Brothers 
Tobacco Company 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 500,000 HK Industries X 
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Principal 
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Grant 
Received 
($) 
Funding 
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Role of 
Institution
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
     
1  Networking and Exchange Activities on 
the Experiences of Peace Women’s 
Work on Environment Protection, 
Sustainable Livelihood and the 
Rebuilding of Community Culture 
within China (Second Phase) 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 370,700 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations
X 
2  Ecological Security & Environment 
Justice Programme 
 
 
 LAU Kin-chi 429,170 Non-HK 
Other  
X 
3  Major Plays of Hong Kong Cantonese 
Opera: A Translation Project 
 
 
 LI Siu-leung 292,675 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
4  In Search of Bruce Lee  Li Siu-leung 201,250 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
 
 
X 
5  Problems of Subject Formation in Hong 
Kong Queer Cinema 
 
 
 YAU Ching 121,300 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
 
   
6  New Documentary Cinema in Denmark
 
 
HJORT Mette 76,350 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
7  Art Facilitation for Youth in Tuen Mun 
under the Order of Protection and Care
(We Will See) 
 
 
LAW Suk-mun 
Sophia 
50,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
8  Study on Using Art Facilitation for 
Special Education Needs (SEN) Teens 
 
 
LAW Suk-mun 
Sophia 
220,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
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  Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
 
   
9  漢語詩律演變研究隋、初唐部分
 
 
LI Fei 76,600 Non-HK 
Other 
 
 
X 
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# Student 
49 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
    
1 “Corporate Governance and Tax Aggressiveness”, 
presented at the 2012 Western Region Meeting, 
organized by American Accounting Association, 
Vancouver, Washington, USA, 19-21 Apr 2012 
(CD-Rom version) 
MO Lai-lan Phyllis, CHAN 
Koon-hung and ZHOU Amy 
32 A 0.3334 
2 “The Impact of New Income Tax Law on Foreign 
Invested Enterprises in China”, International Tax 
Journal, 38(1), 2012, pp 17-24, 47-8 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina 
and SHI Shan-shan 
21 A 1 
3 “The Impact of the High Technology Crisis on CEO 
Compensation”, Proceedings of The 2011 (Summer) 
International Conference on Asia Pacific Business 
Innovation and Technology Management, IEEE, 
APBITM Society and Dalian University of Technology, 
Dalian, PRC, IEEE Press, Jul 2011, pp 131-6 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina 
and RATON Bruce A 
32 A 0.5 
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50 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Tobacco Taxes, Control and Consumption in Hong 
Kong”, Proceedings of Annual Hawaii International 
Business Research Conference, organized by World 
Business Institute, Honolulu, USA, 24-25 Oct 2011 
(on-line version) 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina 32 A 1 
5 “Government Control Measures, Property Taxes and 
House Prices”, Proceedings of The Seventh 
International Conference of the Global Academy of 
Business and Economic Research, Global Academy of 
Business and Economic Research Group, Dubai, The 
United Arab Emirates, Dec 2011 (CD-Rom version) 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina 32 A 1 
6 “Corporate Social Responsibility and Firm 
Performance: Evidence from China”, Proceedings of 
International Journal of Arts and Sciences (IJAS) 
Conference, Central Connecticut State University and 
IJAS, May 2012 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina 
and WONG Ho-yin William# 
32 A 1 
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51 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
7 “Did Corporate Governance Safeguard Investor 
Interest in the Global Financial Crisis?”, Proceedings 
of Annual Conference of the International Academy of 
Business and Economics, Vol 10, International 
Academy of Business and Economics, Las Vegas, 
USA, Nov 2011, pp 189-91; and also Proceedings of 
The 11th Annual Hawaii International Conference on 
Social Sciences, organized by Hawaii International 
Conferences, Honolulu, USA, 30 May-2 Jun 2012 
(CD-Rom version) 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina, 
LUI Man-ching Gladie, SHUM 
Connie and TAM Wing-hung 
32 A 0.5 
8 “Ethical Climate, the Perceived Importance of Ethics 
and Social Responsibility, and Earnings Management”, 
May 2012 
LAM Mo# 63 B 1 
9 “The Tradeoff between Tax Savings and Financial 
Reporting Costs: Public versus Private Firms in 
China”, presented at 17th International Business 
Research Conference, organized by World Business 
Institute, Toronto, Canada, 7-8 Jun 2012 
LIN Zhen-pin Kenny 33 A 1 
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52 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
10 “An Empirical Study of Voluntary Transfer Pricing 
Disclosures in China”, Journal of Accounting and 
Public Policy, 30(6), Nov 2011, pp 607-28 
LO Wai-yee Agnes and WONG 
M K Raymond 
21 A 0.5 
11 “Determinants and Implications of Audit Reporting 
Lags in China”, May 2012 
LUO Wei# 63 B 1 
12 “Effects of Organizational Ethical Culture on the 
Ethical Decisions of Tax Practitioners in Mainland 
China”, Accounting, Auditing & Accountability 
Journal, 24(5), 2011, pp 647-68 
SHAFER William E and 
SIMMONS Richard S 
21 A 1 
13 “Effects of Ethical Context and Machiavellianism on 
Attitudes Toward Earnings Management in China”, 
Managerial Auditing Journal, 26(5), 2011, pp 372-92 
SHAFER William E and 
WANG Zhihong Rita 
21 A 0.5 
14 “Implementing Tax Information Exchange in Singapore 
and Hong Kong – Implications for the OECD 
Initiative”, International Tax Journal, 37(5), 2011, pp 
33-42 
WONG Wai-yee Pauline and 
PHENY M 
21 A 0.5 
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53 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
15 “A Proposal for Teaching Introductory Accounting in 
an Environment of Multicultural Mix of Students”, 
Proceedings of American Accounting Association 
(AAA) Annual Meeting – Teaching and Learning in 
Accounting, AAA, Denver, USA, 6-10 Aug 2011, pp 1 
WONG Wai-yee Pauline 32 A 1 
16 “CITIC Pacific: An Auditing Case Study”, Proceedings 
of American Accounting Association (AAA) Annual 
Meeting – Effective Learning Strategies Session, AAA, 
Denver, USA, 6-10 Aug 2011, pp 1 
WONG Wai-yee Pauline 32 A 1 
17 “Defining Issues Test – Beyond the P Scores”, World 
Business, Economics and Finance Conference, World 
Business Institute, Journal of Business & Policy 
Research, International Review of Business Research 
papers, World Journal of Management, Global 
Economy and Finance Journal, Global Review of 
Accounting and Finance, and World Review of 
Business Research, Bangkok, Thailand, Sep 2011, pp 1 
WONG Wai-yee Pauline and 
PHENY M 
32 A 0.5 
    
Sub-total 13.3334 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
    
1 “Ant Colony Optimization Approach for Stacking 
Configurations”, Jul 2011 
CHEN Yijun# 63 B 1 
2 “Game-Theoretic Analysis of the Quality Assurance 
Problem in a Two-Echelon Supply Chain with a 
Retailer as the Quality Gatekeeper”, Apr 2012 
LI Zaichen# 63 B 1 
3 “Language, Technology and Culture: The Hong Kong 
Higher-education Context with a Particular Focus on 
Technology for Language Learning”, presented at 
International Conference on Education and 
Educational Psychology (ICEEPSY) 2011, organized 
by ICEEPSY, Istanbul, Turkey, 19-22 Oct 2011 
MCNAUGHT Carmel and 
KENNEDY David M 
33 A 0.5 
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55 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Clustering Effect of Diversified Assessment Tasks: 
Experience from Tertiary Teaching in Hong Kong”, 
presented at 2011 Taiwan Education Research 
Association (TERA) International Conference on 
Education, organized by National Sun Yat-sen 
University and TERA, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 16-18 Dec 
2011 
ZOU Lin, SIU Leung-sea Lucia
and KENNEDY David M 
33 A 0.3333 
5 “Competition and Coordination in a Fashion Supply 
Chain with Wholesale Pricing Schemes”, Fashion 
Supply Chain Management: Industry and Business 
Analysis, Choi Tsan-ming (ed), IGI Global, Jan 2012, 
pp 42-73 
HUNG Jian, LENG Mingming 
and LIANG Liping 
12 A 0.6667 
6 “Analytic Solution for the Nucleolus of a 
Three-Player Cooperative Game”, presented at 2012 
Annual Conference of Production and Operations 
Management Society (POMS) on “Socially 
Responsible Operations”, organized by POMS, 
Chicago, USA, 20-23 Apr 2012 
LENG Mingming 33 B 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
7 “Game-Theoretic Analysis of the Quality Assurance 
Problem in a Two-Echelon Supply Chain with a 
Retailer as the Quality Gatekeeper”, presented at 2012 
Annual Conference of Production and Operations 
Management Society (POMS) on “Socially 
Responsible Operations”, organized by POMS, 
Chicago, USA, 20-23 Apr 2012 
LENG Mingming, LIANG 
Liping and LI Zaichen# 
33 B 1 
8 “Promoting Electric Automobiles: Supply Chain 
Analysis under a Government’s Subsidy Incentive 
Scheme”, presented at Associations of Transport, 
Trade and Service Studies (ATTSS) 2012 Annual 
Conference, organized by ATTSS, Hong Kong, 18-20 
Jun 2012; and also presented at The 2012 Institute for 
Operations Research and the Management Sciences 
International Conference, organized by The 
Operations Research Society and Tsinghua University, 
Beijing, PRC, 24-27 Jun 2012 
HUANG Jian, LENG 
Mingming, LIANG Liping and 
LIU Jian 
33 B 0.5 
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57 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
9 “On the Time-Window Fulfillment Rate in Inventory 
Service Level Agreements”, presented at The 11th 
International Decision Sciences Institute (DSI) and 
the 16th Asia Pacific Decision Sciences Institute 
(APDSI) Joint Meeting on “Creating Values through 
Optimal Decision Making in Experience Economy”, 
organized by DSI and APDSI, Taipei, Taiwan, 12-16 
Jul 2011 
LIANG Liping and ATKINS 
Derek 
33 A 0.5 
10 “An Optimal Policy for Dynamic Joint Price and 
Lead-time Quotation”, Operations Research, 59(6), 
Nov/Dec 2011, pp 1523-7 
FENG Jiejian, LIU Liming and 
LIU Xiaoming 
21 A 0.3334 
11 “Post-entry Container Port Capacity Expansion”, 
Transportation Research: Part B, 46(1), 2012, pp 
120-38 
LUO Meifeng, LIU Liming and 
GAO Fei 
21 A 0.3334 
12 “Optimal Ordering and Pricing Strategies in the 
Presence of a B2B Spot Market”, European Journal 
of Operational Research, Vol 221, 2012, pp 87-98 
XING Wei, WANG Shouyang 
and LIU Liming 
21 A 0.3334 
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58 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
13 “Internet Surfing for Kindergarten Children: A 
Feasibility Study”, Gifted Education International, 
28(2), May 2012, pp 176-84 
LOO Wai-sing Alfred 22 B 1 
14 “Optimizing Stacking Ensemble, organized by an Ant 
Colony Optimization Approach”, Proceedings of The 
2011 Genetic and Evolutionary Computation 
Conference (GECCO), ACM, Dublin, Ireland, 12-16 
Jul 2011, pp 7-8 
WONG Man-leung and CHEN 
Yijun# 
32 A 1 
15 “Cost-sensitive Learning via Priority Sampling to 
Improve the ROI of Direct Marketing”, Proceedings 
of 2011 Annual Conference of China Marketing 
Science, organized by University of Macau and 
Nanyang Technological University, Guangzhou, PRC, 
19-22 Aug 2011 (CD-Rom version) 
CUI Geng, WONG Man-leung 
and WAN Xian 
32 A 0.3333 
16 “A Formal and Visual Modeling Approach to 
Choreography Based Web Services Composition and 
Conformance Verficiation”, Expert Systems with 
Applications, 38(10), Sep 2011, pp 12772-85 
YEUNG Wing-lok 21 A 1 
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# Student 
59 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
17 “Behaviorial Modeling and Verification of 
Multi-Agent Systems for Manufacturing Control”, 
Expert Systems and Applications, 38(11), Oct 2011, 
pp 13555-62 
YEUNG Wing-lok 21 A 1 
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60 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
    
18 “The Information Content of Earnings Components: 
Evidence from the Chinese Stock Market”, European 
Accounting Review, 20(4), 2011, pp 669-92 
CHEN Gongmeng, FIRTH 
Michael A and GAO Ning 
21 A 0.3334 
19 “The Effects of Political Connections and State 
Ownership on Corporate Litigation in China”, Journal 
of Law and Economics, 54(3), Aug 2011, pp 573-607 
FIRTH Michael A, RUI M 
Oliver and WU Wenfeng 
21 A 0.3334 
20 “Insider Trading in Hong Kong: Tests of Stock 
Returns and Trading Frequency”, Review of Pacific 
Basin Financial Markets and Policies, 14(3), Sep 
2011, pp 505-33 
FIRTH Michael A, LEUNG 
Tak-yan and RUI M Oliver 
21 A 0.3334 
21 “How Do Various Forms of Auditor Rotation Affect 
Audit Quality? Evidence from China”, The 
International Journal of Accounting, 47(1), Mar 2012, 
pp 109-138 
FIRTH Michael A, RUI M 
Oliver and WU Xi 
21 A 0.3334 
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61 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
22 “Auditors’ Organizational Form, Legal Liability and 
Reporting Conservatism: Evidence from China”, 
Contemporary Accounting Research, 29(1), Mar 
2012, pp 57-93 
FIRTH Michael A, MO Lai-lan 
Phyllis and WONG M K 
Raymond 
21 A 0.3334 
23 “Corporate Investment, Government Control, and 
Financing Channels: Evidence from China’s Listed 
Companies”, Journal of Corporate Finance, 18(3), 
Jun 2012, pp 433-50 
FIRTH Michael A, 
MALATESTA Paul, XIN 
Qingquan and XU Liping 
21 A 0.25 
24 “Information Asymmetry and Managerial Incentives: 
Evidence from China’s Stock Market”, presented at 
Durham-EJF Special Issue Conference on the Chinese 
Capital Market, organized by Durham University, 
Durham, UK, 3-4 Sep 2011 
FIRTH Michael A and MAN 
Jin and ZHANG Yuanyuan 
33 A 0.6667 
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62 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
25 “Optimal Allocation and Consumption with 
Guaranteed Minimum Death Benefits with Labor 
Income and Term Life Insurance”, presented at 2011 
Annual Meeting of The American Risk and Insurance 
Association (ARIA), organized by ARIA, San Diego, 
USA, 8-10 Aug 2011 
GAO Jin and ULM Eric R 33 B 0.5 
26 “Precautionary Saving in the presence of Labor 
Income and Interest Rate Risks”, Journal of 
Economics, Oct 2011, pp 1-16 (on-line version) 
LI Jingyuan 21 A 1 
27 “The Impact of Prudence on Optimal Prevention 
Revisited”, Economics Letters, 113(2), Nov 2011, pp 
147-49 
DIONNE Georges and LI 
Jingyuan 
21 A 0.5 
28 “The Impact of Prudence on Optimal Prevention 
Revisited”, presented at American Risk and Insurance 
Association (ARIA) 2011 Annual Meeting, organized 
by ARIA, San Diego, USA, 7-10 Aug 2011 
DIONNE Georges and LI 
Jingyuan 
33 A 0.5 
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# Student 
63 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
29 “A Theoretical Extension of Consumption-Based 
CAPM Model”, presented at American Risk and 
Insurance Association (ARIA) 2011 Annual Meeting, 
organized by ARIA, San Diego, USA, 7-10 Aug 2011; 
also presented at The 38th Seminar of the European 
Group of Risk and Insurance Economists (EGRIE), 
organized by EGRIE, Vienna, Austria, 19-21 Sep 
2011; and also presented at 11e Conférence 
annuelle-Les Journées du CIRPÉE, organized by 
CIRPÉE, Bécancour, 7-8 Oct 2011 
DIONNE Georges and LI 
Jingyuan 
33 A 0.5 
30 “An Extension of the Consumption-based CAPM 
Model”, presented at 2012 Mathematical Finance 
Days, organized by Institut de Finance Mathématique 
de Montréal, 3-4 May 2012 
LI Jingyuan, DIONNE Georges 
and OKOU Cedric 
33 A 0.3334 
31 Associate Editor, Journal of Risk and Insurance, Oct 
2010-present 
LI Jingyuan 61 D 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
32 “Does Having a Credit Rating Leave Less Money on 
the Table When Raising Capital? A Study of Credit 
Ratings and Seasoned Equity Offerings in China”, 
presented at a Research Seminar, organized by 
Department of Economics and Mathematics, The 
University of Bari, Department of Economics and 
Mathematics, Bari, Italy, 12 Oct 2011; and also 
presented at 19th Annual Conference of the 
Multinational Finance Society, organized by 
Multinational Finance Society, Kraków, Poland, 24-27 
Jun 2012 
POON Pui-han Winnie, CHAN 
Kam C and FIRTH Michael A 
33 A 0.6667 
33 “Regulation Fair Disclosure’s Effect on the 
Information Content of Bond Rating Changes”, 
presented at the Research Seminar on “Curbing 
Volatility? Financial Markets, Credit Rating Agencies 
and Sovereign Investment Funds”, organized by the 
Paolo Baffi Centre on Central Banking and Financial 
Regulation and Centre for Applied Research in 
Finance, Bocconi University, Milan, Italy, 17 Nov 
2011 
POON Pui-han Winnie and 
EVANS Dorla A 
33 B 0.5 
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65 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
34 “Is the Provision of More Timely Earnings 
Information Good for the Chinese Stock Market? 
Evidence from Investor Reactions to Management 
Earnings Forecasts”, presented at 2nd Special Issue 
Conference on the Chinese Capital Market, organized 
by European Journal of Finance and China 
Development and Research Centre of Durham 
University, Durham, UK, 25-26 Jun 2012 
WONG Man-lai Sonia, FIRTH 
Michael A and ZHAO Shunan#
33 A 1 
35 “Non-governmental Organizations and Government in 
China: Enemies or Allies”, EAI (East Asian Institute) 
Background Brief, No 704, 8 Mar 2012 
WONG Man-lai Sonia 64 D 1 
36 “Non-governmental Organizations in China: 
Post-20088 Expansion and the New Challenges”, EAI 
(East Asian Institute) Background Brief, No 705, 8 
Mar 2012 
WONG Man-lai Sonia 64 D 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
37 “Are Financial Intermediaries Financially 
Constrained? Evidence from the Chinese Insurance 
Industry”, presented at 4th International Finance and 
Banking Society (IFABS) Conference on “Rethinking 
Banking and Finance: Money, Markets and Models”, 
organized by IFABS, Valencia, Spain, 18-20Jun 2012 
YICK Ho-yin Martin and 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement 
33 A 0.5 
38 “Profit Warnings and Market Efficiency: Evidence 
from Chinese Stock Market”, presented at Academic 
and Business Research Institute Conference Orlando 
2012, organized by Academic Business Research 
Institute, USA, 5-7 Jan 2012 
ZHAO Shunan# 33 B 1 
39 “Is the Provision of More Timely Earnings 
Information Good for the Chinese Stock Market? 
Evidence from Investor Reactions to Management 
Earnings Forecasts”, May 2012 
ZHAO Shunan# 63 B 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
    
40 “Structuring versus Autocraticness: A Comprehensive 
Model of Authoritarian Leadership”, presented at The 
Fifth Biennial International Association for Chinese 
Management Research (IACMR) Conference on 
“Building Ethical and Sustainable Organizations in 
China”, organized by IACMR, Hong Kong, 20-24 Jun 
2012 
CHEN Tingting and LEUNG 
Kwok 
33 A 0.5 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
41 “Individualism–collectivism and Business Context as 
Predictors of Behaviors in Cross-national Work 
Settings: Incidence and Outcomes”, International 
Journal of Intercultural Relations, 35(4), Jul 2011, pp 
440-51 
SMITH Peter B, TORRES 
Cláudio V, HECKER Julia, 
CHUA Chei-hwee, 
CHUDZIKOVA Alena, 
DEGIRMENCIOGLU Serdar, 
DONOSO-MALUF Francisco, 
CHEN Yifeng, HARB Charles, 
JACKSON Brad, MALVEZZI 
Sigmar, MOGAJI Andrew, 
PASTOR Juan Carlos, 
PEREZ-FLORIANO Lorena, 
SRIVASTAVA B N, STAHL 
Günter, THOMASON 
Stephanie, YANCHUK 
Vladimir 
21 A 0.0556 
42 “Newcomers’ Socialization in China: Effects of 
Organizational Values and Goal Interdependence”, 
The International Journal of Human Resource 
Management, 22(16), Oct 2011, pp 3317-37 
CHEN Yifeng, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W, HUANG Xu and XU 
Da 
21 A 0.5 
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43 “Individual Traits and Conspicuous Consumption of 
Chinese Consumers”, Proceedings of 2011 Academy 
of International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia 
Regional Conference on “Economic and Political 
Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business”, organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute 
of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011 
(CD-Rom verson) 
CHAO Chen-ho Mike, XIE Y 
Henry and CHEN Yifeng 
32 A 0.3334 
44 “Recovery from the 2008 Great Sichuan Earthquake 
in China: Constructive Controversy and 
Relationships”, presented at 2011 Annual Meeting of 
Academy of Management (AOM) on “West Meets 
East: Enlightening, Balancing, Transcending”, 
organized by AOM, San Antonio, USA, 12-16 Aug 
2011 
CHEN Yifeng, KANG Yi, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and GUO 
Cathy 
33 A 0.5 
45 “Estimating the Latent Effect of Unemployment 
Benefits on Unemployment Duration”, presented at 
the Workshop of the Centre for Research in Active 
Labour Market Policy Effect (CAFÉ), Børkop, 
Denmark, 14-16 Dec 2011 
LO Ming-sum Simon, 
STEPHAN G and WILKE R 
33 A 0.3334 
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46 “Socialization Tactics as Antecedents for Goal 
Interdependence and Newcomer Adjustment and 
Retention”, May 2012 
LU Changhong# 63 B 1 
47 “Organizational Learning in Asia”, Handbook on 
Organizational Learning and Knowledge 
Management (Second Edition), Mark Easterby-Smith 
and Marjorie A Lyles (eds), Wiley-Blackwell, 2011, 
pp 635-58 
SNELL Robin S and HONG 
Fok-loi Jacky 
12 A 0.5 
48 “On the Paradoxical Balancing of Panaceaism and 
Particularism within the Field of Management 
Learning”, Management Learning, 43(2), Apr 2012, 
pp 147-55 
ÖRTENBLAD Anders, SNELL 
Robin S, PERROTTA 
Mannuela, AKELLA Devi 
21 A 0.25 
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49 “Social Responsibility and Reflexivity to Develop 
Cooperative Goal Relationships with Government 
Units in China”, Proceedings of 2011 Annual Meeting 
of Academy of Management (AOM) on “West Meets 
East: Enlightening, Balancing, Transcending”, 
organized by AOM, San Antonio, USA, 12-16 Aug 
2011, pp 1-40 
SNELL Robin S, WONG 
Shiu-ho Alfred, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W and GUO Cathy  
32 A 0.75 
50 “Cultivating Local Knowledge: Agency, Power and 
Culture”, Proceedings of 4th International Conference 
on Organizational Learning, Knowledge and 
Capabilities, organized by University of Valencia, 
Valencia, Spain, Apr 2012 (on-line version) 
MAK C K Y, HONG Fok-loi 
Jacky and SNELL Robin S 
32 A 0.3334 
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51 “Representational Predicaments for Employees: Their 
Impact on Perceptions of Supervisors’ Individualized 
Consideration and on Employee Job Satisfaction”, 
Proceedings of The Fifth Biennial International 
Association for Chinese Management Research 
(IACMR) Conference on “Building Ethical and 
Sustainable Organizations in China”, organized by 
IACMR, Hong Kong, 20-24 Jun 2012 (on-line 
version) 
SNELL Robin S, ZHANG 
Yi and CHAK Almaz 
32 A 0.3334 
52 Guest Editors, Management Learning (Special Issue 
on “Universalist, Local and Glocal Perspectives on 
Management Learning”), 43(2), Apr 2012 
SNELL Robin S 61 D 1 
53 Associate Editor, Qualitative Research in 
Organizations and Management: An International 
Journal 
SNELL Robin S 61 D 1 
54 《在衝突中化敵為友》，北京：機械工業出版社，
2011 年，200 頁 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, 
CHEN Yifeng and SU Fang 
11 A 0.6667 
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55 “Social Face Concerns and Conflict Avoidance of 
Chinese Employees with their Western and Chinese 
Managers”, Human Relations, 64(8), Aug 2011, pp 
1031-50 
PENG Chunyan Ann and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
21 A 0.5 
56 “Knowledge Management in Chinese Organizations: 
Collectivist Values for Open-minded Discussions”, 
The International Journal of Human Resource 
Management, 22(16), Oct 2011, pp 3393-412 
CHEN Guoquan, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W, LI Nan, FU Yue and 
LIU Dawei 
21 A 0.2 
57 “Linking Transformational Leadership and Team 
Performance: A Conflict Management Approach”, 
Journal of Management Studies, 48(7), Nov 2011, pp 
1586-611 
ZHANG Xinan, CAO Qing and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
21 A 0.3334 
58 “Leader Values for Constructive Controversy and 
Team Effectiveness in India”, International Journal of 
Human Resource Management, 23(1), Jan 2012, pp 
109-25 
BHATNAGAR Deepti and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
21 A 0.5 
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59 “Leading Through Cooperation: Transformational 
Leadership, Cooperative Goal Interdependence, and 
Follower Outcomes”, presented at The Fifth Biennial 
International Association for Chinese Management 
Research (IACMR) Conference on “Building Ethical 
and Sustainable Organizations in China”, organized 
by IACMR, Hong Kong, 20-24 Jun 2012 
LU Jiafang, LIU Xiaoqian and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and GAO 
Li 
33 A 0.25 
60 “Developing the Western Theory of Cooperation and 
Competition for Chinese Organizations”, presented at 
The Fifth Biennial International Association for 
Chinese Management Research (IACMR) Conference 
on “Building Ethical and Sustainable Organizations in 
China”, organized by IACMR, Hong Kong, 20-24 Jun 
2012 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, WONG 
Shiu-ho Alfred, CHEN Yifeng 
and LI Wendong 
33 A 0.75 
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61 “Cooperative Goals, Advice Network, Team 
Performance, and Boundary Conditions”, presented at 
The Fifth Biennial International Association for 
Chinese Management Research (IACMR) Conference 
on “Building Ethical and Sustainable Organizations in 
China”, organized by IACMR, Hong Kong, 20-24 Jun 
2012 
WANG Zhen, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W, CHEN Yifeng and 
LUO Zhengxue 
33 A 0.5 
62 Associate Editor, Journal of Organizational Behavior, 
2008-present 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 61 D 1 
63 Asian Editor, Journal of World Business, 2004-present TJOSVOLD Dean W 61 D 1 
64 “A Twenty-First Century Assessment of Values Across 
the Global Workforce”, Journal of Business Ethics, 
104(1), Nov 2011, pp 1-31 
RALSTON David A, EGRI 
Carolyn P, REYNAUD 
Emmanuelle, SRINIVASAN 
Narasimhan, FURRER Olivier, 
BROCK David, ALAS Ruth, 
WANGENHEIM Florian, 
DARDER Fidel Leo´n, KUO 
Christine, POTOCAN Vojko, 
MOCKAITIS Audra I, SZABO 
Erna, GUTIE´RREZ Jaime 
21 A 0.0392 
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Weighting 
Ruiz, PEKERTI Andre, BUTT 
Arif, PALMER Ian, 
NAOUMOVA Irina, 
LENARTOWICZ Tomasz, 
STARKUS Arunas, HUNG Vu 
Thanh, DALGIC Tevfik, 
MOLTENI Mario, 
CARRANZA Marı´a Teresa de 
la Garza, MAIGNAN Isabelle, 
CASTRO Francisco B, MOON 
Yong-lin, TERPSTRA-TONG 
Jane, DABIC Marina, LI 
Yongjuan, DANIS Wade, 
KANGASNIEMI Maria, 
ANSARI Mahfooz, LIESL 
Riddle, MILTON Laurie, 
HALLINGER Philip, 
ELENKOV Detelin, GIRSON 
Ilya, GELBUDA Modesta, 
RAMBURUTH Prem, 
CASADO Tania, ROSSI Ana 
Maria, RICHARDS Malika, 
DEUSEN Cheryl Van, FU 
Ping-Ping, WAN Man-kei 
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Paulina, TANG Mo-lin 
Moureen, LEE Chay-hoon, 
HO-BENG Chia, FAN 
Yongquin, WALLACE Alan 
65 “Understanding Conflict Avoiding Behaviour in 
China: the Role of Goal Interdependence and 
Behavioural Intentions”, May 2012 
WANG Lin# 63 B 1 
66 “Conflict Management for Government and 
Businesses to Share Effective Practices in China”, 
Group Organization Management, 36(5), Oct 2011, 
pp 597-629 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, WEI 
Lu and TJOSVOLD Dean W 
21 A 0.6667 
67 “Conflict Management for Government and 
Businesses to Share Effective Practices in China”, 
Proceedings of 2011 Annual Meeting of Academy of 
Management (AOM) on “West Meets East: 
Enlightening, Balancing, Transcending”, organized by 
AOM, San Antonio, USA, 12-16 Aug 2011, pp 1-40 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and GUO 
Yang# 
32 A 1 
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68 “Regulators and Business: Cooperative Goals for 
Supportive Relationships and Effective Partnerships 
in China”, Proceedings of 2011 Academy of 
International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Economic and Political 
Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business”, organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute 
of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011, pp 
1-20 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, WEI 
Lu and TJOSVOLD Dean W 
32 A 0.6667 
69 “Developing Corporate Social Responsibility in 
China: The Role of Government Relationships with 
Business Managers”, Proceedings of The Fifth 
Biennial International Association for Chinese 
Management Research (IACMR) Conference on 
“Building Ethical and Sustainable Organizations in 
China”, organized by IACMR, Hong Kong, 20-24 Jun 
2012 (on-line version) 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
SNELL Robin S and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
32 A 1 
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70 “Developing Cooperative Goal Relationship with 
Government Units: China through Social 
Responsibility and Reflexivity”, presented at 2011 
Annual Meeting of Academy of Management (AOM) 
on “West Meets East: Enlightening, Balancing, 
Transcending”, organized by AOM, San Antonio, 
USA, 12-16 Aug 2011 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and GUO 
Cathy 
33 A 0.6667 
71 Senior Editor, Asia Pacific Journal of Management WONG Shiu-ho Alfred 61 D 1 
72 “East Meets West: Effects of Justice on Employees”, 
Asia-Pacific Business Review, 7(1), 2011, pp 5-19  
WONG Yui-tim Edward 21 A 1 
73 “The Effects of Justice in Organisational and 
Perceived Organisational Support on Organisational 
Citizenship Behaviour: A Test of Three Competing 
Models”, International Journal of Human Resource, 
23(2), 2012, pp 278-93  
WONG Yui-tim Edward, 
WONG C S and NGO H Y 
21 A 0.3334 
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 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
    
74 “Meaning of Luxury Consumption: An Exploratory 
Study in China”, Proceedings of 2011 Academy of 
International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Economic and Political 
Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business”, organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute 
of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011 
(CD-Rom version) 
WANG Jianfeng Jeff, ZHAO 
Xin, CHAN Tsang-sing and 
CUI Geng 
32 A 0.5 
75 “Investment Opportunity Set, Relationship 
Endowments and Business Private Enterprises in 
China”, Review of Quantitative Finance and 
Accounting, 38(3), 2012, pp 367-89 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement, 
FUNG Ka-yiu Michael, LAM 
C K Kevin and SAMI 
Heibatollah 
21 A 0.25 
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76 “Estimating the Malmquist Productivity Index of 
Airports in Greater China: A Parametric Output 
Distance Function Approach”, Proceedings of 15th 
Annual Air Transport Research Society (ATRS) World 
Conference, organized by ATRS, Sydney, Australia, 
Jul 2011 (CD-Rom version) 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement 
and FUNG Ka-yiu Michael 
32 A 0.5 
77 “Are Financial Intermediaries Financially 
Constrained? Evidence from the Chinese Insurance 
Industry”, presented at 4th International Finance and 
Banking Society (IFABS) Conference on “Rethinking 
Banking and Finance: Money, Markets and Models”, 
organized by IFABS, Valencia, Spain, 18-20 Jun 2012 
YICK Ho-yin Martin and 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement 
33 A 0.5 
78 “Decomposition of Cross-country Differences in 
Consumer Attitudes toward Marketing”, Journal of 
Consumer Marketing, 29(3), 2012, pp 214-24 
CUI Geng, LUI Hon-kwong, 
CHAN Tsang-sing and JOY 
Annamma 
21 A 0.75 
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79 “Effect of Institutional Factors on the Foreign Market 
Entry Modes of Emerging Market Multinationals: 
Evidence from of China”, Proceedings of 2011 
Annual Conference of China Marketing Science, 
organized by University of Macau and Nanyang 
Technological University, Guangzhou, PRC, 19-22 
Aug 2011 (CD-Rom version) 
CUI Geng, CHAN Tsang-sing 
and ZHANG Yuanyuan# 
32 A 1 
80 “Cost-sensitive Learning via Priority Sampling to 
Improve the ROI of Direct Marketing”, Proceedings 
of 2011 Annual Conference of China Marketing 
Science, organized by University of Macau and 
Nanyang Technological University, Guangzhou, PRC, 
19-22 Aug 2011 (CD-Rom version) 
CUI Geng, WONG Man-leung 
and WAN Xian 
32 A 0.3334 
81 “Customer Selection and Forecasting for Direct 
Marketing Using Hierarchical Bayesian Networks” 
Proceedings of 2011 Annual Conference of China 
Marketing Science, organized by University of Macau 
and Nanyang Technological University, Guangzhou, 
PRC, 19-22 Aug 2011 (CD-Rom version) 
CUI Geng, ZHANG Nevin and 
WANG Yi 
32 A 0.3334 
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82 “Foreign Market Selection and Entry Modes of 
Emerging Market Multinationals: A Study of Chinese 
Firms”, Proceedings of 2011 Academy of 
International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Economic and Political 
Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business”, organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute 
of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011 
(CD-Rom version) 
CUI Geng and CHAN 
Tsang-sing 
32 A 1 
83 “Multidimensional Clustering Using Latent Feature 
Models for Consumer Segmentation and Forecasting”, 
Proceedings of Fourth Annual American Business 
Research Conference, organized by World Business 
Institute, New York City, USA, 4-5 Jun 2012 
(CD-Rom Version) 
CUI Geng, ZHANG Nevin and 
WANG Yi 
32 A 0.3334 
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Weighting 
84 “Adaptation to Changing Environment and 
Institutional Constraints: A Study of Chinese 
Multinationals”, Proceedings of Fifth Biennial 
International Association for Chinese Management 
Research (IACMR) Conference on “Building Ethical 
and Sustainable Organizations in China”, organized 
by IACMR, Hong Kong, 20-24 Jun 2012 (CD-Rom 
version) 
CUI Geng, CHAN Tsang-sing 
and ZHANG Yuanyuan 
32 A 0.6667 
85 Guest Editor, special issue of the Journal of 
Consumer Behavior on Chinese Consumer Behavior 
CUI Geng 61 D 1 
86 Guest Editor, special issue of the Journal of Global 
Marketing on Strategic Marketing in China 
CUI Geng 61 D 1 
87 “Course­Specific Motivated Learning and Outcomes: 
The Role of the Perceived Task Value of Course­
Specific Assignments”, Journal of Teaching in 
International Business, 22(2), 2011, pp107­25 
LI Ling-yee Esther 21 A 1 
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88 “Marketing of Competence­based Solutions to Buyers 
in Exploratory Relationships: Perspective of OEM 
Suppliers”, Industrial Marketing Management, 40(7), 
2011, pp 1206 
LI Ling-yee Esther 21 A 1 
89 “Investigation of Demographic Factors Influencing 
Organizations State of Mind: Ethnocentric versus 
Non-ethnocentric Strategic Predisposition Behaviour 
of Exporting Firms in Australia”, Journal of 
International Marketing and Exporting, 16(1), 2011 , 
pp 57-64 
LI Ling-yee Esther, 
OGUNMOKUN Gabriel and 
CHONG M Y Fiona 
21 A 0.3334 
90 “The Effect of Manufacturing Flexibiity on Export 
Performance in China”, International Journal of 
Business and Social Science, 3(6), Spring 2012, pp 
7-12 
LI Ling-yee Esther and 
OGUNMOKUN Gabriel 
21 A 0.5 
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91 “Course-Specific Motivated Learning and Outcomes” 
Proceedings of 2011 Annual Conference of China 
Marketing Science, organized by University of Macau 
and Nanyang Technological University, Guangzhou, 
PRC, 19-22 Aug 2011, pp 86-7 
LI Ling-yee Esther 32 A 1 
92 “The Internationalisation Patterns of Firms Based in 
Hong Kong: A Value Chain Internationalisation 
Approach”, Proceedings of 2011 Academy of 
International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Economic and Political 
Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business”, organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute 
of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011 
(CD-Rom version) 
LI Ling-yee Esther, CURCI 
Roberto and PENG Liang# 
32 A 0.6667 
93 《誰搬走了香港的黃金──是誰犯的 7 宗罪？》
(Who Moves Hong Kong’s Gold)，香港：亮光文化，
2011 年，240 頁 
LUI Hon-kwong 11 B 1 
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94 “The Widening Income Distribution: 1986-2006”, 
Hong Kong Divided? Structures of Social Inequality 
in the Twentieth-First Century, Chiu Wing-kai 
Stephen and Wong Siu-lung (eds), Hong Kong: 
Chinese University Press, 2011, pp 41-64 
LUI Hon-kwong 12 A 1 
95 “Individual Differences in Consumer Response to 
Traditional versus Virtual Concept Testing”, Journal 
of Product & Brand Management, 21(3), 2012, pp 
167-75 
PENG Ling, CUI Geng and LI 
Chunyu 
21 A 0.6667 
96 “Professional Critics or Ordinary Consumers, Whom 
and How Much Can We Rely on: An Empirical 
Investigation of the Movie Industry”, Proceedings of 
2011 Annual Conference of China Marketing Science, 
organized by University of Macau and Nanyang 
Technological University, Guangzhou, PRC, 19-22 
Aug 2011; China Marketing Science, Aug 2011, pp 
1-20 
PENG Ling, CUI Geng and LI 
Chunyu 
32 A 0.6667 
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97 “The Effects of Image Congruence and 
Self-Monitoring on Product Evaluations: A 
Comparison between Genuine and Counterfeit 
Products”, Proceedings of 2011 Annual Conference of 
China Marketing Science, organized by University of 
Macau and Nanyang Technological University, 
Guangzhou, PRC, 19-22 Aug 2011; China Marketing 
Science, Aug 2011, pp 1-20 
PENG Ling, WONG 
Hiu-kan Ada and POON 
Shing-chung Patrick 
32 A 1 
98 “How Adaptive Concept Screening Outperforms 
Monadic Sequential Test: A Psychometric 
Evaluation”, Proceedings of 2011 Academy of 
International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Economic and Political 
Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business”, organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute 
of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011 
(CD-Rom version) 
PENG Ling and FLORÈS 
Laurent 
32 A 0.5 
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99 “Implementation of Service-Learning in Business 
Education: Issues and Challenges”, Journal of 
Teaching in International Business, 22(3), 2011, pp 
185-92 
POON Shing-chung Patrick, 
CHAN Tsang-sing and ZHOU 
Lianxi 
21 A 0.6667 
100 “The Effect of Word­of­Mouth on the Purchase of 
Genuine and Counterfeit Luxury Brands”, 
Proceedings of the 12th Annual World Business 
Congress organized by International Management 
Development Association in Poznan, Poland, 3­7 Jul 
2011, pp 1-8 
POON Shing-chung Patrick, 
CHAN Tsang-sing and WANG 
Vera 
32 A 0.6667 
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Weighting 
101 “Consumers’ Reactions to Culturally Incongruent Ad 
Images: A Persuasion Knowledge Perspective to 
Global verus Local Advertising Appeals”, 
Proceedings of 2011 Academy of International 
Business (AIB) Southeast Asia Regional Conference 
on “Economic and Political Transformation: 
Implications and Impact on Global Business”, 
organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute of 
Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011 
(CD-Rom version) 
ZHOU Lianxi, WU Yan, POON 
Shing-chung Patrick and HAN 
Rui 
32 A 0.25 
102 “Perceived Justice and Consumer Trust: The Role of 
Emotional Responses in Service Recovery”, 
Proceedings of 41st Annual Conference of European 
Marketing Academy (EMAC) on “Marketing to 
Citizens: Going beyond Customers and Consumers”, 
organized by EMAC, Lisbon, Portugal, 22-25 May 
2012 
POON Shing-chung Patrick 32 A 1 
103 “The Role of Relationship Norms in Responses to 
Service Failures”, Journal of Consumer Research, 
38(2), 2011, pp 260­77 
WAN Chun-ying Lisa, HUI K 
Michael and WYER Robert S 
21 A 0.3334 
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104 “A Study of the Impact of Face Concern on CSR 
Brands”, Proceedings of 2011 Annual Conference of 
China Marketing Science, organized by University of 
Macau and Nanyang Technological University, 
Guangzhou, PRC, 19-22 Aug 2011, pp 1-4 
WAN Chun-ying Lisa, POON 
Shing-chung Patrick and YU 
Chunling 
32 A 0.6667 
105 “The Impact of Personal Similarity and Regulatory 
Focus on Consumer Evaluations on Service Failures 
that Happen to Others”, Proceedings of 2011 Annual 
Conference of China Marketing Science, organized by 
University of Macau and Nanyang Technological 
University, Guangzhou, PRC, 19-22 Aug 2011 
(CD-Rom version) 
WAN Chun-ying Lisa 32 A 1 
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106 “How Consumer React to Corporate Social 
Responsibility Brands in the Hospitality Industry? 
The Role of Face Concern”, Proceedings of 2011 
Academy of International Business (AIB) Southeast 
Asia Regional Conference on “Economic and Political 
Transformation: Implications and Impact on Global 
Business”, organized by AIB and Hong Kong Institute 
of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 1-3 Dec 2011 
(CD-Rom version) 
WAN Chun-ying Lisa and 
POON Shing-chung Patrick 
32 A 1 
107 “The Effect of Word-of-Mouth on the Purchase of 
Genuine and Counterfeit Luxury Brands”, Jul 2011 
WANG Wei# 63 B 1 
108 “A Pleasant Surprise Injury or Plus Insult? 
Consumers’ (Dis) Satisfaction with Recovery 
Strategies for Service Failure”, Jun 2012 
WEI Muyu# 63 B 1 
109 “Integrating Ethics into International Business 
Teaching: Challenges and Methodologies in the 
Greater China Context”, Journal of Teaching in 
International Business, 22(3), Feb 2012, pp 168-84 
WHITLA Paul A 21 A 1 
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110 “Performance Implications of Multinational Strategic 
Choice; a longitudinal study of three service 
industries”, Proceedings of International Conference 
on Business and Information, Bangkok, Thailand, 4­6 
Jul 2011; ATISR, Jul 2011, pp 1-10 
WHITLA Paul A 32 A 1 
111 “Does Distance to Market Moderate the Market 
Orientation-Performance Relationship?”, Proceedings 
of 2011 Academy of International Business (AIB) 
Southeast Asia Regional Conference on “Economic 
and Political Transformation: Implications and Impact 
on Global Business”, organized by AIB and Hong 
Kong Institute of Business Studies, Taipei, Taiwan, 
1-3 Dec 2011 (CD-Rom version) 
WONG Hiu-kan Ada and 
ELLIS Paul 
32 A 0.5 
112 “The Internationalization of Emerging Market 
Multinationals: Effects of Host and Home Country 
Institutional Factors”, Jul 2011 
ZHANG Yuanyuan# 63 B 1 
    
Sub-total 74.4632 
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 Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
    
1 “Ownership and Innovation Performance of China’s 
Large- and Medium-Size Industrial Enterprises”, 
Economy and Society in Mainland China, Taiwan and 
Hong Kong: Studies in Entrepreneurship, Finance and 
Institutions, Yu Fu-lai, Lee Shu-kam and Yuen 
Wai-kee (eds), Hong Kong: Ovis Press, 2011 
CHEUNG Kui-yin 12 A 1 
2 “The Market of Technology and Innovation in China”, 
presented at International Symposium on 
Entepreneurship and Innovation on “Entrepreneurial 
Strategies and Policies for Economic Growth”, 
organized by University of Padua, Venice, Italy, 24-25 
May 2012 
CHEUNG Kui-yin 33 A 1 
3 “The Luxury Axiom, the Wealth Paradox and Child 
Labor”, Journal of Economic Development, 36(3), 
Sep 2011, pp 25-45 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon 21 A 1 
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4 Public Policy and the Public Interest, New York: 
Routledge, Jul 2011, 266 pages 
HO Lok-sang 11 A 1 
5 Human Spirituality and Happiness: A Tribute to Life 
The Source of Inspirations The Source of Hope The 
Source of Joy, Bloomington: AuthorHouse, Aug 2011, 
168 pages 
HO Lok-sang 11 B 1 
6 “Hong Kong’s Happiness Indices: What They tell us 
about LIFE?”, Journal of Socio-Economics, 40(5), 
Oct 2011, pp 564-72 
HO Lok-sang 21 A 1 
7 “Making a Happier Hong Kong”, Proceedings of The 
Hong Kong Urban Age Conference, organized by 
London School of Economics and Deutsche Bank’s 
Alfred Herrhausen Society and University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, 16-17 Nov 2011; and Cities 
Health and Well-Being, Ricky Burdett, Myfanwy 
Taylor and Adam Kaasa (eds), Nov 2011, pp 31 
[http://downloads0.cloud.lsecities.net/downloads/2011
/11/2011_chw_hong-kong-newspaper.pdf] 
HO Lok-sang 31 A 1 
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8 “A New Monetary Conditions Index: The Case of the 
USA”, presented at 2012 Allied Social Science 
Associations Meeting, organized by Chinese 
Economic Association in North America, Economics 
Department of National Taiwan University and 
Taiwan Economic Association, and American 
Economic Association, Chicago, USA, 6-8 Jan 2012 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
9 “Happiness: A Multidisciplinary Perspective”, 
presented at the Departmental Seminar, organized by 
Department of Economics, Lingnan University, Hong 
Kong, 23 Oct 2011 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
10 “Is there a Gender and Marriage Premium on 
Happiness?”, presented at Departmental and Centre 
for Public Policy Studies (CPPS) Seminar, organized 
by Department of Economics and Centre for Public 
Policy Studies, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 26 
Mar 2012 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
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11 “A Workable Basket Link for the Hong Kong Dollar”, 
presented at Workshop on “Hong Kong’s Linked 
Exchange Rate System: The Way Forward”, organized 
by Centre for Public Policy Studies of Lingnan 
University and Hong Kong Economic Association, 
Institute of Global Economics and Finance, Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and City University of 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 1 Jun 2012 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
12 “The Art Market Project”, presented at the 
Departmental Seminar, organized by Department of 
Economics, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 4 Oct 
2011 
HWANG Hsiang-chih 33 B 1 
13 “International Trade in Unique Artworks: A Panel 
Data Analysis”, presented at 17th International 
Conference on Cultural Economics, organized by 
Association for Cultural Economics International, 
Kyoto, Japan, 21-24 Jun 2012 
HWANG Hsiang-chih 33 B 1 
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14 “What Constitutes an International Art Center?”, 
presented at 17th International Conference on Cultural 
Economics, organized by Association for Cultural 
Economics International, Kyoto, Japan, 21-24 Jun 
2012 
HWANG Hsiang-chih 33 B 1 
15 “Universal Service Subsidies and Cost Inflation: 
Evidence from the U.S. Telecommunications Sector”, 
Telecommunications Policy, 35(7), Aug 2011, pp 
583-91 
BERG Sanford V, JIANG 
Liangliang and LIN Chen 
21 A 0.3334 
16 “Incentives for Cost Shifting and Misreporting: U.S. 
Rural Service Subsidies, 1991-2002”, Information 
Economics and Policy, 23(3-4), Dec 2011, pp 287-95 
BERG Sanford V, JIANG 
Liangliang and LIN Chen 
21 A 0.3334 
17 “Regulation and Corporate Corruption: New Evidence 
from the Telecom Sector”, Journal of Comparative 
Economics, 40(1), Feb 2012, pp 22-43 
BERG Sanford V, JIANG 
Liangliang and LIN Chen 
21 A 0.3334 
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18 “The Governance Role of Private Debt and the 
Monitoring Role of External Auditors: Evidence from 
Covenant Violations”, presented at 18th Annual 
International Symposium on Audit Research 
(ISAR2012), organized by ISAR, Tokyo, Japan, 16-17 
Jun 2012 
JIANG Liangliang and ZHOU 
Hui 
33 A 0.5 
19 “US Cross-Listing, Institutional Investors, and Equity 
Returns”, May 2012 
LAW Yui# 63 B 1 
20 “Foreign Direct Investment in a Two-Tier Oligopoly: 
Coordination, Vertical Integration, and Welfare”, 
International Economic Review, 52(4), Nov 2011, pp 
1271-90 
LIN Ping and SAGGI Kamal 21 A 0.5 
21 “Recent Amendments to Hong Kong’s Competition 
Bill”, Competition Policy International Asia Antitrust 
Column, 1(6), Jan 2012, 3 pages 
LIN Ping and ZHAO Jingjing 21 A 0.5 
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22 “The Competition Bill of Hong Kong: Recent 
Development”, presented at The International 
Conference on Competition Policy and Regulation, 
organized by Jiangxi University of Finance and 
Economics, Nanchang, PRC, 3-4 Dec 2011 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
23 “Equilibrium Mergers in Asymmetric differentiated 
Oligopoly”, presented at The 7th International 
Conference on Industrial Organization and Economic 
Theory, Shandong University, Shandong, PRC, 27-28 
Jun 2012 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
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24 “China’s Merger Guidelines”, drafter of China’s 
guidelines for assessing the competition effects of 
mergers and acquisitions of undertakings under 
China’s 2008 Anti-monopoly Law. The official 
Regulation was issued by The Ministry of Commerce 
of the People’s Republic of China Anti-monopoly 
Bureau, Announcement of 2011 No. 55 (中華人民共
和國商務部反壟斷局, 公告 2011 年第 55 号), 29 
Aug 2011 (available at: 
http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/zcfb/201109/20110
907753173.html?405760509 
LIN Ping 64 D 1 
25 “CEO’s Pay Differentials and the Location of IPOs: 
An Empirical Study for Chinese A-share and 
H-share”, Jul 2011 
LIU Yi# 63 B 1 
26 “The Driving Forces Behind the Recent Housing 
Market Development in Hong Kong: Fundamentals? 
Bubbles? Policy?”, Jul 2011 
LO Ki-chiu# 63 B 1 
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27 “Merger Strategies in Asymmetric Differentiated 
Oligopoly”, presented at the 7th Conference on 
Industrial Economics and Economics Theory, 
organized by the Institute of Industrial Economics at 
Shandong University, China, 27-28 Jun 2012 
LU Juan# 33 B 1 
28 “What Drives Bank Operating Efficiency? The Role 
of Bank Competition and Credit Information 
Sharing”, Research Handbook on International 
Banking and Governance, in James R Barth, Lin 
Chen, and Clas Wihlborg (eds), Cheltenham: Edward 
Elgar Publishing, Jan 2012, pp 100 -130 
LIN Chen, MA Yue and SONG 
M Frank 
12 B 0.3334 
29 “The Real and Financial Implications of Corporate 
Hedging”, Journal of Finance, 66(5), Oct 2011, 
pp1615-47 
CAMPELLO Murillo, LIN 
Chen, MA Yue and ZOU Hong
21 A 0.25 
30 “Ownership Structure and Financial Constraints: 
Evidence from a Structural Estimation”, Journal of 
Financial Economics, 102(2), Nov 2011, pp 416-31 
LIN Chen, MA Yue and XUAN 
Yuhai 
21 A 0.3334 
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31 “Corporate Ownership Structure and Bank Loan 
Syndicate Structure”, Journal of Financial 
Economics, 104(1), Apr 2012, pp 1-22 
LIN Chen, MA Yue, 
MALATESTA Paul and XUAN 
Yuhai 
21 A 0.25 
32 “Corporate Ownership Structure and Bank Loan 
Syndicate Structure”, presented at The 2012 Annual 
Meeting of American Finance Association (AFA), 
organized by AFA, Chicago, USA, 6-8 Jan 2012 
MA Yue, LIN Chen, 
MALATESTA Paul and XUAN 
Yuhai 
33 A 0.25 
33 “Factor Intensity, Product Switching, and 
Productivity: Evidence from Chinese Exporters”, 
presented at The National Bureau of Economic 
Research (NBER) Meeting on “International Trade 
and Investment”, organized by NBER, USA, 2-3 Dec 
2011 
MA Yue, TANG Heiwai and 
ZHANG Yifan 
33 B 0.6667 
34 “CEOs’ Military Experience and Acquisition 
Decisions”, presented at The 2nd European Center for 
Corporate Control Studies (ECCCS) Workshop on 
Governance and Control, organized by the ECCCS, 
Nice, France, 12-13 Mar 2012 
MA Yue, LIN Chen and ZOU 
Hong 
33 B 0.3334 
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35 “Why Do Firms Evade Taxes? The Role of 
Information Sharing and Financial Sector Outreach”, 
presented at The Annual Bank Conference on 
Development Economics (ABCDE 2012) on 
“Accountability and Transparency for Development”, 
organized by World Bank Development Economics, 
Washington, D.C. USA, 7-8 May 2012 
MA Yue, BECK Thorsten and 
LIN Chen 
33 B 0.3334 
36 “Modern Currency Board as Embedded Option”, 
presented at Workshop on “Hong Kong’s Linked 
Exchange Rate System: The Way Forward”, organized 
by Centre for Public Policy Studies of Lingnan 
University and Hong Kong Economic Association, 
Institute of Global Economics and Finance, Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and City University of 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 1 Jun 2012 
MA Yue and TSANG Shu-ki 33 B 0.5 
37 “Volatility in Macro Fundamentals across Exchange 
Rate Regimes: A Theoretical Exploration”, 
International Journal of Economics and Finance, 
3(6), Nov 2011, pp 79-90 
RAN Qiming Jimmy and WU 
Hong 
21 A 0.5 
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38 “In Search of the Equilibrium RMB Exchange Rate”, 
presented at The Chinese Economist Society (CES) 
China Conference on “Development beyond the 
Middle Income Trap: China in Transition”, organized 
by CES, Kaifeng, PRC, 23-24 Jun 2012 
RAN Qiming Jimmy 33 A 1 
39 “Volatility of Macro Fundamentals across Exchange 
Rate Regimes: A Theoretical Exploration with a Test 
on Hong Kong”, presented at Workshop on “Hong 
Kong’s Linked Exchange Rate System: The Way 
Forward”, organized by Centre for Public Policy 
Studies of Lingnan University and Hong Kong 
Economic Association, Institute of Global Economics 
and Finance, Chinese University of Hong Kong and 
City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 1 Jun 
2012 
RAN Qiming Jimmy and WU 
Hong 
33 B 0.5 
40 “Foreign Exchange Rate Risk and Cross Listed Stock 
Price Disparity”, Jul 2011 
RONG Yuqian# 63 B 1 
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41 “Challenges Impeding Competitiveness of the 
Wooden Furniture Manufacturing Industry: the Case 
of Furniture Industry in Sarawak, Malaysia”, 
Australian Journal of Basic and Applied Sciences, 
5(9), Nov 2011, pp 1135-45 
NGUI K S, AGRAWAL Anand 
and VOON Jan-piaw Thomas 
21 A 0.3334 
42 “A Structural Utility Mediation Model: China during 
the Global Financial Crisis”, International Journal of 
Economics and Finance, 3(6), Nov 2011, pp 141-7 
VOON Jan-cham and VOON 
Jan-piaw Thomas 
21 A 0.5 
43 “How Divergent Were Returns to Education 
Investments in China?”, Asian Social Science, 8(1), 
Jan 2012, pp 67-72 
VOON Jan-piaw Thomas and 
VOON Jan-cham 
21 A 0.5 
44 “A Structural Model of Consumption: An Application 
to China during the Global Financial Crisis”, Journal 
of Socio-Economics, 41(3), Jun 2012, pp 284 
VOON Jan-cham and VOON 
Jan-piaw Thomas 
21 A 0.5 
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45 “Impacts of Macroeconomic Policies on 
Consumption: China during the Global Financial 
Crisis”, presented at The 14th Malaysian Finance 
Association Conference 2012, organized by Graduate 
School of Business, Universiti Sains Malaysia and 
Malaysian Finance Association, Penang, Malaysia, 
2-3 Jun 2012 
VOON Jan-piaw Thomas 33 B 1 
46 “Housing Prices and Consumption: the Case of 
China”, Jul 2011 
WANG Yonglin# 63 B 1 
47 “Estimating the Use of Agency Workers: Can Family 
Friendly Practices Reduce their Use?”, Industrial 
Relations: A Journal of Economy & Society, 50(3), Jul 
2011, pp 535-64 
HEYWOOD John S, SIEBERT 
Stanley W and WEI Xiangdong
21 A 0.3334 
48 “Piece Rate for Professors”, Economics Letters, 
113(3), Dec 2011, pp 285-7 
HEYWOOD John S, WEI 
Xiangdong and YE G 
21 A 0.3334 
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49 “How Wide is the Provincial Border in China?”, 
presented at The 6th Annual International Symposium 
on Economic Theory, Policy and Applications, 
organized by Athens Institute for Education and 
Research, Athens, Greece, 25-28 Jul 2011 
WEI Xiangdong, FAN 
Cheng-ze Simon and XU Su 
33 B 0.6667 
50 “The Prospect of International Migration and the 
Distribution of Talent: Theory, and Evidence from 
China”, presented at the Hanqing Institute of Renmin 
University, Beijing, PRC, 21 Nov 2011 
WEI Xiangdong 33 B 1 
51 “The Use of Randomized Experimental Study in 
Education Policy Research”, presented at the Business 
School of Birmingham University, UK, 24 Nov 2011 
WEI Xiangdong 33 B 1 
52 “The Effect of Income Distribution on the 
Environmental Kuznets Curve”, Pacific Economic 
Review, 16(3), Aug 2011, pp 349-70 
QU Baozhi and ZHANG Yifan 21 A 0.5 
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53 “Creative Accounting or Creative Destruction? 
Firm-level Productivity Growth in Chinese 
Manufacturing”, Journal of Development Economics, 
97(2), Mar 2012, pp 339-51 
BRANDT Loren, VAN 
BIESEBROECK Johannes and 
ZHANG Yifan 
21 A 0.3334 
54 “Globalization and Firm Demand for Skilled Labor in 
China’s Manufacturing Sector”, presented at 
Conference on Economic and Financial System 
Development in the Pacific-Rim, organized by The 
Association for Comparative Economic Studies, 
Hawaii, 17-19 May 2012 
TANG Heiwai and ZHANG 
Yifan 
33 B 0.5 
55 “Clustering Effect of Diversified Assessment Tasks: 
Experience from Tertiary Teaching in Hong Kong”, 
presented at 2011 Taiwan Education Research 
Association (TERA) International Conference on 
Education, organized by National Sun Yat-sen 
University and TERA, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 16-18 Dec 
2011 
ZOU Lin, SIU Leung-sea Lucia
and KENNEDY David M 
33 A 0.3334 
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56 “A Factor-Augmented Regression Approach to Sector 
Stock Returns in China”, presented at 5th Global 
Business and Social Science Research Conference, 
organized by eight international peer reviewed 
journals, Beijing, PRC, 25-26 Jun 2012 
ZOU Lin, CHONG Tai-leung 
and LI Nasha 
33 A 0.3334 
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 Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
    
1 “Alliance Management of Post-Cold War US-Israeli 
Relations”, Jul 2011 
CHAU Wun-liong# 63 B 1 
2 “Beyond the Olympics: Power, Change and Legacy”, 
International Journal of China Studies, 2(2), Aug/Sep 
2011, pp 243-57 
BRIDGES Brian 21 A 1 
3 “The Making of a Modest Mega-Event: Hong Kong 
and the East Asian Games”, International Journal of 
History of Sport, 28(16), Nov 2011, pp 2384-97 
BRIDGES Brian 21 A 1 
4 “A Bid Too Far: Hong Kong and the 2023 Asian 
Games”, International Journal of History of Sport, 
29(4), Mar 2012, pp 652-65 
BRIDGES Brian 21 A 1 
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5 “Two Koreas: Conflict or Cooperation?”, presented at 
Conference on Regional Security and Development in 
North-East Asia, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong 
Kong, 3-5 May 2012 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
6 “The Chinese Local Administrative Measures for 
Building Up the ‘Headquarter Economy’: A 
Comparison between Pudong and Shenzhen”, Journal 
of Contemporary China, 20(73), Jan 2012, pp 149-67 
CHAN Che-po and POON 
Wai-kit 
21 A 0.5 
7 China’s Multilateral Co-operation in Asia and the 
Pacific, London & New York: Routledge, Nov 2011, 
169 pages 
CHUNG Chien-peng 11 A 1 
8 “Phases in the Development of the SCO”, Handbook 
of Asian Regionalism, Mark Beeson and Richard 
Stubbs (eds), Palgrave MacMillan, Jan 2012, pp 
384-93 
CHUNG Chien-peng 12 A 1 
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Weighting 
9 “China-Southeast Asian Relations: Purpose versus 
Disunity?”, Southeast Asia Outlook 2012-2013, 
2012-2013, Jan 2012, pp 16-9 
CHUNG Chien-peng 21 A 1 
10 “China-Japan Relations in the Post-Koizumi Era: A 
Brightening Half-decade?”, Asia-Pacific Review, 
19(1), May 2012, pp 88-107 
CHUNG Chien-peng 21 A 1 
11 “Implementation of Out-come Based Approach in 
Tertiary Teaching in Hong Kong: An Action Research 
to Enhance the Learning Outcomes of 1st Year Social 
Sciences Students”, presented at 2011 Taiwan 
Education Research Association (TERA) International 
Conference on Education, organized by National Sun 
Yat-sen University and TERA, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 
16-18 Dec 2011 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence and 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 
33 A 0.5 
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12 “Policing the 1967 Riots in British Colonial Hong 
Kong”, presented at the International Conference on 
“China and the World”, organized by Hong Kong 
Shue Yan and Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong 
Kong, 17-18 Nov 2011 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence 33 B 1 
13 “From Colonial to SAR Policing in Macao: Issues & 
Transformation”, presented at 2012 Conference of the 
Association for Asian Studies (AAS), organized by 
AAS, Toronto, Canada, 15-18 Mar 2012 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence 33 B 1 
14 《管治香港：英國解密檔案的啟示》 (Governing 
Hong Kong: Insights from the British Declassified 
Files)，香港：牛津大學出版社，2012 年 
LI Pang-kwong 11 A 1 
15 “Interconnections between Climate and Energy 
Governance”, Energy Security in the Era of Climate 
Change: The Asia-Pacific Experience, Luca Anceschi 
and Jonathan J Symons (eds), Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, Jan 2012, pp 275-91 
SYMONS Jonathan J 12 A 1 
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16 “Introduction: Challenges to Energy Security in the 
Era of Climate Change”, Energy Security in the Era of 
Climate Change: The Asia-Pacific Experience, 
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, Jan 2012, 320 
pages 
ANCESCHI Luca and 
SYMONS Jonathan J 
14 A 0.5 
17 “The Legitimation of International Organisations: 
Examining the Identity of the Communities that Grant 
Legitimacy”, Review of International Studies, 35(5), 
2011, pp 2557-83  
SYMONS Jonathan J 21 A 1 
18 “Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Cities and Regions: 
International Implications Revealed by Hong Kong”, 
Energy Policy 44, May 2012, pp 416-24 
HARRIS Paul G, CHOW S Y 
Alice and SYMONS Jonathan J
21 A 0.3334 
19 “How Green Nationalism Undermines Good Climate 
Policy” (Commentary), Crikey, 20 Mar 2012 
(http://www.crikey.com.au/2012/03/20/how-green-nat
ionalism-undermines-good-climate-policy/) 
SYMONS Jonathan J 64 D 1 
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20 “Enhancing Community’s Self-care Ability through 
Intergenerational Program: a Train-the-trainer 
Approach”, Proceedings of the 8th World Congress on 
“Long Term Care in Chinese Communities and Asian 
Ageing Development Conference”, organized by 
Hong Kong Association of Gerontology, Nov 2011, 
pp103-4 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
TANG P Y and WONG Ka-fai#
32 A 0.3334 
21 “Promoting Elder’s Healthcare Knowledge through 
Intergenerational Activity in Hong Kong: Elder’s 
Experiences”, Proceedings of the 8th World Congress 
on “Long Term Care in Chinese Communities and 
Asian Ageing Development Conference”, organized 
by Hong Kong Association of Gerontology, Nov 
2011, pp103-4 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred,  
LEE L Y K, CHARM C Y C, 
LIU T W, TANG P Y, CHAN 
F and WONG Ka-fai# 
32 A 0.1429 
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22 “Enhancing the Self-care Ability through 
Intergenerational Knowledge Transfer Program in 
Elder Academy in Tuen Mun”, presented at the 
Knowledge Exchange Conference, organized by City 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Baptist 
University, Lingnan University, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, The University of Hong 
Kong, Dec 2011 
WONG Ka-fai# 33 A 1 
23 “A Bridge No More – Hong Kong’s Diminished Role 
in Cross Strait Relations”, Global Asia, 7(2), Jun 
2012, pp 110-9 
WONG Yiu-chung 22 B 1 
24 “Leninist Integration: Understanding the Political 
Changes in the Post-handover Hong Kong”, presented 
at 2011 Conference of the Chinese Studies 
Association of Australia (CSAA), organized by 
CSAA, Canberra, Australia, 13-15 Jul 2011 
WONG Yiu-chung 33 B 1 
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25 “Everyday Life Politics in Hong Kong: 29 March 
1979 – The Day that Hong Kong’s Political Fate was 
Sealed?”, presented at International Conference on 
“The History of Everyday Life in Late Imperial and 
Modern China”, organized by The University of 
Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, 24-27 May 2012 
WONG Yiu-chung 33 B 1 
26 Book Review of China’s Hong Kong Transformed: 
Retrospect and Prospects Beyond the First Decade 
(by Ming K Chan (ed), Hong Kong: City University 
of Hong Kong Press, 2008, 384 pages), in China 
Review – International, Hawaii University press, 
17(3), 2012, pp 317-21 
WONG Yiu-chung 62 D 1 
27 “Does Patriotic Education (in Schools) Lead to 
Anti-Japanese Sentiments among Chinese Youths? – A 
Study Based on Surveys with Chinese Secondary 
School Students”, presented at the 70th Annual 
Conference of Mid-west Political Science 
Association, Chicago, IL, USA, 12-15 Apr 2012 
WU Zeying# 33 B 1 
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28 “The Effects of Patriotic Education on Chinese 
Youths’ Perceptions of Japan”, May 2012 
WU Zeying# 63 B 1 
29 “Democratizing Hong Kong: Functional 
Representation and Politics of Institutional Change”, 
Pacific Affairs, 84(4), Dec 2011, pp 645-64 
ZHANG Baohui 21 A 1 
30 “Are China and India Destined for Strategic Rivalry?” 
presented at Regional Conference on Sino-Indian 
Relations in the 21st Century: Multiple Perspectives, 
organized by Minjian International and Global Studies 
Institute in Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 29 Oct 2011 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
31 “Explaining China’s Assertiveness: A New Posture or 
A Strategic Shift”, presented at International 
Conference on China’s Grand Strategy and 
Diplomatic Transformation, organized by University 
of Macau, Macau, 3-4 Feb 2012 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
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Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
    
32 “L’ideologia totalitaria: interpretazioni a confront”, 
Societ Totalitarie E Transizione Alla 
Democrazia, Tomasso Piffer and Vladislav Zubok 
(eds), Bologna: Il Mulino, 2011, pp 73-105 
BAEHR Peter W 12 B 1 
33 “Purity and Danger in the Modern University”, 
Society, 48(4), Jul 2011, pp 297-300 
BAEHR Peter W 21 A 1 
34 “The Non-reception in Contemporary Sociology of 
Raymond Aron”, presented at International 
Sociological Association (ISA) Research Committee 
on History of Sociology (RCHS) Interim Conference 
on “Changing Universities: Changing Sociology”, 
organized by RCHS, ISA and University College 
Dublin, Dublin, Ireland, 27-29 Jun 2012 
BAEHR Peter W 33 B 1 
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35 Guest Editor and Contributor, Journal of Classical 
Sociology (Special Issue on the Thought and Legacy 
of Raymond Aron), 11(3), Aug 2011 
BAEHR Peter W 61 D 1 
36 “Digital Classroom Project: Impact of 
Service-Learning and Information and 
Communication Technology on Student Learning in 
Hong Kong”, Understanding Service-Learning and 
Community Engagement: Cross Boundaries Through 
Research (A Volume in Advances in Service-Learning 
Research), Julie A Hatcher and Robert G Bringle 
(eds), Information Age Publishing, Inc, 2011, pp 
101-25 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, CHAN S Y 
S, CHIU Y N P and YEUNG S 
S S 
12 A 0.4 
37 “Ageing Policy Integrative Appraisal System in the 
Asia-Pacific Region: A Case Study on Macao Special 
Administrative Region, China”, Ageing in China: 
Implications to Social Policy of a Changing Economic 
State (International Perspectives on Aging), Sheying 
Chen and Jason L Powell (eds), New York: Springer, 
2012, pp 261-75 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
TANG Pui-yee Phoebe and MA 
Hok-ka Carol 
12 A 0.6667 
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38 “Social Exchanges and Subjective Well-being: Do 
Sources of Positive and Negative Exchanges 
Matter?”, The Journals of Gerontology, Series B: 
Psychological Sciences and Social Sciences, 66(6), 
2011, pp 708-18 
CHENG Sheung-tak, LI 
Kin-kit, LEUNG M F Edward 
and CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
21 A 0.25 
39 「邁向活躍老化﹙積極樂頤年﹚的政策觀點：以香
港左鄰右里計劃為例」，載於《人口與發展》
ISSN1674-1668，第六期，2011 年，頁 38-41 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and 梁芷瑄 
21 A 0.5 
40 “Development of APIAS Appraisal System”, 
presented at the Preparatory Meeting for the 
Asia-Pacific High-level Intergovernmental Meeting 
on the Second Regional Review and Appraisal of the 
Madrid International Plan of Action on Ageing, 
organized by UNESCAP, Beijing, PRC, 22-24 Nov 
2011, 8 pages (on-line version) 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 31 A 1 
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41 “Report of the Preparatory Meeting for the 
Asia-Pacific International Meeting on the Second 
Regional Review and Appraisal of the Madrid 
International Plan of Action on Ageing (MIPAA)”, 
published by UN ESCAP for Regional Meeting held 
in Beijing on 20-24 Nov 2011, pp 17 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and TANG P Y P 
31 A 0.5 
42 “Promoting Elder’s Healthcare Knowledge through 
Intergenerational Activity in Hong Kong: Elder’s 
Experiences”, presented at the 8th World Congress on 
“Long Term Care in Chinese Communities and Asian 
Ageing Development Conference”, organized by 
Hong Kong Association of Gerontology, Nov 2011, 
pp103-4 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
LEE L Y K, CHARM C Y C, 
LIU T W, TANG P Y, CHAN F 
and WONG Ka-fai 
32 A 0.1429 
43 “Enhancing Community’s Self-care Ability through 
Intergenerational Program: a Train-the-trainer 
Approach”, Proceedings of the 8th World Congress on 
“Long Term Care in Chinese Communities and Asian 
Ageing Development Conference”, organized by 
Hong Kong Association of Gerontology, Nov 2011, 
pp103-4 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
TANG P Y and WONG Ka-fai
32 A 0.3333 
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44 “Establishing a Mechanism of Aging Policy 
Development: A Summary from the Experience of 
Macau Aging Index”, presented at The 7th Conference 
of the Establishment of Gerontology in China, 
organized by Institute for Gerontology of Renmin 
University of China, Institute of Aging Studies of 
Peking University, Department of Geriatric of Capital 
Medical University, and Teaching & Research 
Committee of Gerontological Society of China, 
Beijing, PRC, 8 Aug 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
45 “Moving Forward with Health Promotion and Active 
Ageing in Asia and the Pacific”, presented at the 
Conference on “Productive Aging in China: Toward 
Evidence-Based Practice and Policy”, organized by 
Washington University in St Louis, Beijing, PRC, 
9-11 Aug 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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46 “A Gender Perspective on Ageing in Asia Pacific: 
Social Inclusion & Health Promotion in the 
Millennium Development”, served as a Keynote 
Speaker and presented at Conference on 
“Comparative Policies and Priority Issues for Older 
Persons in Asia”, organized by NUS Virtual Institute 
for the Study of Ageing (VISA) and Tsao Foundation 
Ageing Research Initiative, Singapore, 16-19 Aug 
2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
47 「安老政策」，發表於由香港浸會大學主辦之「高
齡化社會：如何有效地優化──安老服務、退休保
障和延續人才」論壇，香港，2011 年 9 月 17 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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48 “Ageing Policy Initiatives in Preparing for the Future 
Challenges”, served as a Keynote Speaker and 
presented at the Southeast Asian Countries Meeting 
and Active Ageing Workshop on Designing Age 
Friendly Communities to Enhance Ageing in Place, 
organized by Active Aging Consortium Asia Pacific 
(ACAP), National Commission for Older Persons 
Indonesia (NCOP), Centre for Ageing Studies 
Universitas Indonesia (CAS-UI), Indonesian Academy 
of Science (AIPI), and Asia-Pacific Institute of 
Ageing Studies, Lingnan University, Bali, Indonesia, 
11-14 Oct 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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49 “A Gender Perspective on Ageing in Asia Pacific: 
Social Inclusion & Health Promotion in the 
Millennium Development Goals”, served as a 
Keynote Speaker and presented at Conference on 
“Comparitive Policies and Priority Issues for Older 
Persons in Asia”, and chaired the 4th session on 
“Areas of Interest and Discussion on Network 
Collaboration”, organized by NUS Virtual Institute for 
the Study of Ageing (VISA) and Tsao Foundation 
Ageing Research Initiative, Singapore, 16-18 Oct 
2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
50 “Training and Education in Social Gerontology in 
Asia”, served as a Keynote Speaker and presented at 
the Asian Gerontology Experience (AGE) Workshop 
cum Expert Group Meeting on “Capacity Building in 
Social Gerontology and Translational Research in 
Asia”, organized by the Council for Third Age, 
Singapore, 15-16 Nov 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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51 “Health and Social Care for the Elderly”, presented at 
the Preparatory Meeting for the Asia-Pacific 
High-level Intergovernmental Meeting on the Second 
Regional Review and Appraisal of the Madrid 
International Plan of Action on Ageing, organized by 
UNESCAP, Beijing, PRC, 22-24 Nov 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
52 “From Sweet to Sour: Understanding Elder Neglect 
Using a Pathway Perspective”, presented at the 8th 
World Congress on Long Term Care in Chinese 
Communities and Asian Ageing Development 
Conference on “3As in Aged Care-Advocacy, 
Advancement and Achievement”, organized by the 
Hong Kong Association of Gerontology, Hong Kong, 
25 Nov 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
53 “Moving Forward with Health Promotion and Active 
Ageing in Hong Kong: Alignments of Policy Trends 
in Asia and the Pacific”, presented at the Symposium 
on the Future Ageing Society, organized by Faculty of 
Social Sciences, The University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, 12 Dec 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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54 「香港長者友善社區發展與前瞻」，發表於由香港
社會服務聯會主辦之「第一屆老年友好城市國際會
議」，香港，2012 年 2 月 23 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
55 “Ageing in the Asia Pacific: the Need for an Active 
Ageing Policy”, served as a Keynote Speaker and 
presented at a Staff Retreat, organized by St James 
Settlement, Hong Kong, 30 Oct 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
56 「本港人口老化趨勢、政府政策前瞻、社區安老、
照顧者的角色」，發表於由九龍婦女聯會主辦之
「《婦躍龍騰星級發展》婦女領袖培訓」，香港，2012
年 2 月 26 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
57 「踏出新時代，反思香港未來安老政策︰長者的角
色與參與？社工如何走下去？」，發表於由樹仁大
學主辦之「社工日(2012)論壇前研討會──『踏出
新時代』」，香港，2012 年 3 月 3 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
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58 「香港安老服務的發展趨勢」，發表於由香港中醫
護理學院主辦之「香港中醫護理學院成立 10 周年
晚宴」，香港，2012 年 3 月 10 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
59 「老齡化帶來的商機：低科技、高效益的衣食住行
改良項目」，發表於由香港城市大學主辦之「銀髮
商機之智能家居論壇」，香港，2012 年 4 月 25 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
60 「『離院復康支援服務』模式之冒起及在社會政策
上之重要性」，發表於由香港聖公會福利協會及流
金頌主辦之「流金頌社區計劃──恩悅中風復康服
務」經驗分享會，香港，2012 年 4 月 26 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
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61 “Care for the Demented at Home: A Policy Option or 
an Individual Choice?”, serve as a Keynote Speaker 
and presented at a Seminar of “Person Centered Care 
for Persons with Dementia: Community and 
Residential Care”, organized by Hong Kong 
Alzheimer’s Disease Association and The Elderly 
Services Association of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 28 
May 2012 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
62 “Regional Analysis on Madrid International Plan of 
Action on Ageing” (「馬德里國際老齡問題國際行動
計 劃 地 域 性 分 析 」 ), presented at The 2nd 
International Leadership Assembly of Nursing Homes 
cum APIAS-TSAO-ILC Symposium for Junior 
Researchers on Active Ageing 2012 on “Advanced 
Health and Wellbeing of Older Persons Through 
Policy and Practice”, organized by APIAS of Lingnan 
University, Chinese International Nursing Home 
Leadership Association and the International 
Longevity Centre (ILC) Singapore, Hong Kong, 
27-28 Jun 2012 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
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63 “Engaging the Community for Aged Care - Day Care 
Services in Hong Kong”, presented at the “Programs 
for Stabilization of Officers in Day Care Services”, 
organized by Ministry of Social Affairs of Republic of 
Indonesia and Senior Club, Jakarta, Indonesia, 19-22 
Jul 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 64 D 1 
64 「現時三條支柱是否行之有效？全民退休保障是
否出路？」，由香港聯工會聯盟—培訓中心主辦之
「工友退休生活如何保障」討論會，香港，2011 年
11 月 11 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 64 D 1 
65 「居家安老」，刊於《耆樂視窗》，香港仔街坊福利
會服務中心之，第 41 期，2011 年春之卷，頁 1-3 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and LAU Wing-no Helen 
64 D 0.5 
66 「從 2011-2012 施政報告看『錢跟老人走』」，刊於
《松柏之聲》，2012 年 2 月 15 日，第 414 期 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and TANG Pui-yee Phoebe 
64 D 0.5 
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67 “Implementation of Out-come Based Approach in 
Tertiary Teaching in Hong Kong: An Action Research 
to Enhance the Learning Outcomes of 1st Year Social 
Sciences Students”, presented at 2011 Taiwan 
Education Research Association (TERA) International 
Conference on Education, organized by National Sun 
Yat-sen University and TERA, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 
16-18 Dec 2011 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence and 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 
33 A 0.5 
68 “Psychological Capital as a Moderator between 
Emotional Labor, Burnout, and Job Satisfaction 
among School Teachers in China”, International 
Journal of Stress Management, 18(4), Nov 2011, 
348-71 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis, 
TANG So-kum Catherine and 
TANG Shuwen 
21 A 0.3334 
69 “The Effect of Emotional Dissonance and Emotional 
Intelligence on Work Family Interference”, Canadian 
Journal of Behavioral Science, 44(1), Jan 2012, pp 
50-8 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
TANG So-kum Catherine 
21 A 0.5 
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70 “An Investigation of Predictors of Successful Aging in 
the Workplace among Hong Kong Chinese Older 
Workers” International Psychogeriatrics, 24(3), Mar 
2012, pp 449-64 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
WU Man-sze Anise 
21 A 0.5 
71 “Chinese Undergraduate Students’ Work Values: The 
Role of Parental Work Experience and Part-time Work 
Quality”, Journal of Career Development, 39(3), Jun 
2012, pp 231-47 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
TANG So-kum Catherine 
21 A 0.5 
72 “The Generation Y’s Working Encounter; A 
Comparative Study of Hong Kong and other Chinese 
Cities” Journal of Family and Economic Issues, 33(2), 
Jun 2012, pp 227-30 
KWOK Hong-kin 21 A 1 
73 Associate Editor, The International Journal of the 
Humanities, 9(9), 2011 
KWOK Hong-kin 61 D 1 
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74 “Fertility Trends and Birth Intention of Macau”, The 
New Face of Macau SAR: Ten Years of development, 
Chung M C Fanny, Wong Siu-lun and Victor Zheng 
(edss), Hong Kong: Hong Kong Institute of 
Asia-Pacific Studies, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, 2011, pp 3-44 
ZHENG Victor, WAN Po-san 
and LAW Wing-kin Kenneth 
12 A 0.3334 
75 “Public Perceptions of Income Inequality: trend and 
Implications” Hong Kong Divided? Structures of 
Social Inequality in the Twenty-First Century, Chiu 
Wing-kai Stephen, Lee Ming-kwan and Wong Siu-lun 
(eds), Hong Kong: Hong Kong Institute of 
Asia-Pacific Studies, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, 2012, pp 243-76 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy, 
WAN Po-san and LAW 
Wing-kin Kenneth 
12 A 0.3334 
76 “Internationalization in Hong Kong Higher 
Education”, presented at Ministerial Roundtable cum 
International Education Forum and Expo (IEFE): 
Learning Journey for the Globalised World, Hong 
Kong, 14-16 Jul 2011 
LEE Keng-mun William 33 B 1 
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77 “The Role of Social Media for Patients and Consumer 
Health”, The International Medical Informatics 
Association (IMIA) Yearbook of Medical Informatics, 
6(1), 2011, pp 131-8 
LAU A Y S, SIEK K A, 
FERNANDEX-LUQUE L, 
TANGE H, CHHANABHAI P, 
LI Yau-wai Simon, ELKIN P L, 
ARJABI A, WALCZOWSKI L, 
ANG C S and EYSENBACH G
21 A 0.0909 
78 “A Systematic Review of the Psychological Literature 
on Interruption and Its Patient Safety Implications”, 
Journal of the American Medical Informatics 
Association, 19(1), Jan 2012, pp 6-12 
LI Yau-wai Simon, MAGRABI 
Farah and COIERA Enrico 
21 A 0.3334 
79 “A Study of Positive Emotions and Work Outcome: 
The Mediating Role of Psychological Capital”, Jul 
2011 
LUI Chun-lok# 63 B 1 
80 “Harmonizing Conflicting Views about Harmony in 
Chinese Culture”, Handbook of Chinese 
Organizational Behavior: Integrating Theory, 
Research and Practice, Xu Huang and Michael H 
Bond (eds), Edward Elgar Pub, 2012, pp 467-79 
LUN Miu-chi Vivian 12 A 1 
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81 “The Influences of Individual Characteristics and 
Societal Factors on Religious Engagement: An 
Investigation Using the World Value Survey”, 
presented at the 9th Biennial Conference of the Asian 
Association of Social Psychology, organized by China 
International Conference Center for Science & 
Technology, Kunming, PRC, 28-31 Jul 2011 
LUN Miu-chi Vivian and 
BOND Michael H 
33 A 0.5 
82 “Digital Classroom Project: Service-Learning and 
Information and Communication Technology’s 
Impacts on Student Learning in Hong Kong”, 
presented at the Knowledge Transfer Conference, 
organized by Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies, 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 5 Dec 2011 
MA Hok-ka Carol 33 A 1 
83 “How Does Service-Learning Cultivate 
Philanthropy?”, presented at the Conference on 
Creativity Defines the Future 2011 InG 
Conference-National Conference on “Social 
Innovation Education”, organized by Shantou 
University, Shantou, PRC, 8-9 Dec 2011 
MA Hok-ka Carol 33 B 1 
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84 “Global Aging and Aging Workers”, The Oxford 
Handbook of Work and Aging, Jerry W Hedge and 
Walter C Borman (eds), New York and Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, Feb 2012, pp 11-32 
PHILLIPS David R and SIU 
Oi-ling 
12 A 1 
85 “The Impact of Changing Value Systems on Social 
Inclusion: An Asia-Pacific Perspective”, From 
Exclusion to Inclusion in Old Age, Thomas Scharf and 
Norah C Keating (eds), Bristol: Policy Press, Jun 
2012, pp 109-24 
PHILLIPS David R and 
CHENG K 
12 A 0.5 
86 Global Health: An Introduction to Current and Future 
Trends, Routledge, Oxford and New York, Jun 2012, 
xxiv+328 pages 
MCCRACKEN Kevin and 
PHILLIPS David R 
13 A 0.5 
87 “Materialism and Psychological Well-being among 
Older People in Hong Kong”, presented at the 6th 
European Conference on Positive Psychology 2012, 
Moscow, Russia, Jun 2012 
PHILLIPS David R, SIU 
Oi-ling and CHAN Yau-tsang#
33 A 1 
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88 Executive Editor, Asian Journal of Gerontology and 
Geriatrics (Previous title Hong Kong Journal of 
Gerontology; Co-Editor since 1998-; Editorial Board, 
since 1997) May 2006-present 
PHILLIPS David R 61 D 1 
89 “Spousal Abuse and Social Workers: When Private 
Sphere Goes Public”, Jul 2011 
SHEK King-fan# 63 B 1 
90 “Clustering Effect of Diversified Assessment Tasks: 
Experience from Tertiary Teaching in Hong Kong”, 
presented at 2011 Taiwan Education Research 
Association (TERA) International Conference on 
Education, organized by National Sun Yat-sen 
University and TERA, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 16-18 Dec 
2011 
ZOU Lin, SIU Leung-sea Lucia
and KENNEDY David M 
33 A 0.3333 
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91 “Applying the Normal Accident Theory on Financial 
Markets”, presented at STaRT 2011: A Workshop on 
the Integration of Technology into Society – Science 
and Technology for a Remarkable Tomorrow: Dialog 
Between East and West, organized by Tsinghua 
University and Technische Universität München, 
Beijing, PRC, 10-11 Oct 2011 
SIU Leung-sea Lucia 33 B 1 
92 “Understanding Nuclear Risks: from the Perspectives 
of High Reliability Theory and Normal Accident 
Theory”, presented at the Research Workshop on 
Effective Governance for Energy Security in Hong 
Kong: Improving Public Engagement and Public Trust 
in Nuclear Decision-making, organized by The 
Kadoorie Institute of HKU, Governance in Asia 
Research Centre, City University, Hong Kong, 12 Dec 
2012 
SIU Leung-sea Lucia 33 B 1 
93 “Work Stress, Chinese Work Values, and Work 
Well-being in the Greater China”, The Journal of 
Social Psychology, 151(6), 2011, pp 767-83 
LU Luo, KAO Shu-fang, SIU 
Oi-ling and LU Chang-qin 
21 A 0.25 
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94 “Flexible Work Arrangements Availability and their 
Relationship with Work-to-Family Conflict, Job 
Satisfaction, and Turnover Intentions: A Comparison 
of Three Country Clusters”, Applied Psychology: 
International Review, 61(1) Jan 2012, pp 1-29 
MASUDA Aline D, 
POELMANS Steven A Y, 
ALLEN Tammy D, SPECTOR 
Paul E, LAPIERRE Laurent M, 
COOPER Cary L, ABARCA 
Nureya, BROUGH Paula, 
FERREIRO Pablo, FRAILE 
Guillermo, LU Luo, LU 
Chang-qin, SIU Oi-ling, 
O’DRISCOLL Michael P, 
SIMONI Alejandra, SHIMA 
Satoru, 
MORENO-VELASQUEZ 
Ivonne 
21 A 0.0588 
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95 “Individualism–collectivism as a Moderator of the 
Work Demands – Strains Relationship: A Cross-level 
and Cross-national Examination”, Journal of 
International Business Studies, 43(4), May 2012, pp 
424-43 
YANG Liu-qin, SPECTOR 
Paul E, SANCHEZ Juan I, 
ALLEN Tammy D, 
POELMANS Steven, COOPER 
Cary L, LAPIERRE Laurent M, 
O'DRISCOLL Michael P, 
ABARCA Nureya, 
ALEXANDROVA Matilda, 
ANTONIOU 
Alexandros-Stamatios, 
BEHAM Barbara, BROUGH 
Paula, ÇARIKÇI Ilker, 
FERREIRO Pablo, FRAILE 
Guillermo, GEURTS Sabine, 
KINNUNEN Ulla, LU 
Chang-qin, LU Luo, 
MORENO-VELÁZQUEZ 
Ivonne F, PAGON Milan, 
PITARIU Horea, 
SALAMATOV Volodymyr, 
SIU Oi-ling, SHIMA Satoru, 
SCHULMEYER Marion K, 
TILLEMANN Kati, 
WIDERSZAL-BAZYL Maria 
and WOO Jong-min 
21 A 0.0333 
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96 “A Three-Wave Study Testing a Bi-Directional 
Process Model of Work-Family Enrichment: Social 
Resources and Affect”, Proceedings of Academy of 
Management Annual Meeting, San Antonio, USA, 
Aug 2011, pp 1-6  
[Selected as one of the best papers in OB Division] 
SIU Oi-ling, BAKKER Arnold 
B, BROUGH Paula, LU 
Chang-qin, WANG Haijiang, 
LU Jiafang, O’DRISCOLL 
Michael P, KALLIATH 
Thomas and TIMMS Carolyn 
32 A 0.1111 
97 “Testing a Model of Work-family Enrichment: The 
Effects of Social Resources and Affect”, Proceedings 
of 2011 Annual Meeting of the Academy of 
Management (AOM), organized by AOM, San 
Antonio, USA, 12-16 Aug 2011, pp 1-6 
SIU Oi-ling, LU Jiafang, LU 
Chang-qin, BROUGH Paula, 
KALLIATH Thomas, 
O’DRISCOLL Michael P, 
BAKKER Arnold B, TIMMS 
Carolyn and WANG Haijiang 
32 A 0.1111 
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98 “Economic Inequality is Linked to Biased 
Self-perception”, Psychological Science, 22(10), Oct 
2011, pp 1254-8  
LOUGHNAN Steve, 
KUPPENS Peter, ALLIK Jüri, 
BALASZ Katalin, LEMUS 
Soledad De, DUMONT Kitty, 
GARGUREVICH Rafael, 
HIDEGKUTI Istvan, 
LEIDNER Bernhard, MATOS 
Lennia, PARK Joonha, REALO 
Anu, SHI Junqi, SOJO Victor 
E, TONG Yuk-yue, VAES 
Jeroen, VERDUYN Philippe, 
YEUNG Wai-lan Victoria and 
HASLAM Nick 
21 A 0.0526 
99 “Culture and Stereotype Communication: Are People 
from Eastern Cultures More Stereotypical in 
Communication?”, Journal of Cross-Cultural 
Psychology, 43(3), 2012, pp 446-63 
YEUNG Wai-lan Victoria and 
KASHIMA Y 
21 A 0.5 
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100 “Attitudes Toward Cosmetic Surgery Patients: The 
Role of Culture and Social Contact”, Journal of Social 
Psychology, 152(4), 2012, pp 458-79 
TAM Kim-pong, NG Kin-shing 
Henry, KIM Young-hoon, 
YEUNG Wai-lan Victoria and 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis 
21 A 0.4 
    
Sub-total 76.8773 
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 Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
    
1 「崑南及其小說研究 (1955-2009)」，2011 年 7 月 CHAN Wai-chung# 63 B 1 
2 「凝神與漫想——香港詩歌『遊』的美學」，載於
《看山不是山 看水不是水》，張雙慶、馮國培 〈編〉 
香港：中文大學聯合書院、明報月刊、世界華文旅
遊文學聯會，2011 年 11 月，頁 425-34 
CHAN Wai-ying 12 A 1 
3 「星‧光——詩人之思與宗教符號」，載於《東西
方研究》，單周堯〈主編〉，上海：上海古籍出版社，
2012 年 4 月，頁 509-18 
CHAN Wai-ying 12 A 1 
4 「現代詩的宗教符號」 (“A Study on the Religious 
Sign of Modern Poetry”), 載於「東西方研究國際學
術研討會論文集」，香港：香港大學中文學院, 香港
大學中文學院，上海古籍出版社，2011 年，頁 1-12 
CHAN Wai-ying 32 A 1 
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5 「記與行——從經歷到經驗『流放』書寫」，發表
於由香港中文大學聯合書院、明報月刊、暨南大學
文學院、華南理工大學改革與發展研究院主辦之
「第二屆世界華文旅遊文學國際學術研討會」，香
港，2011 年 12 月 
CHAN Wai-ying 33 A 1 
6 「流轉」，載於《香港當代作家作品合集選》(散文
卷)，香港：明報月刊出版社、新加坡青年書局，2011
年，頁 77-9 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
7 「隧道時光」，載於《香港當代作家作品合集選》(散
文卷)，香港：明報月刊出版社、新加坡青年書局，
2011 年，頁 80-2 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
8 「下一刻」，載於《香港文學》320 期，2011 年 8
月，頁 85 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
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9 「馬華三詩人的香港前傳：林英強、楊際光和黃
崖」，發表於由馬來西亞華社研究中心主辦之「2012
年第一屆馬來西亞華人研究雙年會：『馬來西亞華
人──從移民到公民』」，馬來西亞，吉隆坡，2012
年 9 月 9-10 日 
CHENG Ching-hang Matthew 33 A 1 
10 《香港城邦論》 (Hong Kong as a City-State)，香
港：天窗出版社，2011 年 11 月，400 頁 
CHIN Wan-kan 11 B 1 
11 《留德隨想錄》 (Memoirs of my Student Years in 
Germany)，香港：花千樹出版社，2012 年，312 頁 
CHIN Wan-kan 11 B 1 
12 「香港城邦與港人自治論」  (“Hong Kong as a 
City-State and Local People’s Autonomy”)，載於《本
土論述 2011》（年刊），2012 年 5 月，頁 179-203 
CHIN Wan-kan 22 A 1 
13 《旺角街頭種高樑──香港風俗拾零》，香港：花
千樹出版社，2011 年 7 月，286 頁 
CHIN Wan-kan 41 D 1 
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14 「血的試煉——黛絲姑娘的命運鬥爭」（評論），發
表於康樂及文化事務署電影節目辦事處：說影再生
花 ─ ─ 影 評 人 之 選 2011 ， 2011 年 8 月 
[http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/CulturalService/filmprog/
b5_text/2011cc/2011cc_reviews5.html#b] 
CHIN Wan-kan 64 D 1 
15 《王逸楚辭章句發微》  (A Study of Wang Yi’s 
Commentary on Chuci)，上海：上海古籍出版社，
2011 年，323 頁 
HSU Tzu-pin 11 A 1 
16 「從語文角度看香港樓盤的中文名稱」  (“The 
Chinese Names of Buildings in Hong Kong: A 
Language Perspective”)，載於《二十一世紀初葉兩
岸四地漢語變異》，鄭錦全、曾金金〈編〉，台北：
國立台灣師範大學華語文教學研究所，2011 年，頁
168-84 
HSU Tzu-pin 12 B 1 
17 「楊樹達《讀左傳》平議」 (“A Critical Study of Yang 
Shu-da’s Notes on the Zuozhuan”)，載於《經學研究
集刊》，第 9 期，2011 年，頁 169-196 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
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18 「《左傳》『葬鮮者自西門』與『卿喪自朝』解」 (“An 
Explanation of the Phrases ‘Zang Xianzhe’ and ‘Qing 
Sang Zi Chao’ as recorded in the Zuozhuan”), 
presented at The International Symposium on Ritual 
Studies, organized by Jiali Tang and Research Center 
of Chinese Rituals, Department of History, Tsinghua 
University, Beijing, PRC, Apr 2012 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
19 「《左傳》『放絰而拜』及相關紀事考釋」 (“An 
Explanation of the Phrase ‘fang die er bai’ as recorded 
in the Zuozhuan”), presented at The International 
Conference on Confucianism, organized by 
Department of Chinese Language and Literature, 
Hong Kong Shue Yan University, Hong Kong, May 
2012 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
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20 「漢人《詩》興說發微」  (“On Han Scholars’ 
Interpretations of Metaphor and Allegory from the 
Book of Odes”), presented at The International 
Conference on the Study of Confucian Classics in the 
Qin and Han Dynasties, organized by Institute of 
Chinese Literature and Philosophy, Academia Sinica, 
Taipei, Taiwan, Nov 2011 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 B 1 
21 Editor, Journal of Chinese Literary Studies HSU Tzu-pin 61 D 1 
22 《朱淑真李清照詩詞逐字索引》 (Concordances to 
the Shi and Ci Poems of Zhu Shuzhen & Li 
Qingzhao)，南京：鳳凰出版社，2011 年 12 月，465
頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 11 A 1 
23 《 武 則 天 李 冶 薛 濤 魚 玄 機 詩 逐 字 索 引 》 
(Concordances to the Poems of Wu Ze- tian, Li Ye, 
Xue Tao and Yu Xuanji)，南京：鳳凰出版社，2011
年 12 月，273 頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 11 A 1 
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24 「『內美』與『脩能』：詩人與詩」 (“ ‘Inward Beauty’ 
and ‘Outward Adornment’: Poet and Poetry”)，載於
《文學論衡》，第 20 期，2012 年 2 月，頁 49-61 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 21 A 1 
25 「由『無我之境』到『詩中有畫』：抒情主體之道」 
(“From ‘Selfless Artscape’ to ‘Painting in Poetry’: The 
Way of the Lyric Subject)，載於《人文中國學報》，
第 17 期，2011 年 10 月，頁 331-59 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 21 A 1 
26 “Environmental Thinking and Aesthetic: Revisiting 
the Laozi”, presented at The British Association for 
Chinese Studies Annual Conference 2011, organized 
by University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 7-9 Sep 
2011 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
27 “100 Years of Exploration: Whither Chinese Poetry?”, 
presented at 2nd International Conference on Specific 
Topics in Chinese Studies: One Hundred Years of 
Modern China, organized by Department of Asian and 
African Studies, University of Ljubljana (Slovenia), 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, 14-17 Oct 2011 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles  33 A 1 
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28 “Environmental Ethics and Aesthetics: The Laozi 
Revisited”, presented at International Conference on 
“What Environment Do We Want? Environmental 
Aesthetics and Its Implications”, organized by 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-20 Nov 2011 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
29 「從〈采桑子〉組詞看歐陽修的自然意識」，發表
於由中國語言文學系、中國傳統文化研究中心和孫
少文伉儷人文中國研究所合辦之「宋元文學與宗教
國際學術研討會」，香港，2012 年 5 月 9-10 日 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
30 6 classical shi and ci poems 載於《香江藝林》，第 2
期，2011 年 12 月，頁 6 and 9 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
31 6 classical shi and ci poems 載於《圓桌詩刊》，第 35
期，2012 年 3 月，頁 46-7 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
32 「遙觀皇室成婚禮」，載於《城市文藝》，第 58 期，
2012 年 4 月，頁 22-6 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
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33 「雪後洞庭」，載於《香港文學》，第 329 期，2012
年 5 月，頁 71-3 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
34 《翠韻芊芊》(Verdant Melodies in Bloom, collection 
of 100 classical Chinese shi and ci poems)，香港：匯
智出版有限公司，2012 年 6 月，108 頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
35 《東山零雨》 (Soft Drizzle on the Eastern Hills, 
collection of 100 classical Chinese shi/ ci poems)，香
港：匯智出版有限公司，2012 年 6 月，123 頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
36 「叛逆、成長與助力──論倩女幽魂(1987)的改編」 
(“The Adaptation of Qiannu Youhua from the 
Bildungsroman Point of View”)，載於《香港文學與
電影》，梁秉鈞、黄淑嫻、鄭政恆〈編〉，香港：香
港大學出版社和香港公開大學出版社，2012 年 1
月，頁 75-87 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 12 A 1 
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37 「神話、反抗巫術與成長──論『淹死者的超度』」 
(“Myth, Antipathy Magic and Bildungsroman: Study 
of Soul Releasing of the Drowned”)，載於《也斯作
品評論集(小說部份)》，陳素怡〈編〉，香港：香港
文學評論出版社，2011 年，頁 385-99 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 12 B 1 
38 「宋代人鬼婚戀文言小說中的復活、冥婚與改葬故
事」 (“Study of the Human- Ghost Fiction of the Song 
Dynasty”)，載於《人文中國學報》，第 17 期，2011
年，頁 140-204 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 21 A 1 
39 「暴劫、受難與超越死亡──論《剪燈新話》《翠
翠傳》和《愛卿傳》」，發表於由中國明代文學學會
(籌)和首都師範大學文學院合辦之「中國明代文學
學會(籌)第八屆年會暨2011年明代文學與文化國際
學術研討會」，中國北京，2011 年 8 月 16-19 日 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 33 A 1 
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40 「從《遐邇貫珍》的「喻言一則」到《英華青年》
的英譯『中國故事』──東西文化交流的一個側面」 
(“From Aesop’s Fables in the Chinese Serial to 
Chinese Stories in the Ying Wa Echo – A Case in 
Cultural Exchange between East and West”)，載於《東
西方研究》，上海古籍出版社，2011 年 11 月，頁
267-75 
LEE Hung-kai 21 A 1 
41 「讀《現代漢語大詞典》」  (“Comments on the 
‘Xiandai Hanyu Dacidian’ ”)，發表於由澳門理工學
院主辦之「第六屆海峽兩岸現代漢語問題學術研討
會」，澳門，2011 年 12 月 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
42 「論高本漢之誤釋禮俗──以《雅》、《頌》注釋為
例 」 (“Bernhard Karlgren’s Misinterpretations of 
Rituals in the Shijing”)，發表於由中國清華大學中國
禮學研究中心及嘉禮堂主辦之「首屆禮學國際學術
研討會」，中國北京，2012 年 4 月 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
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43 「《左傳》『實紀綱之僕』釋義」，發表於「香港教
育學院研究生研討會」，2012 年 
LEE Lok-man# 33 B 1 
44 「馬宗璉《春秋左傳補注》研究」，2011 年 7 月 LEE Lok-man# 63 B 1 
45 「電影空間的政治──兩齣五 0 年代香港電影中的
理想空間」 (“The Politics of Cinematic Space – The 
Ideal Space of Two Hong Kong Films of the 
1950s”)，載於《香港文學與電影》，梁秉鈞、黃淑
嫻、沈海燕、鄭政恆〈編〉，香港：香港大學出版
社和香港公開大學出版社，2012 年 1 月，頁 45-57 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
46 《香港當代作家作品合集選：小說卷》，香港：香
港明報月刊，2011 年 11 月，上冊 529 頁，下冊 542
頁［香港書獎］ 
LEUNG Ping-kwan, YIP Fai 
and CHENG Ching-hang 
Matthew 
14 B 0.6667 
47 《東西：梁秉鈞詩選》(East West Matters: Selected 
Poems of Leung Ping-kwan)，黃禮孩、江濤〈主編〉，
廣州：中國戲劇出版社，2012 年 2 月，208 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
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48 《書與城市》 (Books and Cities) , 杭州：浙江大學
出版社，2012 年 2 月，264 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
49 Sichtbares und Verborgenes Gedichte (The Visible and 
the Invisible Poems), Citatation of the Honorary 
Degree by the Arts Facauty, University of Zurich, with 
poems translated into German by Andrea 
Riemenschnitter and Helen Wallimann, Hong Kong: 
MCCM Creations, Apr 2012, 80 pages 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
50 Mapa Refeito (poems translated into Portuguese by 
Beatriz Brasil), Macao: Association of Stories in 
Macao, May 2012, 117 pages 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
51 En Ces Jours Instables (poems translated into French 
by Camille Loivier), Hong Kong: MCCM Creations, 
May 2012, 47 pages 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
52 Chief Editor, Journal of Modern Literature in 
Chinese, 10(2), Feb 2012, 197 pages 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 61 D 1 
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53 「張大春與中國筆記──以《本事》和《尋人啟事》
為例」，發表於由中華民國比較文學學會及國立清
華大學外國語文學系合辦之「第三十五屆全國比較
文學會議──寄／記存之間」，台灣新竹，2012 年 5
月 5 日 
LI Yuen-mei Fanny 33 B 1 
54 「當代小說中的洪水意象──論『男人的一半是女
人』、『小鮑莊』和『我愛黑眼珠』」，發表於由嶺南
大學人文學科研究中心主辦之「第五屆國際青年學
者中文文學學術會議：中文文學與比較文學」，香
港，2012 年 5 月 11-12 日 
POON Kit-man# 33 B 1 
55 「鯀禹治水神話發源及流播考」 , presented at 
Postgraduate Summer School and Research 
Conference 2012, organized by the Hong Kong 
Institute of Education, Hong Kong, 3 Jun 2012 
POON Kit-man# 33 B 1 
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56 「從《星島晚報》連載看易文小說與電影的關係」 
(“Relation between Fictions and Films of Evan Yang 
in Singtao Evening Post”)，發表於由嶺南大學人文
學科研究中心主辦之「第五屆國際青年學者中文文
學學術會議：中文文學與比較文學」，香港，2012
年 5 月 11-12 日 
SHUM Hoi-yin Yuki# 33 B 1 
57 《元明清散曲鑒賞辭典》，北京：商務印書館，2012
年 1 月，1057 頁 
SI TOU Sau-ieng, 劉因, 魏初, 
馬致遠, 張養浩 and 張可久 
13 A 0.1667 
58 「湯顯祖『臨川四夢』的原型群像」，戴於「紀念
湯顯祖誕辰 460 週年學術研討會：江西的湯顯祖，
世界的湯顯祖」 , 南昌：南昌大學出版社，2011
年冬，頁 1 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 32 A 1 
59 「自成天地歸來堂」，發表於由中國李清照辛棄疾
學會與山東大學文學與新聞傳播學院主辦之「李清
照辛棄疾與詞學國際學術研討會」，由國濟南，2011
年 9 月 21-23 日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 A 1 
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60 「意境和意義：中國傳統戲曲的藝術美芻議」，發
表於由全國政協京昆室主辦之「兩岸四地『中國戲
曲藝術傳承與發展．北京論壇』」，中國北京，2011
年 12 月 21-22 日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 A 1 
61 「論新編崑劇：楊妃夢和紅樓夢」，發表於由中國
崑曲研究中心主辦之「第六屆中國崑曲國際學術研
討會」，中國蘇州，2012 年 6 月 29-7 月 3 日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 A 1 
62 「背燈遺恨」，發表於由國立台灣師範大學國文學
系主辦之「2011 第二屆敘事文學與文化國際學術研
討會」，台灣台北，2011 年 10 月 15-16 日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 B 1 
63 「夏綸及《惺齋五種曲》研究」，發表於由國立台
灣戲曲學院主辦之「2011 戲曲國際學術研討會──
戲曲理論與實踐」，台灣，2011 年 10 月 28-29 日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 B 1 
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64 「戰後香港的飲食影像──以五、六十年代香港電
影為研究核心」，載於《第十二屆中華飲食文化學
術研討會論文集》，台北：財團法人中華飲食文化
基金會，2011 年 11 月，頁 661-76 
SIU Yan-ho# 32 A 1 
65 「味覺感觸的城市──舒巷城飲食散文中的香
港」，發表於由香港大學文學院主辦之「百般滋味
話珍饈：中華飲食與文學國際研討會」，香港，2011
年 12 月 15-17 日 
SIU Yan-ho# 33 B 1 
66 「七十年代日本遊記的兩個面向──以舒巷城、也
斯為例」，發表於由嶺南大學人文學科研究中心主
辦之「第五屆國際青年學者中文文學學術會議：中
文文學與比較文學」，香港，2012 年 5 月 11-12 日 
SIU Yan-ho# 33 B 1 
67 「香港短篇小說的精神疾病敘事(1990-2010)」，
2012 年 6 月 
TSANG Pui-ting# 63 B 1 
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68 「香港文學的現代主義： 六、七０年代歐洲電影
與香港文學的關係」，2011 年 7 月 
TSE Pak-shing# 63 B 1 
69 「曹聚仁《魯迅評傳》中的魯迅形象再現」，發表
於由「大珠三角地區研究生會議── 『時代、文化
與認同』」，2012 年 2 月 25 日 
YANG Chiehming# 33 A 1 
70 「魯迅思想的東亞傳播：以東亞華語語系作為一種
研究方法」，發表於由中正大學主辦之｢第十一屆國
際青年學者漢學會議｣，2012 年 5 月 26 日 
YANG Chiehming# 33 A 1 
71 「從陳映真與藤井省三論戰看台灣文學的中國結
與日本結」，發表於由嶺南大學人文學科研究中心
主辦之「第五屆國際青年學者中文文學學術會議：
中文文學與比較文學」，香港，2012 年 5 月 11-12
日 
YANG Chiehming# 33 B 1 
72 「論楊惲」 (“Discussing Yang Yun”)，載於《中國
文學學報》，第 2 期，2011 年 12 月，頁 115-36 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
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73 「讀《史記》、《漢書》「傳舍」札記」 (“Reflection 
on ‘Zhuanshe’ in Shi-Ji and Han-Book”)，載於《中國
典籍與文化》，2012 年第 1 期，頁 144-53 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
74 「司馬遷《報任安書》之重新檢討」，發表於由復
旦大學中國古代文學研究中心、中國語言文學系、
中國語言大學研究所合辦之「復旦大學第三屆中國
文論國際學術研討會」，中國上海，2011 年 12 月
24-26 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
75 「淵民先生學術研究芻議」，發表於由韓國慶尚南
道晉州慶尚大學主辦之「淵民學國際學術研討
會」，韓國，2012 年 5 曰 3-5 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
76  (“The Lion City and the Rise of Singapore National 
Cinema in the 1960s”, (「從《獅子城》看六十年代
新加坡國家電影的出現」 ), Film Appreciation 
Academic Journal, 8(2), Dec 2011, pp 70-81 
WEI Yan Vivien 21 A 1 
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77 Book Review of Latent Images: Film in Singapore 
(by Jan Uhde and Yvonne Ng Uhde, 368 pages), in 
Film Appreciation Academic Journal, 8(2), Dec 2011, 
pp 82-4 
WEI Yan Vivien 62 D 1 
78 「香港及上海的幾段啼笑因緣：鴛鴦蝴蝶派文學與
電影」 (“Tears and Laughter of Shanghai and Hong 
Kong: Literature and Cinema of the ‘Mandarin Duck 
and Butterfly’ ”)，載於《香港文學與電影》，梁秉鈞、
黄淑嫻、鄭政恆〈編〉，香港：香港大學出版社和
香港公開大學出版社，2012 年 1 月，頁 58-74  
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 A 1 
79 「鍾愛電影的詩人小說家」  (“Writer who likes 
Cinema: An Interview with Leung Ping Kwan”)，載於
《也斯作品評論集（小說部份）》，陳素怡〈編〉，
香港：香港文學評論出版社，2011 年 9 月，頁 21-56 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 B 1 
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80 「電影寫入文學：也斯與歐洲電影文化初探」 
(“Films Write into Literature: Leung Ping Kwan and 
European Cinema，載於《也斯作品評論集（小說部
份）》，陳素怡〈編〉，香港：香港文學評論出版社，
2011 年 9 月，頁 131-42 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 B 1 
81 「卡夫卡與布拉格」 (“Kafka and Prague”)，載於《香
港文學》，第 324 期，2011 年 12 月，頁 33-9 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 22 B 1 
82 「時間的考驗：《香港當代作家作品合集選．散文
卷》的耐讀性」 (“The Test of Time: A Review on 
Hong Kong Contemporary Essays”)，載於《香港文
學》，第 329 期，2012 年 5 月，頁 27-9 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 22 B 1 
83 「香港文學與圖像」 (“Hong Kong Literature and 
Visuality: An Overview”)，發表於由南京大學主辦之
「文學與圖像研討會」，中國南京，2012 年 1 月 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 33 A 1 
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84 「再見！五十年代：易卜生與香港電影」 (“Bidding 
Farewell to the 1950s: Ibsen and Hong Kong 
Cinema”)，發表於由嶺南大學人文學科研究中心主
辦之「一九五０年代的文化衍變：從國內到香港」
學術研討會，香港，2012 年 5 月 8 日 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 33 A 1 
85 「度身訂造」 (“Haute couture” short story) ，載於
《香港文學》，第 324 期，2012 年 1 月，頁 50-3 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 41 D 1 
86 《許子東講稿第一卷：重讀「文革」》 (Selected works 
of Xu Zidong, Volume 1)，北京：人民文學出版社，
2011 年 11 月，298 頁 
XU Zidong 11 A 1 
87 《許子東講稿第二卷：張愛玲‧郁達夫‧香港文學》
(Selected works of Xu Zidong, Volume 2)，北京：人民
文學出版社，2011 年 11 月，450 頁 
XU Zidong 11 A 1 
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88 《許子東講稿第三卷：越界言論》(Selected works of 
Xu Zidong, Volume 3)，北京：人民文學出版社，2011
年 11 月，440 頁 
XU Zidong 11 A 1 
89 《張愛玲的文學史意義》，香港：中華書局，2011
年，269 頁 
XU Zidong 11 A 1 
90 「新舊白話與簡繁體字」 (“New and Old Vernacular, 
Simplified and Traditional Characters”)，載於《東吳
學術》，2011 年第 4 期，2011 年 12 月，頁 33-9  
XU Zidong and CHEN Danqin 21 A 0.5 
91 「走不出的五四」 (“Escape from the Influence of 
May-fourth Literature”)，載於《當代作家評論》，2011
年第 6 期，2011 年 12 月，頁 112-7 
XU Zidong and CHEN Danqin 21 A 0.5 
92 「1957、信與服、形而下」 (“The Faith and Obedience 
in 1957”)，載於《上海文化》，2011 年第 5 期，2011
年 11 月，頁 38-45 
XU Zidong and WONG Meng 22 B 0.5 
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93 「 張 愛 玲 的 文 學 史 意 義 」  (“Eileen Chang’s 
Significance in the History of Modern Chinese 
Literature”)，載於《讀書》，2011 年第 12 期，2011
年 12 月，頁 135-40 
XU Zidong 22 B 1 
94 “Internet and Ideology in Today’s China”, presented at 
Annual Conference of Harvard China Forum, 
organized by Harvard University, Boston, USA, 13-15 
Apr 2012 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
95 「六〇年代香港現代主義迷思──以『長廊的短
調』、『攜風的姑娘』、『化石』為例」 (“The 60s Hong 
Kong Modernism Myth: Three Hong Kong 
Modernism Fictions as an Example”)，載於《中央大
學人文學報》，第 47 期，2011 年 7 月，頁 163-87 
ZHENG Lei# 21 A 1 
96 「 葉 維 廉 與 香 港 六 十 年 代 現 代 主 義 批 評 」 
(“Wai-lim Yip and the 60s Hong Kong Modernism 
Criticism”)，載於《香港文學》，第 324 期，2011 年
12 月，頁 24-7 
ZHENG Lei# 21 A 1 
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97 「港式現代主義理論實踐──論李英豪批評」，載於
《現代中文學刊》，2012 年第 2 期，頁 46-52 
ZHENG Lei# 21 A 1 
98 「存在主義在香港── 一種大眾文化解讀」 
(“Existentialism in Hong Kong: Some Reading as 
Mass Culture”)，載於《文藝理論研究》，2012 年第
3 期，2012 年 5 月，頁 138-44 
ZHENG Lei# 21 A 1 
99 「 葉 維 廉 與 香 港 六 十 年 代 現 代 主 義 批 評 」 
(“Wai-lim Yip and the 60s Hong Kong Modernism 
Criticism”)，發表於由澳門大學主辦之「漢語新文
學講堂系列──葉維廉與漢語新文學」國際學術研
討會，澳門，2011 年 11 月 8 日 
ZHENG Lei# 33 A 1 
100 「批評的譜系──論香港六十年代現代主義批評」 
(“Ancestry of Critics: the 1960s Hong Kong 
Critics”)，發表於香港亞洲研究聯會與香港樹仁大
學當代中國研究中心聯合主辦之｢第七屆香港亞洲
研究會議｣，2012 年 3 月 3-4 日 
ZHENG Lei# 33 A 1 
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101 「香港現代主義文學與思潮──以『香港現代文學
美術協會』為視點」，2012 年 6 月 
ZHENG Lei# 63 B 1 
    
Sub-total 98.3334 
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 Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
    
1 English Grammar: A Resource Book for Students 
(Routledge English Language Introductions), 
Routledge, Dec 2011, 278 pages 
BERRY Roger S 13 A 1 
3 “Investigating Language Awareness: The Role of 
Terminology”, presented at 24th International 
Conference on Foreign and Second Language 
Acquisition on “Language Awareness in 
Second/Foreign Language Learning”, organized by 
University of Silesia, Szczyrk, Poland, 17-19 May 
2012 
BERRY Roger S 33 A 1 
2 “Light verse: A Musing?”, presented at Department 
Seminar, organized by English Department of 
Lingnan University, 16 Apr 2012 
BERRY Roger S 33 B 1 
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4 Translation “The Beneventan Notated Missal of the 
Old Dubrovnik Cathedral” by M Demovic c 60 pages, 
Dubrovnik Libraries, Jul 2011 
BERRY Roger S and BERRY V 45 D 0.5 
5 “Jeanette Winterson and Chinese Translation”, 
presented at “Jeanette Winterson: A Critical 
Exploration”, organized by University of Leeds, UK, 
2-3 Jul 2011 
CHENG On-yee# 33 B 1 
6 “Name as Restriction and Rebellion in Chinese 
Translation of Jeanette Winterson”, presented at 2012 
International Postgraduate Students Conference on 
“Perspectives, Methods and Approaches to Translation 
Studies”, organized by Hong Kong Baptist University, 
1-4 May 2012 
CHENG On-yee# 33 B 1 
7 “A Lacanian Perspective on Literature, Translation and 
the Reader’s (Inter-) Subjectivity: Read My Text and 
Tell Me Who You Are”, May 2012 
CHENG On-yee# 63 B 1 
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8 《 符 號 學 與 跨 文 化 研 究 》  (Semiotics and 
Cross-Cultural Studies)，上海：復旦大學出版社，
2011 年，168 頁 
DING Ersu 11 A 1 
9 「中西符號理論之溝通」 (“Connecting Chinese and 
Western Theories of the Sign”)，載於《符號與傳
媒》，2011 年第 3 期，頁 30-41 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
10 “Repositioning William Wordsworth in Contemporary 
China”, Neohelicon, 38(2), Dec 2011, pp 419-26 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
11 「 符 號 的 任 意 性 與 理 據 性 並 行 不 悖 」 
(“Co-existence of Semiotic Arbitrariness and 
Motivatedness”)，載於《符號與傳媒》， 2012 年第
4 期，頁 118-31 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
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12 「 互 動 與 啟 迪 ： 跨 文 化 研 究 的 求 知 動 因 
(Interactions and Illuminations – Cross-cultural 
Studies with an Intellectual Agenda)」，發表於由中國
比較文學學會、復旦大學、上海師範大學和上海市
比較文學學會合辦之「中國比較文學學會第 10 屆
年會暨國際學術討論會」，中國上海，2011 年 8 月
9-11 日 
DING Ersu 33 B 1 
13 Meaning and Humour (Key Topics in Semantics and 
Pragmatics), Cambridge University Press, Jun 2012, 
380 pages 
GOATLY Andrew P 11 A 1 
14 “Metaphor as Resource for the Conceptualisation and 
Expression of Emotion”, Affective Computing and 
Sentiment Analysis: Emotion, Metaphor and 
Terminology (Text, Speech and Language 
Technology), Khurshid Ahmad (ed), Springer-Verlag , 
Aug 2011, pp 19-32 
GOATLY Andrew P 12 A 1 
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15 “Metaphor as a Resource for Evaluation and Affective 
Expression”, presented at Int-Eval: International 
Workshop on The Evaluative Function of Language: 
Evaluation Across Text Types and Cultures, organized 
by National University of Distance Education, 
Madrid, Spain, 6-8 Oct 2011 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 A 1 
16 “Metaphor as a Resource for Evaluation and 
Expression of Emotion”, presented at INT-EVAL 
Workshop, Madrid, Spain, Nov 2011 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 B 1 
17 “Linguistic Humour: Liberation or Control?”, 
presented at The 24th Conference of the International 
Society of Humor Studies, organized by Institute of 
English Philology, Kraków, Poland, 26-29 Jun 2012 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 B 1 
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18 “Scaffolding Teacher and Student Growth through a 
Principle-Based Approach to Knowledge Building”, 
Proceedings of 2012 Annual Meeting of American 
Educational Research Association (AERA) on “Non 
Statis Scire: To Know Is Not Enough”, organized by 
AERA, Vancouver, Canada, 13-17 Apr 2012 (on-line 
version) 
HUI Wai-yi Diane and CHAN 
C K K 
32 A 0.5 
19 “The Mind’s Ear: Imagination, Emotions and Ideas in 
the Inter-semiotic Transposition of Housman’s Poetry 
to Song”, Translation, Adaptations and 
Transformation, Laurence Raw (ed), London: 
Continuum Books, 2012, pp 188-209 
INGHAM Michael A 12 A 1 
20 “Twenty Years After: Hong Kong Dissident 
Documentarians and the Tiananmen Factor”, Studies 
in Documentary Film, 6(1), May 2012, pp 81-97 
INGHAM Michael A 21 A 1 
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21 “The True Concord of Well-Tuned Sounds: Musical 
Adaptations Of The Sonnets”, presented at 9th World 
Shakespeare Congress, organized by International 
Shakespeare Association, Prague, Czech Republic, 
17-22 Jul 2011 
INGHAM Michael A 33 A 1 
22 “Shakespeare and the Quotidian: Transcending Times, 
Transcending Cutlures”, presented at 9th World 
Shakespeare Congress, organized by International 
Shakespeare Association, Prague, Czech Republic, 
17-22 Jul 2011 
RESENDE Aimara Da Cunha 
and INGHAM Michael A 
33 A 0.5 
23 “Documentary Film Hong Kong: An Overview”, 
presented at a Conference on “Documentary Film．
Hong Kong．Grierson”, organized by Academy of 
Film of Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong, 
9-10 Jan 2012 
INGHAM Michael A 33 A 1 
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24 “Diachronic Variables, Proximity and Distance in the 
Verse Dramas of Shakespeare and his 
Contemporaries”, presented at 10th Anniversary 
Conference of British Shakespeare Association on 
“Shakespeare Inside-Out: Depth, Surface, Meaning”, 
organized by British Shakespeare Association, 
Lancaster, UK, 24-26 Feb 2012 
INGHAM Richard and 
INGHAM Michael A 
33 A 0.5 
26 “Bilingual Ballads: The Neglected Role of 
Anglo-Norman in the Development of the 
Anglophone Ballad”, presented at 47th International 
Congress on Medieval Studies, organized by Western 
Michigan University, Kalamazoo, USA, 10-13 May 
2012 
INGHAM Michael A 33 A 1 
25 “Beyond Asian? Beyond Cinema? Intermediality, the 
Performative and the Cosmopolitan in the 
Documentary Films of Evans Chan”, presented at 
Asian Cinema Studies Conference, organized by 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Mar 2012 
INGHAM Michael A 33 B 1 
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27 “Translating Dostoevsky, Theorizing Translation: The 
Interpretant as Hermeneutical Guide”, Unterwegs zu 
einer hermeneutischen Ûbersetzungs-wissenschaft: 
Festschrift für Radegundis Stolze zu ihrem 60. 
Geburtstag, Larisa Cercel and John W Stanley (eds), 
Gunter Narr Verlag, Mar 2012, pp 68-101 
ROBINSON Douglas 12 A 1 
30 “Ecotranslatology, Mengzi, and the politics of li 禮”, 
presented at 2nd International Symposium on 
Eco-Translatology, organized by International 
Association for Eco-Translatology Research, 
Shanghai, PRC, Nov 2011 
ROBINSON Douglas 33 A 1 
28 “The Rhetorical Basis of Translation Quality 
Assessment”, presented at Translation Research 
Summer Seminar, organized by Centre for Translation 
of Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong, Jul 
2011 
ROBINSON Douglas 33 B 1 
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29 “Dynamic Equivalence Revisited”, serve as a Guest 
Speaker in Qufu Normal University and Shandong 
Normal University, PRC, Oct 2011 
ROBINSON Douglas 33 B 1 
31 “A Charming Little Mass Suicide”, WSOY (Helsinki, 
Finland), 2011, Translation, (A translation of the 1990 
Finnish novel Hurmaava joukkuitsemurha by Arto 
Paasilinna) 
ROBINSON Douglas 45 D 1 
32 Review of Translation Zones in Modern China: 
Authoritarian Command versus Gift Exchange 
(Cambria Press, 2011, by Bonnie S McDougall), in 
Modern Chinese Literature and Culture, Jun 2012 
[Online at 
http://mclc.osu.edu/rc/pubs/reviews/robinson.htm] 
ROBINSON Douglas 62 D 1 
33 “The Hong Kong English Accent: Variation and 
Acceptability”, The Hong Kong Journal of Applied 
Linguistics, 13(2), Mar 2012, pp 1-21 
SEWELL Andrew J 21 A 1 
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34 “English as a Lingua Franca and the Teaching of 
Pronunciation at Tertiary Level”, presented at 7th 
International Symposium on Teaching English at 
Tertiary Level, organized by Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University, Hong Kong, Oct 2011 
SEWELL Andrew J 33 A 1 
35 “Local Attitudes towards the Local Accent: A 
Features-based Approach to Hong Kong English”, 
presented at 17th Annual Conference of the 
International Association for World Englishes 
(IAWE), organized by IAWE, Melbourne, Australia, 
23-25 Nov 2011 
SEWELL Andrew J 33 A 1 
36 “Examining the Examiners: ELF and the Testing of 
Spoken English”, presented at 5th International 
Conference of English as a Lingua Franca, organized 
by Boğaziçi University, Istanbul, May 2012 
SEWELL Andrew J 33 A 1 
37 “CG Jung: Contribution to Learning Theory”, 
Encyclopedia of the Sciences of Learning, Springer, 
Jan 2012, pp 1672-7 
SHARP Alastair I 12 A 1 
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38 “Jung, Carol Gustar (1875-1961)”, Encyclopedia of 
the Sciences of Learning, Springer, Jan 2012, pp 
1670-2 
SHARP Alastair I 12 A 1 
39 “Humanistic Approaches to Learning”, Encyclopedia 
of the Sciences of Learning, Springer, Jan 2012, pp 
1469-75 
SHARP Alastair I 12 A 1 
40 “The Comprehension of Written Language: Micro and 
Macro Strategies”, presented at 8th Annual Cambodia 
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Conference on English Language Teaching on 
“Language and Development”, organized by 
International Development Program Education, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 25-26 Feb 2012 
SHARP Alastair I 33 A 1 
41 “A Comparative Study of War Metaphors in English 
and Chinese Business Discourse”, presented at 
Crossing Boundaries: Working and Communicating in 
the Asia Pacific Region, University of Southern 
California, 13-15 Mar 2012 
ZHONG Xian# 33 B 1 
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Department of Translation 
    
1 “World Literature and East Asian Literature”, The 
Routledge Companion to World Literature, Theo 
D’haen, David Damrosch and Djelal Kadir (eds), 
Routledge, 2012, pp 464-75 
CHAN Mei-hung Red 12 A 1 
2 Associate Editor, Translation Studies CHAN Mei-hung Red 61 D 1 
3 “Translating Chinese Philosophy: Reflections on the 
Sinological Tradition and the Question of Terms”, 
Confluences: Translation Research in Chinese and 
Asian Contexts, Liu Ching-chi and Chan Tak-hung 
(eds), Hong Kong: Hong Kong Translation Society, 
2011, pp 178-92 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 12 A 1 
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4 Confluences: Translation Research in Chinese and 
Asian Contexts (《匯流：在中國及亞洲的翻譯研究》), 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Translation Society, 2011, 
324 pages 
LIU Ching-chi and CHAN 
Tak-hung Leo 
14 A 0.5 
5 《蛻變中的中國翻譯研究》(Transformations: New 
Translation Research in China)，香港：香港翻譯學
會，2011 年，326 頁 
LIU Ching-chi and CHAN 
Tak-hung Leo 
14 A 0.5 
6 “Bilingual and Monolingual Readers: Approaches to 
the Reading of Translated Fiction in Chinese”, 
presented at International Conference on Translation 
and Cross-Cultural Communication, organized by The 
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, 1-2 
Dec 2011 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
7 Chief Editor, Translation Quarterly, Nos 59-62, 
Spring-Winter 2011 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 61 D 1 
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8 “In Defence of Polysystem Theory”, Target, 23(2), 
Winter 2011, pp 311-47 
CHANG Nam-fung 21 A 1 
9 “The Polysystem Writes Back: On Prescriptive 
Cultural Relativism and Radical Postcolonialism”, 
presented at The Conference on “Translating Power, 
Empowering Translation: Itineraries in Translation 
History”, organized by Tallinn University, Tallinn, 
Estonia, 24-26 May 2012 
CHANG Nam-fung 33 A 1 
12 “The Images of Women in Translation in Hong Kong 
Chinese Newspapers in the Early 20th Century: A 
Case Study of the Chinese Translation of The 
Brotherhood of the Seven Kings in Yousuowei Bao 
(1905-1906)”, Globalisation Through Translation: A 
Catalyst for Knowledge and Technological 
Excellence, Asiah Jamil, et al. (eds), Kuala Lumpur: 
Malaysian Translators Association, 2011, pp 94-105 
LI Bo 12 A 1 
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10 “Metamorphoses for Better Reception: The Chinese 
Translation of The Brotherhood of the Seven Kingsin 
Hong Kong”, Culture, Reception and Translation: 
Chinese Literature in the World, Tam Kwok-kan and 
Chan Kar-yue Kelly (eds), Hong Kong: Open 
University of Hong Kong Press, 2012, pp 163-81 
LI Bo 12 A 1 
11 「20 世紀初香港華文報紙上翻譯小說中的女
性——以《唯一趣報有所謂》（1905-1906）所刊載
的《七王會》為例」(“The Images of Women in the 
Chinese Translation in Hong Kong Newspaper in the 
Early 20th Century: A Case Study of Qi Wang Hui in 
Yousuowei Bao (1905-1906)”)，載於《山東外語教
學》，2012 年第 1 期，第 33 卷，2012 年 1 月，頁
91-6 
LI Bo and 楊岱若 21 A 0.5 
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13 「剪不斷，理還亂：從報刊翻譯小說看 20 世紀初
滬港兩地的文化互動──以《虛無彈》和《眼中留
影》為例」 (“Cultural Interaction between Shanghai 
and Hong Kong in the Early 20th Century – A Case 
Study between Xu Wu Dan and Yanzhong 
Liuying”)，發表於由復旦大學和上海師範大學合辦
之「中國比較文學學會 (CCLA) 第 10 屆年會暨國
際學術研討會」，中國上海，2011 年 8 月 9-11 日 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
14 「20 世纪初上海報刊連載翻譯小說中的粤語──
以《新聞報》連載的《眼中留影》為例」，發表於
由香港理工大學主辦之「第十六屆國際粵方言研討
會」，香港，2011 年 12 月 15-16 日 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
15 「 被 隱 沒 的 譯 者 鄺 文 美 」  (“The Neglected 
Translator: Kuang Wen-mei”)，發表於由嶺南大學人
文學科研究中心主辦之「一九五０年代的文化衍
變：從國內到香港」學術研討會，香港，2012 年 5
月 8 日 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
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16 「中國文學英譯的合作、協商與文化傳播」
(“Cooperation, Negotiation and Cultural 
Dissemination in English Translation of 
Contemporary Chinese Literature”)，載於《中國翻
譯》，2012 年第一期，第 33 卷第一期，頁 57-60 
LI Wenjing 21 A 1 
17 “Censorship and Rewriting in a Chinese Writer’s 
Translation”, presented at International Conference on 
Literature and Translation, organized by The 
Australasian Association for Literature, Australian 
Association for Literary Translation and Literature 
Research Unit, Monash University, Melbourne, 
Australia, 11-12 Jul 2011 
LI Wenjing 33 A 1 
18 Interpreters in Early Imperial China (Benjamins 
Translation Library Series 96), 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins, Sep 2011, 
198 pages 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 11 A 1 
19 「形變與值變 — 論小說陌生化語言的翻譯」，
2011 年 8 月 
PENG Yongsui# 63 B 1 
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20 “Minority Languages and Translator Training: What 
Tibetan Programmes Can Tell Us”, JoSTrans – The 
Journal of Specialised Translation, Issue 16, Jul 2011, 
pp 126-44 
RAINE Roberta A 21 A 1 
21 “Translating Tibetan Buddhism: Past Strategies, 
Future Prospects” Forum, 9(2), Oct 2011, pp 157-86 
RAINE Roberta A 21 A 1 
22 “ ‘Translation Archaeology’: Researching Tibet’s 
Translation History”, presented at 2012 Language 
Training & Testing Center (LTTC) International 
Conference on “The Making of a Translator”, 
organized by LTTC, Taipei, Taiwan, 28-29 Apr 2012 
RAINE Roberta A 33 A 1 
23 “Translation and Strategies for Cross-Cultural 
Communication” (「翻譯與跨文化交際策略」 ), 
Chinese Translators Journal, 33(1), Jan 2012, pp 
16-23 
SUN Yi-feng 21 A 1 
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24 “(Un)Translatability and Cross-Cultural Readability”, 
Perspectives: Studies in Translatology, 20(2), Jun 
2012, pp 231-47 
SUN Yi-feng 21 A 1 
26 “The Shifting Distance of Translation”, presented at 
International Conference on Translation and 
Cross-Cultural Communication, organized by The 
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, 1-2 
Dec 2011 
SUN Yi-feng 33 A 1 
27 「過渡與轉化──香港一九五０年代的翻譯實踐」 
(“Transition and Transformation – Hong Kong 
Translation Practice in the 1950s”)，發表於由嶺南大
學人文學科研究中心主辦之「一九五０年代的文化
衍變：從國內到香港」學術研討會，香港，2012 年
5 月 8 日 
SUN Yi-feng 33 A 1 
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25 “The Multifaceted Identity of Translation Studies”, 
presented at International Forum on Chinese 
Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies, 
organized by Tsinghua University, Beijing, PRC, Oct 
2011 
SUN Yi-feng 33 B 1 
28 Founding Editor, Translation & Cross-Cultural 
Studies (to be launched in 2010), Translators 
Association of China 
SUN Yi-feng 61 D 1 
29 General Editor, Translation Theory series, Foreign 
Language Teaching and Research Press 
SUN Yi-feng 61 D 1 
30 “The ‘Other’ Function of Translation: A Discussion on 
Translation and Education in Hong Kong” Translation 
Quarterly, No 59, 2011, pp 84-100 
WONG Wai-yi Dorothy 21 A 1 
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31 「『從新出發』：閱讀香港翻譯與殖民時期及後殖民
時期的教育」，發表於由復旦大學和上海師範大學
合辦之「中國比較文學學會 (CCLA) 第 10 屆年會
暨國際學術研討會」，中國上海，2011 年 8 月 9-11
日；並載於《東方翻譯》，2012 年第 2 期（總第 16
期），頁 84-100 
WONG Wai-yi Dorothy 21 A 1 
32 “Rabbit Becomes Rich vs Rabbit Is Rich: Dual 
Contextualization in Translation Studies”, presented at 
the Fourth Cross-Taiwan Straits Symposium on 
“Translation and Intercultural Communication”, 
organized by The Hong Kong Baptist University, 
Hong Kong, 8-10 July 2011 
WU E-chou# 33 B 1 
33 “Brokeback Mountain's Chinese Cowboy”, presented 
at International Conference on Translation and 
Cross-Cultural Communication, organized by The 
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, 1-2 
Dec 2011 
WU E-chou# 33 B 1 
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34 “From Page to Image: The Filmic Permutations of 
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon”, presented at the 
Asian Cinema Studies Society Conference 2012, 
organized by The University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, 18-20 Mar 2012 
WU E-chou# 33 B 1 
35 “Intersemiotic Translation and Film Translation”, 
presented at 2012 LTTC International Conference: 
The Making of a Translator, organized by National 
Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 28-29 Apr 2012 
WU E-chou# 33 B 1 
36 “The Creative Economy of Pure, Superior, and True 
Languages”, presented at 40th Anniversary 
Conference on “Translation between Chinese and 
English: Theory and Practice”, organized by The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 4-5 
May 2012 
WU E-chou# 33 B 1 
    
Sub-total 34.5 
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Department of History 
    
1 Confucianism, Colonialism, and the Cold War: 
Chinese Culture Education at Hong Kong’s New Asia 
College, 1949-63, Brill, 2011, 250 pages 
CHOU Ai-ling Grace 11 A 1 
2 “British Imperialism and Chinese Culture: Postwar 
Singapore and Hong Kong Chinese Higher 
Education”, presented at XXV Comparative 
Education Society in Europe (CESE) Conference, 
organized by CESE, Salamanca, Spain, 18-21 Jun 
2012 
CHOU Ai-ling Grace 33 A 1 
3 Review of American Radio in China: International 
Encounters with Technology and Communications, 
1919-41 (by Michael A Krysko, Palgrave Macmillan, 
2011, 304 pages), in Media History, 18(2), May 2012, 
pp 239-41 
CHOU Ai-ling Grace 62 D 1 
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6 “Media and Politics in the Northern Song 
(960-1127) – the Role of Private Media and Little 
Newspaper”, presented at “Media, Politics, Society, 
Culture, Business: Hong Kong Postgraduate Students’ 
Conference on Media”, organized by the Department 
of History, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17 Sep 
2011 
CHU Ming-kin# 33 B 1 
7 「淺談『蘇嘉案』與熙寧太學學制改革」  (“A 
Preliminary Study on the Case of Su Jia and Its 
Connection with the Institutional Reform at the 
Imperial University in the Xining Era”)，發表於由嶺
南宋史研究會主辦之「十到十三世紀中國政治與社
會學術研討會暨嶺南宋史研究會第二屆年會」，中
國廣州，2011 年 11 月 26 日 
CHU Ming-kin# 33 B 1 
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5 “The Case of Yu Fan – Reactions of Emperor 
Shenzong (1048-1085, r.1067-1085) When He 
Encountered the Exchanges between Teachers and 
Students”, presented at The International Academic 
Forum on “Third Asian Conference on Arts and 
Humanities”, Osaka, Japan, 5-8 Apr 2012 
CHU Ming-kin# 33 B 1 
4 “ ‘Eight Virtues of Conduct’ Recruitment Scheme of 
Song Huizong and its Modern Implication”, presented 
at “Politics, Institutions, Education, Society, Military, 
Economy, Culture, Art and Literature: Hong Kong 
Postgraduate Students’ Conference on Middle Period 
China”, organized by the Department of History, 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 25 May 2012 
CHU Ming-kin# 33 B 1 
8 “Directorate of Education (Guo Zi Jian) and the 
Imperial University (Tai Xue) in the Northern Song 
(960-1127) – Interaction between Politics and 
Education in Middle Period China”, Apr 2012 
CHU Ming-kin# 63 B 1 
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9 “Materialism, Rationalism, or Simply Common 
Sense: The Hisotrical Writings of Ouyang Xiu”, 
presented at International Workshop on “Standards of 
Validity in Late Imperial China”, organized by 
University of Heidelberg, Germany, 27-28 Apr 2012 
DAVIS Richard L 33 B 1 
10 “Getting to East of Suez: French Imperialism in the 
Second Empire and the Celebration of the Suez Canal 
in 1869”, presented at Society for the Study of French 
History Conference, organized by Society for the 
Study of French History, Cambridge, UK, Jul 2011 
FICHTER James R 33 A 1 
11 “East India Company Tea and International Price 
Competitiveness, 1785-1840”, presented at 37th 
Annual Meeting of the Economic and Business 
Historical Society (EBHS), organized by EBHS, Las 
Vegas, USA, 26-28 Apr 2012 
FICHTER James R 33 A 1 
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12 “Anglo-French Gunboat Diplomacy in the Qing 
Maritime Frontier, 1842-1870”, presented at 
International Workshop on “Defining the Jecen – The 
Evolution of the Qing Frontier, 1644-1918”, organized 
by The University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong 
Baptist University, Hong Kong, 25-26 May 2012 
FICHTER James R 33 B 1 
13 “Anglo-American Whaling in St. Helena and South 
Africa Archives: An Oceanic History”, presented at a 
Symposium on Oceanic Archives and Transnational 
American Studies, organized by Hong Kong 
University, Hong Kong, 4-6 Jun 2012 
FICHTER James R 33 B 1 
14 “Early Hong Kong Television, 1950s-1970s: 
Commercialization, Public Service, and Britishness”, 
Media History, 17(3), Aug 2011, pp 305-22 
HAMPTON Mark A 21 A 1 
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15 “The Public Life of Elsie Elliott: Britishness, Empire 
and Femininity”, presented at Fifth Annual British 
Scholar Conference (Britain and the World), 
organized by British Scholar Society, Edinburgh, UK, 
21-23 Jun 2012 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 B 1 
16 Co-editor, Media History (journal published by 
Routledge/ Taylor & Francis) 
HAMPTON Mark A 61 D 1 
17 Book Review of Family Newspapers? Sex, Private 
Life, and the British Popular Press 1918-1978 (by 
Adrian Bingham, Oxford University Press, 2009; xii + 
298 pages), in European Journal of Communication, 
26(3), Sep 2011, pp 262-4 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
18 Book Review of The Punch Brotherhood: Table Talk 
and Print Culture in Mid-Victorian London (by 
Patrick Leary, British Library, Oct 2010, 197 pages), 
in American Historical Review, 116(4), Oct 2011, pp 
1199 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
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19 Book Review of The Dynamics of Genre: Journalism 
and the Practice of Literature in Mid-Victorian 
Britain (by Dallas Liddle, Charlottesville: University 
of Virginia Press, 2009 xii+236 pp) and Dictionary of 
Nineteenth-Century Journalism in Great Britain and 
Ireland (edited by Laurel Brake and Marysa Demoor, 
Gent: Academia Press and London: The British 
Library, 2009, xxxvii+1014 pp), in Journal of 
Victorian Culture, 17(1), 2012, pp 104-8 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
20 Book Review of Your Britain: Media and the Making 
of the Labour Party (by Laura Beers, Cambridge, MA 
& London: Harvard University Press, 2010, xii + 258 
pp), in Media History, 18(1), 2012, pp 93-6 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
21 《香港早期華人菁英》  (Chinese Elites in Early 
Years of Hong Kong)，香港：中華書局，2011 年 7
月，192 頁 
LAU Chi-pang 11 B 1 
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22 《中英街與沙頭角禁區》(Chung Ying Street and Sha 
Tau Kok Restricted Area)，香港：和平圖書，2011
年 8 月，132 頁 
LAU Chi-pang 11 B 1 
23 《香港達德學院：中國知識份子的追求與命運》 (A 
Study of Ta Teh Institute of Hong Kong)，香港：中華
書局，2011 年 10 月，280 頁 
LAU Chi-pang 11 B 1 
24 《侯寶璋家族史》（增訂版) (Family History of Hou 
Baozhang (revised edition)，香港：和平圖書，2012
年 
LAU Chi-pang and LIU 
Shu-yong 
11 B 0.5 
25 「人物志編纂的理論與實踐──以《香港通志．人
物志》為中心」，發表於由中國地方志指導小組辦
公室和中國地方志協會聯合主辦之「方志文獻國際
學術研討會」，中國寧波，2011 年 8 月 9-10 日 
LAU Chi-pang 33 B 1 
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26 “Tuen Mun: A Case Study of Community 
Involvement in Heritage Conservation”, presented at 
International Conference on Heritage Conservation 
2011, organized by Development Bureau, Hong Kong 
Government, Hong Kong, 12-13 Dec 2011 
LAU Chi-pang 33 B 1 
27 L’età Delle Migrazioni Forzate – Esodi e 
Deportazioni In Europa 1912-1953 (in Italian) (The 
Age of Forced Migrations – Exoduses and 
Deportations in Europe 1912-1953), Bologna: Il 
Mulino, Jan 2012, 501 pages 
PIANCIOLA Niccolò and 
FERRARA Antonio 
11 A 0.5 
28 “Dalle carestie allo sterminio? Verso una 
comparazione delle carestie staliniane in Ucraina e 
Kazakstan” (in Italian) (“From Famines to 
Extermination? Towards a Comparison of Stalinist 
Famines in Ukraine and Kazakhstan”), Snodi. 
Pubblici e Privati nella Storia Contemporanea, No 8, 
2011, pp 68-92 
PIANCIOLA Niccolò 21 A 1 
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29 「文化遺產的保存與傳統的再造: 廣州珠村『乞巧
文化節』」，載於《非物質文化遺產與東亞地方社會》
(Intangible Cultural Heritage and Local Communities 
in East Asia），廖迪生〈編〉，香港：香港科技大學
華南研究中心、香港文化博物館，2011 年 10 月，
頁 239-50 
POON Shuk-wah and WONG 
Wing-ho 
12 A 0.5 
30 “When Chinese Dogs Meet British Colonialism: 
Animal Welfare and the Contested Ban on Eating 
Dogs in Colonial Hong Kong”, presented at The 
Sixteenth Asian Studies Conference Japan (ASCJ), 
organized by ASCJ, Tokyo, Japan, 30 Jun-1 Jul 2012 
POON Shuk-wah 33 A 1 
31 Book Review of The Religious Question in Modern 
China (by Vincent Goossaert and David A Palmer, 
London: The University of Chicago Press, 2011, 480 
pages), in Études chinoises, Autumn 2011 
POON Shuk-wah 62 D 1 
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32 Book Review of Faiths on Display: Religion, 
Tourism, and the Chinese State (edited by Tim Oakes 
and Donald S Sutton, Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishers Inc., Oct 2010, 292 pages), in Pacific 
Affairs, 84(4), Dec 2011 
POON Shuk-wah 62 D 1 
33 「開禧北伐：與宋金關係的破壞」，發表於由嶺南
宋史研究會主辦之「十到十三世紀中國政治與社會
學術研討會暨嶺南宋史研究會第二屆年會」，中國
廣州，2011 年 11 月 26 日 
WONG Ming-hong# 33 B 1 
34 「金代中後期中都及河北地區經濟概況的研究綜
述」, presented at the Postgraduate Summer School 
and Research Conference 2012, The Hong Kong 
Institute of Education, Jun 2012 
WONG Ming-hong# 33 B 1 
35 “The British Empire Exhibition at Wembley and 
British Imperial Identity in the South China Morning 
Post”, Islands and Britishness: A Global Perspective, 
Jodie Matthews and Daniel Travers (eds), Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, Feb 2012, pp 218-27 
ZOU Yizheng# 12 A 1 
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36 “The Theory of Hong Kong English Newspaper 
(1903-1941)”, presented at “Media, Politics, Society, 
Culture, Business: Hong Kong Postgraduate Students’ 
Conference on Media”, organized by the Department 
of History, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17 Sep 
2011 
ZOU Yizheng# 33 B 1 
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Department of Cultural Studies 
    
1 Learning to Write Critically: Drama as Pedagogy and 
the Implications for Cultural Criticism (「學習批判地
書寫：戲劇作為教育學及其對文化評論的啟示」), 
The Journal of Drama and Theatre Education in Asia, 
3(1), Jun 2012, pp 69-92 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen and 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 
21 A 1 
2 “ ‘Trans-cultural’ Dimension in Artistic/Cultural 
Production”, Proceedings of “Showing without 
Telling”, Burger Collection (ed), Zurich in Brissago, 
Switzerland, Sep 2011, 20 pages 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 31 B 1 
3 “Framing the Issues: The Micro-perspective in 
Understanding a Creative Ecology”, presented at 
Inter-Asia Cultural Studies Society Conference on 
“Cultural Transformations: Development Initiatives 
and Social Movements”, organized by BRAC 
University, Dhaka, Bangladesh, 17-18 Dec 2011 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 A 1 
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4 Consulting Editor, Iner-Asia Cultural Studies, 
2000-present 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 61 D 1 
5 “Sustainable Peace, Gender, and Knowledge 
Production: The Case of Experimenting Ecological 
Agriculture by PeaceWomen in China”, presented at 
South-South Forum on Sustainability, organized by 
Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development 
Programme, Lingnan University,, Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, Dec 2011 
CHAN Shun-hing 33 B 1 
6 《源於生活的力量──婦女的和平行動》  (A 
Documentary film on Strength that Grows from 
Everyday Life – Women’s Peace Action)，嶺南大學群
芳文化研究及發展部，2011 年 8 月 
CHAN Shun-hing 43 D 1 
7 “Chan Pak-keung, Danny”, Dictionary of Hong Kong 
Biography, May Holdsworth and Christopher Munn 
(ed), Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, Nov 
2011, pp 73-4 
ERNI John N 12 A 1 
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8 “Cheung Kwok-wing, Leslie”, Dictionary of Hong 
Kong Biography, May Holdsworth and Christopher 
Munn (ed), Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 
Nov 2011, pp 86-7 
ERNI John N 12 A 1 
9 “Mui Yim-fong, Anita”, Dictionary of Hong Kong 
Biography, May Holdsworth and Christopher Munn 
(ed), Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, Nov 
2011, pp 330-1  
ERNI John N 12 A 1 
10 Cultural Studies of Rights: Critical Articulations, 
Routledge, Jul 2011, 115 pages 
ERNI John N 14 A 1 
11 “Who Needs Strangers?: Un-imagining ‘Hong Kong 
Chineseness’ ” (lead article), Chinese Journal of 
Communication, Jan 2012, pp 1-10 
ERNI John N 21 A 1 
12 “Trans-figuring Marriage”, presented at a Workshop 
on Marriage in Cosmopolitan China, organized by 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Jul 2011 
ERNI John N 33 B 1 
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13 “Reconstructing Human Rights: Cultural Studies and 
Public Movements”, Keynote address at 1st Annual 
Human Rights Initiative Graduate Student 
Symposium, UC Davis – Human Rights in the 
Aftermath, organized by Uinveristy of California – 
Davis, Humanities Institute, California, USA, Mar 
2012 
ERNI John N 33 B 1 
14 “Deep Interest: Practising Weiquan (Rights 
Protection) Politics in China”, presented at East Asian 
Studies Symposium, organized by University of 
California – Davis, East Asian Studies, California, 
USA, Mar 2012 
ERNI John N 33 B 1 
15 Co-Editor, Queer Asia Book Series, Hong Kong 
University Press, Dec 2007-present 
ERNI John N 61 D 1 
16 Social Media Uprising in the Chinese-speaking World, 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong In-media, Aug 2011, 160 
pages 
IP Iam-chong 14 B 1 
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17 “Hong Kong’s Democratic Movement and the Making 
of China’s Offshore Civil Society”, Asian Survey, 
52(3), May/Jun 2012, pp 504-27 
IP Iam-chong 21 A 1 
18 “The Politics of Localized Struggles: Reflections on 
Rural Popular Resistances in South China”, presented 
at Annual Colloquium Series on “China: Capitalist 
Development and Popular Resistance”, organized by 
Centre for Social Theory and Comparative History, 
Los Angeles, USA, Feb 2012 
IP Iam-chong 33 B 1 
19 “Something New under ‘Chinese Heaven’: A Critique 
of Contemporary Chinese Postcolonial 
Consciousness”, presented at a Workshop of Global 
Coloniality in the “Asian Century”, organized by 
Hong Kong Advanced Institute for Cross-Disciplinary 
Studies, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 
Jun 2012 
IP Iam-chong 33 B 1 
20 The Nuclear Crisis in Japan, ARENA and PWAG, Jan 
2012, 248 pages 
LAU Kin-chi 14 B 1 
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21 “The Movement in Egypt: A Dialogue with Samir 
Amin”, Boundary 2, 39(1), Jan 2012, pp 167-206 
WANG Hui, WEN Tiejun and 
LAU Kin-chi 
21 A 0.3334 
22 “Ecological Civilization, Indigenous Culture, and 
Rural Reconstruction in China”, Monthly Review, 
63(9), Feb 2012, pp 4-8 
LAU Kin-chi, CHENG 
Cunwang, HE Huili and QIU 
Jiansheng 
21 A 0.25 
23 “The Cultural Politics of the Rural Reconstruction 
Movement in China”, presented at Workshop on Rural 
Education and Cultural Mediation, organized by 
Proyecto Andino de Tecnologias Campesinas, Cusco, 
Perú, 12-16 Aug 2011 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
24 “Experiences of Sustainable Development in China”, 
presented at International Meeting on “Women 
Weaving Paths and Destinies for the World 
Community”, organized by Mexican Network of 
Women, Morelos, Mexico, 18-20 Oct 2011 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
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25 “Ecological Agriculture and People’s Livelihood”, 
presented at Ecological Agriculture and Migrant 
Education, Chongqing Industrial and Commercial 
University, Chongqing, PRC, Feb 2012 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
26 「關於致知與失智的點滴思考」，載於《文化研究
@嶺南》，第二十五期，2011 年 7 月 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 22 B 1 
27 「殖民研究與香港研究」 (“Colonial Studies and 
Hong Kong Studies”)，載於《中文世界的文化研
究》，王曉明〈編〉，上海：上海書店出版社，2012
年 3 月，頁 94-105 
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
28 「1960-70 年代香港的回歸論述」 (“The Returnist 
Discourses in the Sixties and Seventies Hong 
Kong”)，載於《思想》，第 19 期，2011 年，頁 117-40 
LAW Wing-sang 22 B 1 
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29 「簡論香港政治與選舉文化的變遷和挑戰」 
(“Changes and Challenges of Politics and Election 
Culture in Hong Kong”)，載於《思》，第 124 期，2012
年 3 月，頁 3-8  
LAW Wing-sang 22 B 1 
30 “Collaborative Coloniality in the Movie Ip Man”, 
presented at Inter-Asia Cultural Studies Society 
Conference on “Cultural Transformations: 
Development Initiatives and Social Movements”, 
organized by BRAC University, Dhaka, Bangladesh, 
17-18 Dec 2011 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
31 “Learning From Empires: A (Post-)colonial Hong 
Kong Perspective”, presented at International 
Conference on Democracy, Empires and Geopolitics, 
organized by Center for Political Thought, Research 
Center for Humanities and Social Sciences, Academia 
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, Dec 2011 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
32 Panel discussion of the book Religious Right, 
Unitarian Universalists Hong Kong, Sep 2011 
LAW Wing-sang 62 D 1 
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33 Discussant, Symposium on Qian Liqun's New Book 
Mao’s and Post-Mao’s Times, Mao’s and Post-Mao’s 
Times, Inter-Asia College, Kwan Fong Cultural 
Research & Development Programme, Mar 2012 
LAW Wing-sang 62 D 1 
34 「特首選舉新聞商品化」，載於《特首選戰．傳謀．
民意》，蘇鑰機〈主編〉，香港：香港中文大學出版，
2012 年，頁 164-70 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 12 B 1 
35 「特首選舉新聞商品化」 ，載於《傳媒透視》，2012
年 4 月號，頁 3-4 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 22 B 1 
36 「回歸後香港新聞自由的情況」，載於《新社會雙
月刊》，2012 年 5 月，頁 58-61 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 22 B 1 
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37 “Prosuming Korean dramas in China and Hong Kong: 
some thoughts about Korean Wave and ‘Affective 
Citizenship’, or Surfing on the Korean Wave: 
Adventures in Transnational Popular Culture 
Research”, presented at Korean Wave (Hallyu) 
Workshop, organized by Centre for Korean Studies, 
San Francisco, USA, Feb 2012 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 33 B 1 
38 「戲曲更新與現代性的追尋」 (“Chinese Opera: 
Acts of Renewing and the Pursuit of Modernity”)，載
於《中國傳統戲曲的國際認同與自我求存﹕中國戲
曲節研討會論文集》，余少華〈編〉，香港：康樂及
文化事務署，2011 年，頁 91-9 
LI Siu-leung 31 B 1 
39 “Salvation and Modernity in Chinese and Japanese 
War Movies”, presented at International Workshop on 
“Restaging War and Peace: A Comparison of Japanese 
and Chinese War Movies”, organized by Institute for 
Research in Humanities, Kyoto University, Kyoto, 
Japan, 11-12 Jul 2011 
LI Siu-leung 33 B 1 
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40 Cultural Studies of Transnationalism, Routledge, Nov 
2011, 152 pages 
MORRIS Meaghan E and 
WRIGHT Handel K 
14 A 0.5 
41 “Coping with Cynicism”, Cultural Studies, 25(1), 
Winter 2011, pp 16-20 
MORRIS Meaghan E 21 A 1 
42 “The World, The Fame and the Video Star”, presented 
at World Cinema Now, Monash University, 
Melbourne, Australia, Sep 2011 
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 B 1 
43 “ ‘The Great Australian Loneliness’: On Writing an 
Inter-Asian Biography of Ernestine Hill”, presented at 
New Communities, New Racisms, organized by 
University of Melbourne and Asian-Australian Studies 
Research Network, Melbourne, Australia, Nov 2011 
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 B 1 
44 “What’s Critical about Action? Reflections on 
Trans-Cliché”, presented at Re-screening the Social: 
Critical/Radical Cinema, organized by TRABS Screen 
Culture Association and Korea National University of 
Arts, Seoul, Korea, May 2012 
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 B 1 
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45 Senior Editor, Traces: A Multilingual Series of 
Cultural Theory and Translation (Hong Kong, Tokyo, 
Seoul and Nanjing: Hong Kong University Press with 
Iwanami Shoten Publishers, Jiangsu Education Press, 
and Moonhwa Kwahaksa, Editorial Work, 
2004-present 
MORRIS Meaghan E 61 D 1 
46 “Alternative Responses to ‘The Modern Dream’: The 
Sources and Contradictions of Rural Reconstruction 
in China”, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, 12(3), Sep 
2011, pp 454-64 
DU Jie and PAN Jiaen# 21 A 0.5 
47 “The Social Economy of New Rural Reconstruction”, 
China Journal of Social Work, 4(3), Nov 2011, pp 
271-82 
DU Jie and PAN Jiaen# 21 A 0.5 
48 「民粹主義與政治主體的生成：社民連的個案」，
2011 年 7 月 
PANG Chak-sang# 63 B 1 
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49 “Intra-Asia Cultural Traffic: Transnational Flow of 
East Asian Television Drama in Indonesia”, presented 
at “Media, Politics, Society, Culture, Business: Hong 
Kong Postgraduate Students’ Conference on Media”, 
organized by the Department of History, Lingnan 
University, 17 Sep 2011 
TAMBUNAN Shuri M G# 33 B 1 
50 “The In-Between Space of Production and 
Consumption”, presented at Inter-Asia Cultural 
Studies Conference, 17-18 Dec 2011 
TAMBUNAN Shuri M G# 33 B 1 
51 “Masochist Men and Normal Women: Tang Shu 
Shuen and The Arch (1969)”, Chinese Women’s 
Cinema: Transnational Contexts, Lingzhen Wang 
(ed), New York: Columbia University Press, Aug 
2011, pp 66-88 
YAU Ching 12 A 1 
52 “Stigma as Metaphor: Thoughts on Coalition Building 
across Stigmas”, Router: Journal of Cultural Studies, 
Vol 13, Issue Fall 2011, Autumn 2011, pp 311-29 
YAU Ching 21 A 1 
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53 “My Film and Writings”, presented at 2011 Beijing 
Youth Independent Film Festival, organized by 
Trainspotting Cultural Salon, Beijing, PRC, 24-27 Jul 
2011 
YAU Ching 33 B 1 
54 “Christianity and Sexual Minorities”, presented at a 
Conference on “Lalacamp: Dreams and Strategies”, 
organized by Chinese Lala Alliance and Transgender 
Resource Center, Xian, PRC, Aug 2011 
YAU Ching 33 B 1 
55 “Imagined Kinships: Many and Two”, presented at 
Asian Film Festival Berlin (AFFB) 2011, organized 
by AFFB and Department of Chinese Studies of the 
Free University, Berlin, Germany, 26-31 Oct 2011 
YAU Ching 33 B 1 
56 「恥作為隱喻；無恥的自由」 (“Shame as Metaphor; 
the Freedom of Shamelessness”)，載於《字花》，第
34，2011 年 11 月，頁 85-9 
YAU Ching 41 D 1 
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57 “Why You Should Lack Parfit’s Concept of a Reason 
(or A Defense of Analytic Subjectivism)”, presented at 
University of Miami Philosophy Department 
Colloquium, 4 Oct 2011 
BAKER Derek C 33 B 1 
58 “A Suggestion on How to Reconcile Devitt’s 
Obviously Correct Position on the Psychology of 
Know How with Stanley and Williamson’s 
Semanitcs”, presented at a Workshop on the Work of 
Michael Devitt, organized by Department of 
Philosophy, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 1 May 
2012 
BAKER Derek C 33 B 1 
59 “Omniscient Agents Might be Conceptually 
Incoherent”, presented at Departmental Seminar, 
organized by Department of Philosophy, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 14 May 2012 
BAKER Derek C 33 B 1 
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60 Associate Editor, Australasian Journal Philosophy 
(AJP), finding referee’s to give blind reviews of 
submissions to AJP; making recommendations about 
the publication or rejection of the submissions on the 
basis of those reports. 
BAKER Derek C 61 D 1 
62 “History of the Ontology of Art”, Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Edward Zalta (ed), 
Stanford University, Department of Philosophy, 
Summer 2011, pp 1-40 [This is online publication: 
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/art-ontology-history/] 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
61 “It é rabilit é  et ontologie de l’ art”, La pensée 
esthétique de Gérard Genette, Joseph Delaplace, 
Pierre-Henry Frangne et Gilles Mouёllic (eds), 
Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, Dec 2011, 
pp 87-97 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
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63 “Beyond Literary Knowledge”, Why Literary Studies? 
Raisons D’être of a Discipline, Stein H Olsen and 
Anders Pettersson (eds), Oslo: Novus Press, Dec 
2011, pp 94-109 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
64 “Spectatorship and Risk”, Film and Risk, Mette Hjort 
(ed), Detroit: Wayne State University Press, Mar 
2012, pp 73-96 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
65 “New Directions in Aesthetics”, The Continuum 
Companion to Aesthetics, Anna C Ribeiro (ed), 
London: Continuum, Mar 2012, pp 255-70 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
66 “What is an Author?”, presented at Philosophy 
Seminar Series, organzied by Department of 
Philosophy, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore, 29 Mar 2012 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 33 B 1 
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67 “The Faceless Statue”, presented at Conference on 
“Art and Metaphysics”, organized by Department of 
Philosophy, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 16-18 
May 2012 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N and 
TROGDON Kelly G 
33 B 1 
68 Consulting Editor, Episteme (Journal for Philosophy 
of Social Science, University of London) 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 61 D 1 
69 Associate Editor, The Australasian Journal of 
Philosophy 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 61 D 1 
70 Review of Creativity and Art: Three Roads to 
Surprise (by Margaret Boden, USA: Oxford 
University Press, Dec 2010, 256 pages), in The 
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 69(4), 2011, 
pp 423-5 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 62 D 1 
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71 Book Review of Seeing Fictions in Film: The 
Epistemology of Movies (by George M Wilson, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011, 220 pages), in 
Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews, Feb 2012 
(http://ndpr.nd.edu/news/29409-seeing-fictions-in-fil
m-the-epistemology-of-movies/) 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 62 D 1 
72 “Algorithmic Moral Control of War Robots: 
Philosophical Questions”, Law, Innovation, and 
Technology, 3(2), Dec 2011, pp 279-301 
MATTHIAS Andreas 21 A 1 
73 “Semantic Stability and the Autonomy of 
Philosophy”, presented at Departmental Seminar, 
organized by Department of Philosophy, Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, 3 Nov 2011; also University 
of Hong Kong, 17 Nov 2011; also University of Utah, 
13 Feb 2012 
NADO Jennifer E 33 B 1 
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74 “On Devitt on Methodology”, presented at a 
Workshop on the Work of Michael Devitt, organized 
by Department of Philosophy, Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 1 May 2012 
NADO Jennifer E 33 B 1 
75 「論牟宗三對康德的《純粹理性批判》之詮釋」，
2011 年 7 月 
NG Ka-lok# 63 B 1 
76 “Hong Kong’s Policies Relating to Asylums-Seekers: 
Torture and the Principle of Refoulement”, UCLA 
Pacific Basin Law Journal, 28(2), Spring 2012, pp 
1-26 
RICE James A 22 B 1 
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77 “A Critique of the Appellate Decision in Vallejos v 
Registrar of Persons Tribunal: The abdication from 
the Rule of Law in Hong Kong”, presented at a 
Seminar on “Social Exclusion and Non-Permanent 
Residents in Hong Kong: The Legal, Political and 
Social Implications of the 2011 Right of Abode Case”, 
organized by Department of Cultural Studies and the 
Department of Philosophy, Lingnan University, 12 
Apr 2012 
RICE James A 33 B 1 
78 “The Instrumentalist’s New Clothes”, Philosophy of 
Science, 78(5), Dec 2011, pp 1200-11 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 21 A 1 
79 “What’s at the Bottom of Scientific Realism?”, 
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science, 42(4), 
Dec 2011, pp 625-8 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 21 A 1 
80 “The Role of Hypotheses in Biomechanical 
Research”, Science in Context, 25(2), Jun 2012, pp 
247-62 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P and 
ALEXANDER Neill 
21 A 0.5 
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81 “Information Versus Knowledge in Confirmation 
Theory”, Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on the 
Philosophy of Information, P Allo and G Primiero 
(eds), The Royal Flemish Academy of Belgium for 
Science and the Arts, 2012, pp 1-10 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 31 A 1 
82 “Empirical Evidence Claims Are A Priori”, presented 
at The British Society for the Philosophy of Science 
Annual Conference, University of Sussex, Jul 2011 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 33 A 1 
83 “Criticism and Dogmatism in Science: Striking the 
Balance”, presented at a Research Seminar, organized 
by University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 9 Sep 2011 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 33 B 1 
84 “Instrumentalism Lives!”, presented at Work In 
Progress Seminar, University of Sydney, 2011  
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 33 B 1 
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85 “Intuitions in Science: Thought Experiments as 
Argument Pumps”, presented at 39th Annual 
Philosophy of Science Conference, organized by Lars 
Bergström, Stockholm University, James Robert 
Brown, University of Toronto, David Davies, McGill 
University, Michel Ghins, Catholic University of 
Louvain, Dunja Jutronić, University of Maribor, 
Slovenia Elena Mamchur, Russian Academy of 
Sciences, James McAllister, University of Leiden and 
Zvonimir Šikić, University of Zagreb, Dubrovnik, 
Croatia, 16-20 Apr 2012 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 33 B 1 
86 “Unconceived Alternatives Are A Problem for 
Scientific Realism”, presented at a Workshop on the 
Philosophy of Michael Devitt, organized by 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 3 May 2012 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 33 B 1 
87 Associate Editor, Australasian Journal of Philosophy ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 61 D 1 
88 Area Editor, Philosophy of Probability ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 61 D 1 
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89 Middle Editor, Scientific Method, philpapers.org ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 61 D 1 
90 “Objective Bayesianism Defended?”, Review of In 
Defence of Objective Bayesianism (by Jon 
Williamson, USA: Oxford Unviersity Press, Jul 2010, 
200 pages), in Metascience, 21(1), Mar 2012, pp 
193-6 
ROWBOTTOM Darrell P 62 D 1 
91 “Racism: A Conceptual Exploration”, presented at 
LOGOS-Grup de Recerca en Lògica, Llenguatge i 
Cognició, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 
14 Jun 2012; and also Colloquium, Departmento. de 
Lógica, Historia y Filosofía de la ciencia, UNED. 
Humanidades, Madrid, Spain, 18 June 2012 
SESARDIC Neven 33 B 1 
92 Review of The Mirage of a Space Between Nature 
and Nurture (by Evelyn Fox Keller, Durham, NC, 
Duke University Press, 2010, viii+108 pages), in 
International Studies in Philosophy of Science, 25(4), 
Winter 2011, pp 417-20 
SESARDIC Neven 62 D 1 
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93 “Grounding: Necessary or Contingent?”, Proceedings 
of American Philosophical Association Conference, 
Eastern Division, Washington DC, Dec 2011, pp 180 
TROGDON Kelly G 32 A 1 
94 “Grounding Content”, poster presented at The Society 
for Philosophy and Psychology, 21 Jun 2012; and also 
presented at Turing 2012: International Conference on 
Philosophy, Artificial Intelligence, and Cognitive 
Science, Manila, Philippines, 27 Mar 2012; and also 
presented at Mind and Consciousness Conference, 
University of Western Australia, 17 Feb 2012; and 
also Australian National University, Canberra, 20 Oct 
2011 
TROGDON Kelly G 33 B 1 
95 “Metasemantics and the Causal-Historical View”, 
presented at a Workshop on the Work of Michael 
Devitt, organized by Department of Philosophy, 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 1 May 2012 
TROGDON Kelly G 33 B 1 
96 Associate Editor, Australasian Journal of Philosophy TROGDON Kelly G 61 D 1 
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97 Book Review of Could There Have Been Nothing? 
Against Metaphysical Nihilism (by Geraldine 
Coggins, Palgrave Macmillan, 2010, 171 pages), in 
Notre Dame Philosophy Reviews (an electronic 
journal), Aug 2011 
[http://ndpr.nd.edu/news/25433-could-there-have-bee
n-nothing-against-metaphysical-nihilism/] 
TROGDON Kelly G 62 D 1 
98 “What Do Chinese Value in (Mathematics) 
Education?”, ZDM - The International Journal on 
Mathematics Education, 44(1), May 2012, pp 9-19 
WONG Ngai-ying, WONG 
Wai-ying and WONG Wing-yu 
Esther 
21 A 0.3334 
99 “Ren, Empathy and the Agent-Relative Approach in 
Confucian Ethics”, Asian Philosophy, 22(2), 2012, pp 
133-41 
WONG Wai-ying 21 A 1 
100 「牟宗三的儒家天道論—－從整合哲學的觀點理
解」, presented at The Ninth International Conference 
on “Contemporary Neo-Confucianism” organized by 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong and National 
Central University, Taiwan, 5-7 Dec 2011 
WONG Wai-ying 33 B 1 
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102 “An Embarrassment of Riches: Modeling Social 
Preferences in Ultimatum Games”, Handbook of the 
Philosophy of Economics, Uskali Mäki (ed), Elsevier, 
2012, pp 577-96 
BICCHIERI C and ZHANG Jiji 12 B 0.5 
101 “A Lewisian Logic of Causal Counterfactuals”, Minds 
and Machines, Nov 2011, pp 1-17 (on-line version) 
ZHANG Jiji 21 A 1 
103 “Perceptual Objectivity and Evolutionary 
Normativity”, Proceedings of the Conference on 
Burge’s Philosophy (Contemporary Philosophers 
Serial 2011), Graduate Institute of Philosophy, 
National Tsing-Hua University, Xin Zhu, Taiwan, Sep 
2011, pp 1-21 
ZHENG Yujian 31 B 1 
104 “A Tripartite Structure of Normativity”, presented at 
The 4th Annual Buenos Aires Metaethics Workshop, 
organized by Centro de Estudios Filosóficos y 
Fenomenológicos Avanzados, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, 8-12 Aug 2011 
ZHENG Yujian 33 A 1 
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106 “Evolution-bound Normativity and External 
Reasons”, presented at Sofia International Conference 
in Ontology, organized by Institute for the Study of 
Societies & Knowledge – Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria, 21-24 Jun 2012 
ZHENG Yujian 33 A 1 
105 “Teleo-semantic Function & Beyond: The Frog Case 
Revisited”, presented at a Workshop on the Work of 
Michael Devitt, organized by Department of 
Philosophy, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 1 May 
2012 
ZHENG Yujian 33 B 1 
107 《歐洲的覺醒》(第二版) (Chinese Translation of The 
Awakening of Europe (2nd Edition) by M B Synge)，
香港：商務印書館，2011 年 9 月，280 頁 
ZHENG Yujian and 顧犇 45 D 0.5 
108 “Counterfactuals, Regularity and the Autonomy 
Approach”, Analysis, 72(1), Jan 2012, pp 75-85 
ZHONG Lei 21 A 1 
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109 “The Reductionist’s Troubles with Moral 
Explanation”, presented at International Conference 
on the Foundations of Morality, organized by John 
Templeton Foundation and Wuhan University, 
Wuhan, PRC, Oct 2011 
ZHONG Lei 33 A 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
    
110 “Macao-Elsewhere Project”, presented at a 
Conference on “What Environment Do We Want? 
Environmental Aesthetics and Its Implications”, 
organized by Department of Visual Studies, Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, 17-20 Nov 2011 
ARCHER Carol, BULLEN 
Leah, CHEONG Cécilia, 
COUANI Anna, FURLER 
Loene, JENKINS Carol, 
KELEN Kit, O’CONNELL 
Sean, RAWLINSON Sue, 
SHEPHERD Virginia and 
KENG Sou-vai 
33 B 0.0909 
111 Exhibition on “Placemarks” at Conference on “What 
Environment Do We Want? Environmental Aesthetics 
and Its Implications”, organized by Department of 
Visual Studies, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, Nov 
2011 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
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112 “Architecture”, Continuum Companion to Aesthetics, 
Anna C Ribeiro (ed), Continuum, Spring 2012, pp 
201-14 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 12 A 1 
113 “On Some Putative Graph-Theoretic 
Counterexamples to The Principle of The Identity of 
Indiscernibles”, Synthese, 187(2), May 2012, pp 
661-72 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 21 A 1 
114 “The Metaphysics of Art Restoration”, presented at 
Conference on “Art and Metaphysics”, organized by 
Department of Philosophy, Lingnan University, Hong 
Kong, 16-18 May 2012 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
115 “Flamboyant Risk-Taking: Why Some Filmmakers 
Embrace Avoidable and Excessive Risks”, Film and 
Risk, Mette Hjort (ed), Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, Apr 2012, pp 31-54 
HJORT Mette 12 A 1 
116 “Blind Shaft”, Directory of World Cinema: China, 
Gary Bettinson (ed), Intellect Ltd, Jun 2012, pp 127-9 
HJORT Mette 12 A 1 
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117 “KJ”, Directory of World Cinema: China, Gary 
Bettinson (ed), Intellect Ltd, Jun 2012, pp 216-7 
HJORT Mette 12 A 1 
118 “1428”, Directory of World Cinema: China, Gary 
Bettinson (ed), Intellect Ltd, Jun 2012, pp 218-9 
HJORT Mette 12 A 1 
119 “Introduction: The Film Phenomenon and How Risk 
Pervades It”, Film and Risk, Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, Apr 2012, 368 pages 
HJORT Mette 14 A 1 
120 “The Problem with Provocation: On Lars Von Trier, 
Enfant Terrible Of Danish Art Film”, KINEMA: A 
Journal for Film and Audiovisual Media, Iss 36, Apr 
2012, pp 5-30 
HJORT Mette 21 A 1 
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122 “One (Wo)man Documentarians, Networks, and Gift 
Culture: The National Film School of Denmark’s 
Contributions to Film Training in the Middle East and 
North Africa”, presented at Inaugural Conference on 
“The Education of the Filmmaker: Views from around 
the World”, organized by Centre for Cinema Studies, 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 25-27 May 2012 
HJORT Mette 33 A 1 
123 “On Risk, and Why It Deserves to be Taken Seriously 
by Film Scholars”, presented at a Mini conference 
devoted to the edited volume Film and Risk (Mette 
Hjort ed), orangized by the Creative Media Industries 
Research Group, University of Copenhagen, 13 Jun 
2012 
HJORT Mette 33 A 1 
121 “Environmental Aesthetics: On the Health Benefits of 
Appreciating Nature’s Beauty”, Keynote Speaker at 
International Congress on “Culture, Health and 
Well-being: The Musician’s Healthy Lifespan”, 
organized by The Finnish Association fo Musicians’s 
Medicine, Turku, Finland, 21-23 Sep 2011 
HJORT Mette 33 B 1 
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124 Corresponding Editor, Northern Lights, Copenhagen 
University Press, 2005-present 
HJORT Mette 61 D 1 
125 Series Editor, Nordic Film Classics Series, University 
of Washington Press, Seattle and Museum 
Tusculanum Press, Copenhagen 
HJORT Mette 61 D 1 
126 “Archive of Artistic Activities Published on Three 
Local Newspapers Between 1940 and 1959”, HK 
Visual Arts Yearbook 2010, Hong Kong: Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, Sep 2011, pp 166-95 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 12 A 1 
127 “Vietnames Boat People in Hong Kong: Visual 
Images and Stores”, The Chinese/Vietnamese 
Diaspora: Revisiting the Boat People, Chan Yuk-wah 
(ed), New York: Routledge, Oct 2011, pp 116-32 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 12 A 1 
128 “Rekindling Hearts With Art”, Arts and Health, Sep 
2011, pp 1-7 [Online: 
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1753301
5.2011.616899] 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 21 A 1 
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129 “Being in Traditional Chinese Landscape Painting”, 
Journal of Intercultural Studies, 32(4), 2011, pp 
369-82 [Online: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/07256868.2011.584615] 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 21 A 1 
130 “Visible Voices of Asylum Seekers – The Art of 
Vietnamese Boatpeople in Hong Kong”, International 
Journal of Humanities And Social Science, 2(1), 2012, 
pp 81-93 [Online: 
http://www.ijhssnet.com/update/current.html] 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 21 A 1 
131 “Art Heals and Comforts – A Community Arts Project 
for the Young Survivors of the Sichuan Earthquake”, 
presented at The International Congress on Culture, 
Health and Well-being, organized by University of 
Turku, Turku, Finland, 21-24 Sep 2011 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 A 1 
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132 「寫實主義與五０年代香港繪畫」 (“Realism and 
Hong Kong Paintings of the 1950s”)，發表於由嶺南
大學人文學科研究中心主辦之「一九五０年代的文
化衍變：從國內到香港」學術研討會，香港，2012
年 5 月 8 日 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 B 1 
136 “Preface for the Exhibition Catalogue”, Plurality: The 
Art of Lo Yuk Yin, Hong Kong: Grotto Fine Art, Aug 
2011 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 41 D 1 
133 「我行、我塑」, Soul Link, Feb 2012 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 41 D 1 
134 「漫談藝術── 個人情感的超越」, NT West Elder 
Academies Cluster, Jun 2012 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 41 D 1 
135 “The Days of Shupu – In Memorial of Tsang Wing 
Kwong” (「書譜年代的老實文化人- 記曾榮光老
師」), The Art of Tsang Wing Kwong, Hong Kong: 
Sunglow Publishing Ltd, 2011 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 44 D 1 
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137 “Picturing Celestial Certificates in Zhengyi Daoism: A 
Case Study of the Ordination Scroll of Empress Zhang 
(1493)”, Daoism: Religion, History and Society, No 3, 
2011, pp 17-48 
LUK Yu-ping 21 A 1 
139 “The Celestial Identities of Two Ming Empresses”, 
presented at 7th Annual Conference of the Asian 
Studies Association of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2-3 
Mar 2012 
LUK Yu-ping 33 A 1 
138 “Immortalising an Empress: The Ordination Scroll of 
Empress Zhang (1493)”, presented at Seminar Series 
of Department of Fine Arts, The University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, 8 Feb 2012 
LUK Yu-ping 33 B 1 
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140 “Visualizing the Celestial Identities of two Ming 
Empresses: From the Ordination Scroll of Empress 
Zhang to Images of the Nine-lotus Bodhisattva”, 
presented at Workshop on Daoist Studies, organized 
by Centre for the Study of Daoist Culture, The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 17 
Apr 2012 
LUK Yu-ping 33 B 1 
141 “Microscopic Vision: Mediated Landscape”, 
presented at Conference on “What Environment Do 
We Want? Environmental Aesthetics and Its 
Implications”, organized by Department of Visual 
Studies, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 17-20 Nov 
2011 
SO Wai-yi Zoie 33 B 1 
142 Exhibition on “Mediated Landscape” at Conference 
on “What Environment Do We Want? Environmental 
Aesthetics and Its Implications”, organized by 
Department of Visual Studies, Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, Nov 2011 
SO Wai-yi Zoie 44 D 1 
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143 Exhibition on “Floral Play” at Innovation Through 
Convergence of Art – Hong Kong International 
Jewellery Show, WCJ, 16-20 Feb 2012 
SO Wai-yi Zoie 44 D 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Centre for English and Additional Languages 
    
144 “Culture and Autonomy: from the Present to the 
Past…”, Independence: The Newsletter of the Learner 
Autonomy Special Interest Group (IATEFL), Issue 54, 
Spring 2012, pp 36-9 
BARTLETT Graig 22 B 1 
145 “Evaluating Attitudes towards a Technology-Based 
Writing Program”, ELT Quarterly, 13(1-2), Dec 2011, 
pp 1-9 
HIRADHAR Preet P 21 A 1 
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146 “Evaluating Technology-Mediated Writing Skills at 
the Tertiary Level in Hong Kong”, Proceedings of the 
International Conference of Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) in ELT on 
“Hi-tech, Lo-tech, No-tech: Learning Technologies in 
Practice”, The British Council, India Association of 
Computer Assisted Language Learning, English 
Language Teachers Association India, Learning 
Technologies Special Interest Group and the Global 
Issues Special Interest Group, Gujarat, India, Jan 
2012, pp 30 
HIRADHAR Preet P 32 A 1 
147 “At the Crossroads of Higher Education: 
Implementing E-learning Management Systems”, 
Online, National Seminar on “Improving Quality in 
Higher Education through E-learning Management 
Systems”, National Accreditation and Assessment 
Council (NAAC), Anand, India, 25-26 Feb 2012 
HIRADHAR Preet P 33 B 1 
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148 “Inter-Institutional Collaboration on Software 
Development – The Topsy Effect”, presented at The 
International Conference on Improving University 
Teaching (IUT), organized by IUT, Bielefeld, 
Germany, 19-22 Jul 2011 
SHIRLEY Christine D 33 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
    
149 詠史詩十二首：《雙十百年夢》、《金陵》、《西安兵
諫》、《重慶和談》《詠京城》、《哀城牆》、《大王》、
《紀念堂》（三首）、《二絕句》（二首），第十四屆
嶺南大學學生會中文系系會——《文苑》，2011 年
10 月 
HAN Dezhi 44 D 1 
150 「中國傳統戲曲與香港京崑通識課程」  (“The 
Traditional Chinese Theater and Hong Kong General 
Education Course on Peking/Kun Operas”)，發表於由
國立台灣師範大學國文學系主辦之「2011 第二屆敘
事文學與文化國際學術研討會」，台灣台北，2011
年 10 月 15-16 日 
LI Donghui and CHEN Hualing 33 A 0.5 
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151 “Parallel Study on Lingnan Exit Written Chinese 
Proficiency Tests Since 2009”, presented at a 
Round-table Conference, organized by Chinese 
Language Education and Assessment Centre, Lingan 
University and CSLC Putonghua Training and Testing 
Centre, Beijing, PRC, 11 Jul 2011 
LI Donghui and YU Keling 33 B 1 
152 「關於香港計算機普通話水平測試的幾點考慮」 
(“On Computer-aided Putonghua Proficiency Testing 
in Hong Kong”)，發表於由中國科技大學訊飛信息
科技中心主辦之「計算機輔助普通話學習與評測學
術研討會」，中國合肥，2011 年 12 月 10 日 
LI Donghui 33 B 1 
153 「院校分享：嶺南大學中國語文教學與測試中心新
學制的課程架構」，發表於由香港中文大學雅禮中
國語文研習所主辦之「香港高等院校新學制普通話
教學首屆學術研討會」，香港，2012 年 3 月 30 日 
LI Donghui 33 B 1 
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154 「反映時代，吸引眼球——《新華字典》第 11 版
讀後」 (“Reviews on 11th Edition of the Xinhua 
Dictionary”)，載於《語文通訊建設》，第 99 期，
2011 年 12 月，頁 27-30 
LI Fei and TIAN X 21 A 0.5 
155 「論漢語語音史研究中的假說演繹法」 (“On the 
Hypothetic-deductive Method in Chinese Historical 
Phonological Studies”)，載於《中國語言學》，第 5
期，2011 年 12 月，頁 30-41 
MA Maopeng 21 A 1 
156 Chinese Middle Constructions: A Case of Disposition 
Ascription, Hong Kong: The Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University, PhD Dissertation 
TAO Yuan 64 D 1 
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Explanatory Notes for Report 3 
 A  Academic research: refereed 
Type of Output: 
 B  Academic research: not refereed 
 C  Contract research 
 D  Other outputs 
 
Research Output Category: 
11 Research book or monograph (author) − Authored work generally arising from 
academic research project(s) although contract research can produce such results if 
findings are in the public domain 
1 Scholarly books, monographs and chapters 
12 Chapter in an edited book (author) − A paper, essay, or other material authored 
specifically for inclusion in an edited book; does not include an opening or summary 
chapter prepared by an editor for inclusion in a work counted in (14) 
13 Textbook (author) − A full-length authored work used for instructional purposes; include 
revisions if they involve "substantial" (say 20%) new material 
14 Edited book (editor) − an edited book of essays, research papers or the equivalent 
21 Publication in refereed journal − A paper in a refereed journal devoted to reporting the 
results of basic or applied research 
2 Journal publications 
22 Publication in policy or professional journal − A paper in a refereed or unrefereed 
journal publishing policy or educational material for a professional audience 
31 Invited conference paper − A paper invited for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings 
3 Conference papers 
32 Refereed conference paper − A paper accepted for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting on the basis of a formal peer review process external to the 
institution and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings  
33 Other conference paper − Any other paper presented at an academic or professional 
conference 
41 Authored play, poem, novel, story − Fictional or similar works, published in a form 
appropriate to the type of work 
4 Creative and literary works, consulting reports and case studies 
42 Painting, sculpture, drawing, photograph − Creation of artefacts capable of being 
reviewed for merit, generally but not exclusively of an artistic nature [exclude those 
covered in (44) below] 
43 Film, video − Creation of films, videos, multimedia, and similar productions for 
research, educational, cultural or entertainment purposes [exclude those covered in (44) 
below] 
44 Performance and participation in exhibits − Drama, musical and similar performances; 
participation as an exhibitor of paintings, sculptures or other artefacts: the exhibit may 
be sponsored by the institution or externally; it should attract significant public or 
professional attention 
45 Translation of other's work − Translation of an item of type (11) through (22) and (41) 
above, written by others: translation of one's own work is considered part of the 
authoring process and should not be included  
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46 Engineering, architectural, graphic designs − An engineering, architectural, graphic, 
landscape, or interior design (or the equivalent), whether prepared for a client or in the 
public domain 
47 Computer software or system − Development of a shareable computer software 
program, computer language, expert system, computer-aided instruction package or the 
equivalent 
48 Consulting or contract research report − Report on work performed under an 
institutional consulting or research contract: reports counted here generally will be 
prepared for the client, and they may be proprietary if institutional rules permit 
49 Written teaching case study or extensive note − Material prepared for teaching purposes 
with applicability beyond one's own course needs; short notes and descriptions prepared 
for immediate class use should not be included 
51  Patents granted – patents (on work done at the reporting institution) granted by patent 
office(s) to the reporting institution within the specified reporting period; not patents 
filed, not patents held in previous years, and not patents obtained/held on work done 
elsewhere 
5 Patents, agreements, assignments and companies 
52  Licensing agreements – the licensing of technology/invention from
53  Assignments of intellectual property rights – the assignment based on 
technology/invention 
 the reporting 
institution within the specified reporting period 
from
54 Companies – registered companies in which the institution holds an equity by virtue of 
technology transfer, where the acquisition of such equity (including any increase in 
equity) by technology transfer occurred during the specified reporting period 
 the reporting institution within the specified reporting period 
61 Journal editor − Editor, associate editor, or the equivalent of a journal or similar on-
going publication venture (‘editorial membership’ should be excluded) 
6 All other outputs 
62 Review of books or of software − Published or widely-disseminated reviews of books, 
other publications, software or similar items: dissemination must extend beyond the 
institution and its research sponsors [reviews for institutional clients should be counted 
under (49)] 
63 Postgraduate research theses – MPhil or PhD theses of research students who defended 
successfully within the specified reporting period 
64 Other outputs − Any substantive output of original research not listed above  
 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. Publications are listed by cost centres.  For each publication, the name(s) of the author(s) 
belonging to the corresponding cost centre (during the reporting period) is/are underlined.  
In the case of students, a "#" is placed against their names. 
 
2. The fraction appearing in the "Weighting" column of those co-authored items denotes 
the weighting of the authors concerned, calculated on a pro-rata basis.  For example, a 
paper with four authors will count as 0.25 for each author, and if three of the four authors 
are staff members in the same cost centre, the paper will count as 3x0.25=0.75 in the 
cost-centre total. 
 
